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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1:

CONTRACT BACKGROUND

On February 2, 1978 NASA Marshall Space Flight Center
awarded a seven month

co~tract

(NASB-32925) to the MIT

Depart~

ment of Aeronautics and Astronautics for a study entitled
nExtraterrestrial Processing and Manufacturing of Large Space
Systems (Phase l)".

Later negotiations extended the contract

to nine munths by adding supplemental tasks.

Work on

t~e

contract began on June 20, 1978, and the expected termination
date was March 31, 1979.
Following discussions between MIT and NASA MSFC, a follow-on
effort extended the contract

to further investigate solar cell

production processes, specifically automation requirements and
production control tradeoffs.

This research also included an

experimental section on deposition processes.
effort extended the contract to July 31, 1979.
and received a one-month

no-co~-

This follow-on
MIT

extension for the

reque~tEd
prepa~ation

of this detailed final report, making the due date August 31, 1979.
The NASA MSFC Contracting Officer's Representative is
Georg F. von Tiesenhausen

(20~-453-2789).

The MIT Principal

Investigator is Professor Rene H. Miller (617-253-2263).

The

MIT Study Manager is David B.S. Smith {617-253-2272}.
1.2:

CONTPIBUTORS TO THE STUDY
Work on the contract has been performed by the Space Systems

Laboratory of the Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics.
The members of the study team are listed in Table 1.1.
l. 1

Five

TABLE 1.1:

STUDY PARTICIPANTS

Participating Faculty
Rene H. Miller
James W. Mar
Leon Tri 11 ing
John F. Elliott
P. Guenther Werner

Principal Investigator

Research Staff
David B.S. Smith
Alan Bannister
Davi d L. Akin
Glen J. Kissel
David D. Dreyfuss

Study Manager

Part-time Student Researchers
Sylvia I. Barrett
Craig R. Carignan
John T. Dorsey
D. Scott Eberhardt
Douglas C. Finch
Jonathan A. Goldman
Marc J. Gronet
Chris K. Johannessen
John U. Jordan
Charles A. Lurio
Carolyn S. Major
Kent C. Massey
Laura C. Rodman
Joel A. Schwartz
Robert E. Sullivan
Eric D. Thiel
MIT faculty participated in the study:

from the Department of

Aeronautics and Astronautics, Professors Miller and Mar (who
jointly head the Space Systems Laboratory), and Professor
Trilling; from the Department of Materials S1 ic.r1ce and Engineering, Professor Elliott; and from the Department of Mechanical
Engineering, Professur Werner.
1.2

Profes~or

Miller is the Pr'incipai

Investigator and the study's systems specialist.
has expertise in

~~terials

Professor Mar

and structures, and served as Prin-

cipal Investigator during Professor Miller's absence.

Profes-

sor Trilling is a specialist in gas-surface interactions and
deposition processes.

Professor Elliott is an expert in material

refining and processing.

~rofessor

Werner is the manufacturing

and industrial operations specialist.
The study also employed five graduate student research
assistants:

Dave Smith was Study Manager and design integrator;

Alan Bannister supervised the design of the Klystron, waveguide,
and DC-DC converter manufacturing sections of the SMF; Dave Akin
was the study's costing specialist; Glen Kissel was the automation and production

contr~l

specialist; and David Dreyfuss

supervised the experimental research on diract vaoor1zation.
The remaining study personnel were undergraduate researchers
who were responsible for the bulk of the research and design
work.

In a contract stressing :;. ce-specific designs ("think-

ing zero-g") and advanced technologies (assumed technology
\

date:

1990), the undergraduates' fresh approach to problems

proved invaluable in generating novel ideas.
The study effort on this contract has been enhanced by
other activities within the Department of Aeronautics and
Astronautics.

Besides this contract with NASA MSFC, the MIT

Space Systems laboratory is conducting research in three related areas:

human operations in zero-g, novel structural

concepts for large space structures, and modeling and optimization of space industrialization scenarios.
1. 3

This research should

eventually suggest several Shuttle experiments, and should
identify critical technologies fn the development of space
industrial operations.
The zero-g work has concentrated until now on an evaluation of water as a zero-g simulation medium, i.e. under what
conditions and how much does water-drag affect the predictions for human EVA operations in space.

This has led to de-

velopment of a mathematical model of human body

dynamic~

·jnder-

water, and of an underwater harness and instrumentation.

Com-

parison of theory and underwater test results has indicated
constraints within which water is a suitable simulation medium
and the mathematical model can produce zero-g predictions by
accounting for the water-drag.

This work is funded by a NASA

HQ grant.
Work on large space structure design has concentrated on
the use of environmental forces (i.e. gravity gradient, magnetic, solar pressure, thermal emission) to reduce structural
requirements on largP. floppy structures. The SSL is also investigating the potential of inflatable structures, and preparing a vacuum drop chamber to study the free-fall dynamics
of such structures.

This research is also being conducted

under a NASA HQ gtant.
The reseJrch on space industrialization scenarios has
produced a

~iyh1y

flexible computer program capable of modeling

a wide range of options, including earth-based and lunar-material construction of solar power satellites.
1 •4

The program in-

eludes a detailed line item costing subroutine covering research, development, procurement, and operations costs of
space industrial components, allowing variable spending
patterns during the years of R & 0 and operations.

Optimi-

zation programs using linear and integer programming to minimize life cycle costs of space industrialization have also
been developed.

This work is done in-house? using depart-

mental funds.
Associated laboratories within
nautics and Astronautics include:

~he

Department of Aero-

The Techno)ogy Laloratory

for Advanced Composites, which studies the manufacture and
properties of

aerospace-str~ctural

vanced composites such as
(Air

Fore~

components made from ad-

grap~ite-epoxy o~

Kevlar-epo~y

Contracts); the Man-Vehicle laboratory, which has

studied posture control fn space for several years, and fs
prepar~n£

motio~

experiments on balance, vestibular functions, and

!ickness for Space1ab I

(NA~'

JSC contract); and the

Gas Turbine and Plasma Dynamics Laboratory, which has worke<l
on ion engines and plasma thrusters (NASA and Air Force contracts).
The Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics has also
conducted 5ystems studies as a integral part of its curriculum.
Past topics in the graduate level Advanced Systems Engineering
class include "A Systems Design for a Prototype Space Colony"
(1976), "Tt1ree Candidate Designs for Satellite Solar Power
1. 5

Stations" (1974), "Satellite Solar Power Station -- A Systems
Study" (1973), "Space Disposal of Nuclear Wastes" (1972), and
"A Proposal For a Humanitarian Earth Resources Satellite" (1970).
Undergraduate Space Systems topics in the recent past included
optimization of the Space Transportation System, sizing of
second generation shuttles, reuseable booster design with aiw
breathing first stages, laser propulsion, and optimized inter··
orbital transportation systems.

All of this past and on-going

work forms a sizable body of experience available to this study
effort.
1.3:

COMPLEMENTARY STUDIES
During the time of this study, two otner NASA studies were

in progress, on topics closely related to this contract's.

In

"Extraterrestrial Materials Processing ana Construction" (Contract NAS 09-051-001, for NASA JSC), the Lunar and Planetary Institute reviewed and developed methods for mining, beneficiating,
and refining 1unar raw materials for a lunar or srace manufacturing operation.
At the same time, the Convair

Divisio~

of General Dynamics

was working en "lunar Resources Utilization for
tion" {Contract NAS9-15560, for NASA JSC).

Spac~

Construe-

This study is a

systems evaluation of a number of possible scenarios involving
the use of lunar materials to manufacture space products.

One

important early task of this study was to establish an economicfeasibility threshold for lunar-material use.

Other objectives

of this JSC-GD study were the modification of the reference
earth-baseline Solar Power SatPllite design to one using
1.6

~unar

material components, and the development of preliminary designs for elements of spdce industrialization {e.g. lunar bases,
transportation systems, process1ng and manufacturing facilities,
habitats).
As mandated by the SOW and by discussions with the MSFC
COR, the MIT study received important inputs frJm
studi~s

(these inputs are described

bot~

thrc~ghout thi~

of these

report1.

A number of discussions were held, both on thr. ph 'ne and in
person, and progress reports were circulated

between

fu~db~rs

of all three studies.

1.4:

STUDY OBJECTIVES
The purpose of this study, as stated in the NASA Statement

of Work, is "to provide NASA with

~ertinent

and readily usable

information on extraterrestrial processing of materials and
manufacture of components and elements of large space systems."
B~iefly

stated,the objective of this study 1s to develop re-

quirements, preliminary desig'ls, and costs for a Space Manu-facturing

Facility (SMF), which would receive raw materials

from the Moon and the Earth, personnel and supolies from th
Earth, and energy from the Sun,
space

structure~

~o

produce components of la

such as communications antennas, space stations,

and solar power satellites (SPS).

This concept is explained

in nore detail in the next section.
More specifically, the stLdy objectives were listed as a
set of tasks in the SOW:
Task 1:

Define

sp~ce

program scenarios for low and
1. 7

medium options (no S?S).

The high option will use an SPS pro-

gram scenwrio provided by

~ASA.

Task 2:

Define the

benef1~iation,

smelting,

refinin~.

alloying, and other processes that are required to convert the
benef1ciated, primary processed lunar material int0 the requf red
commercial feedstock for the manufacturing processes.
Task 3:

For each desired product define

t~e

required

forwing, manufacturing, assembly, and other processe5 from
feedstock to the finished product.
Task 4:

Define type, total quantity and annual delivery

rate of supplemental terrestrial feedst<'ck material for each
of the material quantities and rates based on the product require: men ts.
Task 5:

Define the SMF operations, equ;pment and facilities

required to implement the processes defined in Task 2 for the
1 ow , ..1e d i \i m a n d b i g h q u a n t i t i e s a n d r 3 t e s •

Task 6:

oe~in~

required to implem·
of

t~~

SMF operations, equipment and facilities
·t

the processes

d~frned

material quantities and rates based on the product re-

quirements and determine the production
for

in Task 3 for each

quant1t~es

a!1d rates

edch prod~ct.

Task 9:

Provide conceptual layouts of all major SMF equip-

ments and facilities including material

rece1~ing,

product

storage facilities and energy supply for each rate and total
quant: ty of .rroduct material.
Task 10:

Determine total SMF
l .8

ma~ses

for each productioj

~or

rate.

Add mass contigencies

ment.

Determine the number of personnel required and assess

the mass of their res:dential
Task 11:

SMF flight mrchanical equip-

accomm~dations.

Present a preliminary cost analysis and a;sess-

ment which includes development, acquisition of all SMF elements, initial and operating cost, maintenance and logistics
co~t.

the cost of terrestrial supplementary material and trans-

portation cost for each major element.
and sensitivities fer eacl1

Task i5:

Define uncertainties

elem~nt.

Present all study numeric"ll results

in

tabu-

lated and graphical form that will permit obtaining values
for any intermediate parameters other

~han

those used in

~he

study.
Tasks 7, 8, 12, 13, 14, and 15 \listed below)
Phase II of the study:

to~ether

form

the design Jnd costing of a lunar Man-

ufact•1 ... ing Facility (:.MF) to do the same job as the SMF, but
on the lunar

sur<~ce,

and the comparison of the SMF and LMF

options.
Task 7:
req~ired

Define

th~

operations, equipment and fac11ities

LMF

to implement the processes defined for the low, medium

and high quantities and rates.
r~~k

8:

Define LMF operations, equipment and facilities
~rocesses

required to implement the
of the material
quir~ments

quantitie~

defined in

T~s~

2 fo- each

and rates based on the product re-

and determine the production quantities and rates

for each product.

1. 9

Task 12:

Provide conceptional layouts of all major LMF

equipments and facilities includittg material receiving, product storage facilities, and energy supply for each rdte and
total quantity of product material.
Task 13:
rate.

Determine total LMF masses for each production

Determine the number of personnel required and assess

the mass of their residential accommodations.
Ta5k 14:

Present a preliminary cost analysis and assess-

ment which includes development, acquisition of all LMF elements, initial and operating cost, maintenance and logistics
cost~

and the cost of terrestrial supplementary materials and

transportat~on

cost for each major

elem~nt.

Define uncertain-·

ties and sensitivities for each element.
Task 15:

Compare and evaluate the SMF and LMF concept

options based on methods and criteria developed by the contractor.

Recomnend further investigations in support of con-

clusions drawn in this study dnd preoare rationale, plans,
cost and schedule for the recommended efforts.
During the progress of the study, a number of significant
c~Jnges

were made to these objectives, as issues were clarifiPd

by this effort and the two complementary studies.

fi;·st, the

early determination of the eco11omic threshold for lunar materials use done by the JSC-GD study (Ref. 1.1} suggested that
a

min~mum

production fmount of roughly 570,000 tons of ldrgc

space structures in 30 years is required to make lunar materidl~

use economically viable.
1. 10

Furthermore, even liberal

estimates of future satellite requirements do not approach
this figure. unless SPS's are included.

(Or. Gerard K. O'Neill

suggested at one meeting that a space-based passive anticollision radar system might

~e

in this mass range. but cur-

rent estimates on such structures are uncertain.)

Therefore

a viable lunar-material scenario would include the production
of SPS's.

MIT's fn-house studies (mentioned above) are in

agreement with this conclusion.
The immediate result of this finding was that the 'low and
medium options• mentioned in Task l of the SOW were economically
unacceptable.

It was therefore decided that this study

WOl•.

d

disregard those options and concentrate on the high production
option (with SPS).

Task 1 was therefore reduced to defining

the program scenario for the high production optior., and
several tasks requiring research for low, medium, and high
options were narrowed to the high-option effort only.
Second, it was decided that the beneficiation and refining
of lunar ores into SMF feedstcck was the province of the JSCLPI

~tudy,

and that similar research

an unnecessary duplication.

by

the.MIT team would be

Therefore the characteristics of

the lunar material inputs into the MIT SMF designs were developed frrm the results of the LPI resedrch, and through
consultations with the participants in that study.

Since thE

refining schemes proposed by the JSC-LPT study produce highly
purified materials, the processing requirements in the MIT
SMF designs were reduced to alloying
1 • 11

~he

inputs when terrestrial

alloying elements were required, and purifying metallurgical
grade silicon to semiconductor grade for solar-cell production.
Third, research 1n this study and the JSC-GO study suggested that certain processes in the overall scenario belong on
the Moon, while others should be in

sp~ce.

Specifically, re-

fining lunar ore on the Moon has the advantage that the product
launched into space con_ists entirely of the desired material.
Thus the launch system need not launch the unwanted constituents
in lunar ores.

Also, a number of refining processes involving

the movement and separation of fluids benefit from being in a
gt·avity field, reinforcing the suggestion that beneficiation
and refining should be done on the Moon.
On the other hand, a number of products (most importantly
solar cells) appeared too fragile to survive stresses during
launch from the Moon, be it by mass-driver or chemical rocket.
It was therefore judged that the fabrication proces:

~

for

fragile components (e.g. solar cells, truss members, klystron
parts, waveguides) should be in space.
form the bulk of the SMF, the lunar

Since such processes

~anufacturing

Facility

became an unlikely option, since many of its products would
require redesign to launch-rate them, leading to more complex
fabrication and more massive products.
After
GO and MIT

s~udy

of these results and consultations with the

re~earch

teams, NASA decided that Phase II of this

study, the design of the 1.unar Manufact1Jring Fac.ility, was
unnecessary, and that the purpose of the
1. 12

~tudies

would be ade-

quately
?ort,

ser~~~

th~

the SMF

by the scenario evaluations in the JSC-GD ef-

lundr processing designs of the JSC-LPI study, and

de~ign

in this MSFC-MIT study.

These developments all contributed to the gradual evolution of the study objectives.

The end product of that evolu-

tion is an updated set of study objectives, presented in

Table l.2.
TABLE 1.2:
1)

2)

3)

4)

5)
G)

L

UPDATED STUDY OBJECTIVES

Define space program scenarios for production
of large space structures (including SPS's)
from lunar materials, and define in detail the
large space structure components to be produced.
Define the SMF refining, alloying, and other
processes required to convert the refined lunar
material inputs into feedstock for the required
manufacturing processes.
Define the SMF manufacturing, assembly, and
ot~~r processes required to convert the feed~ ~ock into components of large space structures.
Define types and quantities of Eart~ materials
needed in the production of the large space
structure components.
Develo~ conceptual layouts of all major SMF
eqn!?~ent and facilities.
'.,sign a "reference SMF", inciudin~ definition
of the SMF operations, equipment, and facilities
required to implement the processes in (2) and (3)
above, including support equipment, storage facilitie~., personnel requirements, and habitation

~·f?Cilities.

(continued)
l . 13

TABLE 1.2 Continued
7)

8)

Present a preliminary cost analysis and assessment which i~cludes development, acquisition cf
all SMF elements, initial and operating cost,
mainter.ance and logistics cost, cost of terrestrial materials, and transport~tion cost for each
major element. Define uncerta1~ties and sensitivities for each element.
Present all study numerical results in tabulated and graphical form that will permit obtaining values for any intermediate parameters
other than those used in the study.
THE SPACE MANUFACTURING FACILITY CONCEPT

1.5:

Figure l .1 presents the major elements in an earth-based
large space structure construction scenario.

Components of

large space structures, after manufacture on Earth, are launched
to an Earth Orbit Terminal.

There they are repackaged (pos-

sibly including subassembly of large space structure components)
and ferried to the Geosynchronous Orbit Complex for final assembly and checkout.

Studies have shown that the major costs of

a sc!nario is the

su~h

~arth

tran~portation

orbit (LEO) of 1) the structure

from the groun( to lowcomp~nents

and 2) the

fuel required for the transfer of those components to geosynchronous orbit (GSO).
An alternative scenarios aimed at reducing these costs, is
presented rn Fi y. 1.2 (adapted from Fig. 1 of the SOW).

In

th i s sys t em , mos t o f t t1 e mate ri a 1 s re qu i red for the 1 a r ge s pace
l • 14

GB

- Ground Base
EQT - Earth Orbit Terminal
GSOC- Geosynchronous Orbit
Terminal

- . -,...,- - - ......__

;_

,,_. """"

"""-

'\..

-

...

--

-·-,,

FIGURE 1.1:

structures

wo~ld

-ELEMENTS OF EAkTH-BASED
CONSTRUCTION SCENARIO
MAJ~R

be mined and beneficiated on the Moon, at a

Lunar Resource Complex.

These lunar materials would then be

launched into space to a cargo Transition Point, repackaged,
and ferried to a Space Manufacturing Facility.

This SMF would

process, manufacture, and assemble the lunar materials into
components of large space structures.

These components would

then be shippeJ to the Geosyrchronous Orbit Complex and assembled (together with some terrestrial components) into the desired large space structures.
The potential advantage of this scenario over its earthbased counterpart is that the bulk of the materia1 reouired
comes from the Moon.

This material therefore has a far smaller
l. 15

e
GB
EOT
LOT
LRC
TP
SHF

-

Ground Base
Earth Orbit Terminal
lunar Orbit Terminal
lunar Resource Complex
- Cargo Transport Point
- Space Manufacturing
Facility

GSOC - Geosynchronous Orbit
Complex

EARTH
FIGURE 1 .2:

MAJOR ELEMENTS OF LUNAR MATERIPL SCENARIO
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grav;tational field to overcome than waterial launched from
Earth:

the energy requ;red for lunar

esca~e

at the lunar sur-

face is 4.5% of the energy requirement for earth escape at the
Earth's surface.

In addit;on, the lack of lunar atmosphere

makes possible the use of catapults {such as the electromagnetic
mass-driver) to launch payloads without use of propellant.
The lunar surface material can also be refined to yield
propellants for rockets.

These propellants can fuel launch

systems from the lunar surface (an alternative to catapults),
and orbital transfer vehicles between various points in the
system, including the transportation legs between LEO and
lunar orbit (LO) and between LEO and GSO.

This use of lunar-

derived fuel can therefore reduce transportation costs even
for the required

terre~trial

inputs.

However, the lunar-material scenario requires a number of
facilities (e.g. lunar base, cargo transition point, SMF) and
devices (e.g. lunar landers, TP-SMF interorbit31 transports)
not needed_ by the earth-based construction scenario.

Also,

personnel must travel farther from Earth in the lunar material
system, adding to their transportation costs.

These financial

adyantages and disadvantages must be traded off to determine
the most cost-effective approach to large-scale space industrialization;

hence this study, which investigates one of

the key cost elements in the lunar-material scenario: the Space
Manufacturir.g Facility.
l • 17

Figure 1.3 presen•s a more specific schematic of the SMF
concept, showing major inputs and outputs (these are treated
in detail in later chapters of this report).

As described

earlier, the bulk of the input raw materials comes from the
Moon; other raw materials come from Earth.

The required per-

sonnel and logistics supplies travel between Earth and the SMF.
The most likely source of power for the SMF is solar en~rgy;

a less likely alternative is nuclear energy.

Thus the

cost of energy for the SMF operations rEsembles the cost pattern for SPS's:

a large initial outlay for the solar array,

followed by a very low operating cost (due to the absence
need for fuel and the low maintenance req •irement).

of

Therefori,

for long operating times, the cost of energy in SMF operations
can be substantially lower than the cost of energy in earth
manufacture; this is another potential cost reduction in the
lunar material scenario over the earth-based construction
scenario.
The location of the SMF was unspecified in the SOW, and
remained open during the contract.

A number of locations are

possible (e.g. lunar orbit, the Lagrange points, resonant
~arth-moon

orbits, GSO), but the determination of the optimum

location depends on tradeoffs involving transportation systems,
personnel stay time, and availability of materials and energy,
which are beyond the scope of this contract.
location

ha~

In any case,

little effect on the design of the SMF production

equipment; the areas affected are pointed out and discussed
throughout thi5

re~ort.
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CHAPTER 2

ASSUMPTIONS AND GUIDELINES

2.1:

GENERAL REMARKS ON ASSUMPTIONS
To keep the research effort within the scope of this pre-

liminary study, a number of assumptions were prov;ded in the

SOW.

However, as the study progressed, and as results came in

from tne two complementary studies {described above), many of
these assumptions were revised or removed, and other assumptions made where appropriate.

For example, the rrogressive

modifications in the study objectives !discussed in Sec. 1.4)
changed the assumptions on SMF production levels and types of
products.

These alterations led to an updated set of assump-·

tions and guidelines, which are described in the sections below.
Assumptions were also made to resolve certain questions
arising during the SMF design process, since
these

q~estions

r~solution

of

would require research effort beyond the scope

of this contract.

These assumptions are also listed below,

and discussed throughout this report.
In general, the

assum~tions

and guidelines used in this

s tu dy fa 1 1 i n t o t hr e e c a t e go ,. i e s .

Th e

f i

r s t c a t e go r y

guideline on the performance of this study:
marimum

~se

i

s o ne

this study makes

of past and present studies in the fields of

large space systems, lunar resources utilization) and space
processing and

manufacturin~.

rectly from the SOW.

This guideline is taken di-

In partitu1ar. th1s study
2.l

doe~

not do

any specific design of habitation systems, but usfs the results of prior studies in this area.
The se~Jnj category consists of basic assum,tions affecting
the SMF scP.nario:

production levels, :haractel•~tics of out-

puts and inputs, and technology level.

These are discussed in

Sec. 2.2, "SHF Scenario Assumptions".
The third category includes general assumptions and gu~~~lines affecting the design of a ref~rence SMF, such a~
ponent lifetime and use of automation.

'11-

These are pres

i

in Sec. 2.3, "General SMF Design Guideli11es and Assumptionsa.
In

addition, a number of specific

a~sumptions

were made

in the design of individual processes and pieces of equipment.
These specific machine design assumptions are stated and exin Chaps. 5 and 7.

plained throughout this report, particularly
2.2:

SMF SCENARIO ASSUMPTIONS

2.2.l:
basic

Table of Scenario Assumptions:
assumpti:~s

Table 2.1 presents the

affecting the SMF scenario.

are discussed below.
2.2.2: SMF Products:

As described in Sec.

The assumptions

l.~,

"Study Objec-

tives", early results of the JSC-GD study indicated that production of less than 570,000 tons of material in 30 years
would make the lunar-material scenario economically unsatisfactory.

Since such a production level cannot

b~

~et

by

sate 11 it es wi thou t inc 1 u di n g the SP S , the 1 un a r -ri .... t er i a ·1 st e: nario must include production of SPS's {at roughly 100,000
tons per 10-GW SPS),
clu~e

and the SMF

SPS components.
2.2

output~

must therefore in-

TABLE

2.1~

GENERAL

ASSUU~TIONS

SMF Products:
SHF output includes SPS components.
SPS's produc~d ar~ the JSC-Boeing
baseline design, modified to use
lunar materials.
Beyond the lunar-material substitutions, there are no major redesigns
of the SPS.
SMF Lunar Inputs:
Possible inputs are silicon, silica,
aluminum, iron, calcium, magnesium,
titanium, Gxygen, and slag.
lnpu!s arrive at the SMF in refined
condition.
Inputs arrive at ti1e SMF in S!"'~cia11zed shapes, e.g. roc5.
Technology Level in

S~F

Design:

the )!ar

The JSC-GD study (Ref. 2.1) th£n proceeded to
needs of a 30-year production

o~·.put

1~90.

c~mpare

the

of 537,000 tons of SPS's

and 29,GOO tons of other satellites (thP maximum predicted requirement for non-SPS satellites), with the needs of a

30-ye~r

production output of 570,000 tons of SPS's (each scenarios
adding up to the 570,000-ton minimum).
requirements

~ary

by

The

v~rious

material

at most 2% between the two scenarios.

Therefore the material requirements of an all-SPS 3cenar;o
adequately model the

n·~ds

of a mixed-output scenario.
2.3

The JSL-GO study also pointed cut that many of the components of non-SPS satellites were similar to SPS components
(e.g. truss structures, antennas, solar-c2ll arrays, radiators,
heat pipes, electrical wire),

and that

thos~

compont ts not

similar to SFS components were not likely to be made from
lunar materials (e.q. electronics, thrusters, batteries).
Therefore an SPS production scheme can adequately model a
mixed-output scenario:

the SMF can be designed to produce

pr;marily SPS components,

w~ile

produce variations of those

staying flexible enough

t~

for use in other space

compon~nts

applications.
As mandated by study guidelines in the SOW and discussions
with the MSFC COR, the SPS design used in defining the SMF
outputs was the Boeing-JSC Recommended Preliminary Baseline
Concept (Ref. 2. ~}.

Since this baseline design is an earth-

laL.1ched SPS, the design had to be modified to substitute
lunar materials for the earth materials in the SPS components.
The JSC-GD study performed such modifications, producing
Th~

a lunJr-material SPS design (RPf. 2.3).

MIT study team

reviewed the Boeing-JSC baseline and the suggested lunar-material substitutions from the JSC-GD

st~dy.

Desfgns and spe-

cifications for lunar-material components of the SPS were then
develGped.
(without
for

~v~ry

As suggested

growt~

the JSC-GD study, roughly 8000 tons

by

margin) of terrestrial

10-GW SPS.

With

~~~

are required

lunar-material substitutions

assumed and calculated by this studys
2.4

com~onents

e~ ·~

,~~~·-material

10-GW SPS

~asjes

96,600 tons, including terrestrial components

(but without growth margin).

Chapter 3, "Specifications of

SMF Outputs", describes the lunar-material SPS components in
quart~ttes

detail, and lists the expected types and
outputs.

While some of these output

specific~tions

of SMF
are par-

tially dependent on the production equipment chosen. the outputs
SH~

~isted

product

in Table 3.1 provide a useful example of typical
require~ents.

One assumption clearly stated in early discussions between
the study team and the MSFC COR is that there are no major redesigns of the SPS beyond those necessary for lunar-material
substitutions.
search work

This assumption was essential to keep the re-

mana~~able,

since major alterations to the SPS

would require design effort well beyond the scope of thP. study.
However, this restriction also has a significant effect on the
study direction and on the design of the reference SMF.
The reascns for thf s effect are the differences

bet~een

the physical and economic design environments of the earthbasel ine and lunar-material scenarios.

In the Boeing-JSC

baseline scenario, the SPS componerts are manufactured on Earth
with 'conventional' equipment, shipped up Earth's gravity we11,
and assembled in orbit.

This

estahl~shes

availability of a wide variety of

a design environment:

mater~al~,

cost of production labor, high cost of

relatively low

prod~ction

enerJy, en-

vironmental constraints in manufacture, large transportation
cost of finished componP.nts, high cost of labor in assembly.
2.5

The baseline SPS design is therefore optimized within this
design

environm~nt,

leading to sophisticated components

de~igned

for low-mass, labor-intensive production, launch-stress survival, and ease of assembly.
The lunar-material SPS scenario sets up a different design
environment.

The available lunar materials are limited (as

described in Chap. 4,

0

SMF Inputs•).

The cost of production

labor is high, since this personnel must be maintained in space.
Energy is available from sunlight and therefore cheaper than
on Earth for long factory operating times (as discussed in
Sec. 1.5}.

The environmeatal constraints are different:

example, it is easier to get rid of high-temperature heat

for
tha~

low-temperature heat in space, since it must be radiated away.
Th~

reverse is usually true on Earth, since high-temperature

waste often puts an unacceptable strain on the
vironment.

nat~ral

en-

In the lunar-material scenario, transportation

costs for the bulk of the SPS material are far lower than in
the earth baseline scenario; this is one of the major potential advantages of the lunar option.
Therefore the lunar-material design environment suggests
different SPS design optimizations:

s1mple components de-

signed for energy-intensive automated production.

These com-

ponents need not contend with large launch s•resses.

Possibly

most important, the mass of the components has a far less severe effect on the production and transportation costs than in
the earth baseline scenario; however, the effect
2.6

~f

SPS mass

increases on SPS operational cost (e.g. stationkeeptng fuel)
1s at present unknown. and could raise the over1il program
cost.

Both lunar and earth scenarios share ease of asse•bly

as an advantage.
Thus the assumption that there are no major SPS redesigns
beyond the lunar-material subst1tutfons limits the extent to
which the lunar-material SPS design can approach the optimum
suggested by the design environment.
presents a specific example.

The solar cell design

The earth-baselfne design

vironment suggests minimum SPS mass.

en-

This leads to hf gh-ef-

ftctency (12.SS) low-mass solar cells to mfnfmfze SPS area.
This in turn leads to complicated production requirements for
the solar cells.

same

a~ea

r~quires

Restricting the lunar-material SPS to the
12.SS efficient cells as well. thus expor-

ting the production complexity into space.

However. allowing

an increase in SPS area and a reduction in solar cell efficiency
brings fn a number

or

alternative energy-collection systems

with simpler production requirements.

The cost tradeoff is be-

tween the reduction in fn-space production cost and the increase in SPS operating cost.
the use of

concentrat~rs

A more subtle tradeoff involves

to focus

s~nlight

into the solar cells.

In the earth baseline scenario. the cost tradeoff fs between
the reduced rrquirement for solar cells and the increased tnspace assembly requirements for the concentrators.
earth-based solar-cell

productfo~

Since the

is cheaper than the fn-space

assembly {the major cost being transportation), the earth
2.7

baseline design optimizes without concentrators.

In the lunar

material scenario. even though fncieased assembly requirements
are also expensive, reduction of solar cell production can
lead to greater savings than a similar reduction in the earth
baseline scenario.

Therefore the lunar-material SPS design

might optimize with concentrators.
It is not the contention

J~

he study group that the as-

sumption of no major SPS redesign was too restr1ct1ve.
m~nti~ned

As

above. this restriction was essential to keep the

study manageable.

However. the study group wishes to point

out the effects of such a restriction. and to suggest that
later studies should develop an optimized lunar-material SPS
and production system.

This issue is further discussed in

Chap.13. •Possible System Tradeoffsa.
2.2.3:

SMF Lunar Inputs:

The assumption of the possible

inputs listed in Table 2.1 was taken directly from the SOW.
These lunar inputs are discussed in detail in Chap. 4, asMF
Inputs".
As mentioned in Sec. 1.4, it was decided during the course
of the study that beneficiation and refining of lunar ores
into raw materials for the SMF was the province of the complementary JSC-LPI study.

Examination of that study's output

(Ref. 2.4) and discussions with members of the LPI team indicated that lunar materials could be refined to high purities
on the Moon.

It was therefore assumed that lunar inputs

would arrive at the SMF in refined condition, as discussed in
2.8

Chap. 4.
This study assumes that the lunar

materials are launched

from the Moon by chemical rocket (as discussed fn Sec. 4.5).
The lunar inputs to the SMF are therefore available in specialized shapes, e.g. rods and slabs.The input shapes to the
reference SMF are described fn Chap. 4.
2.2.4:

Technology Level:

The study group chose the year 1990

as the technology cutoff date to allow for 10 years of research
from this date (1979).

During the years 1990-1995, space hard-

ware for the lunar-material scenario is developed and tested.
The first full-scale earth-launched SPS is brought on line fn
1995, and during the years 1995-2000 the earth production system is progressively replaced by the lunar-material scenario.
Although thfs full schedule may be shown to be economically
unrealistic by later studies, the technology cutoff date should
be reasonable even if later timelines are altered.

2.3:

GENERAL SMF DESIGN GUIDELINES ANO ASSUMPTIONS
The operational lifetime of the SMF components fs 20 to 30

years (with maintenance).

sow.

from the

The SMF
fns~ances

labor.

This assumption is taken directly

de~igns

make maximum use of automation, except fn

where economic arguments justify the use of human

For example, space workers do some

vision of

equipment.

repair and super-

Further discussion of the issue of

humaa productivity (dependent on the level of automation) appears in Chap.9, "Maintenance and !epair", and Chap. 13,
2.9

•Possib1e System Tradeoffs•.

Thfs gufde1ine

is taken from

the SOW.
Equipment for the SMF is not limited to extensions of
terrestrial equipment.

It is highly desirable that space spe-

cific machinery designs be developed.
the SOW.

2.10

This guideline is from

CHAPTER 3
SPECIFICATIONS OF SMF OUTPUTS

3.1:

TABULATED OUTPUTS
As mentioned in Sec. 2.Z.2, "SMF Products", the expected

products of an SMF (SPS's and other satellites) can
quately modeled by SPS components.

~e ad~

As suggested by the SOW

and MSFC COR the SPS design used in defining those components
was the Boeing-JSC Recommended Preliminary Baseline Concept
(Ref. 3.1),

modified by lunar-material substitutions.

The

JSC-GD study described such substitutions, producing a lunarmaterial SPS design (Ref. 3.2).
The MIT study team closely reviewed the Boeing-JSC base1 ine and the lunar-material substitutions suggested by the

JSC-GD study.

MIT then developed designs and specifications

for the lunar-material components of the SPS, and computed the
SMF outputs required to produce such SPS's.

Table 3.1 presents

this list of outputs (the even-number total 1s coincidental).
Some of the output specifications in this table are partially
dependen~

on the production equipment chosen, and therefore

keyed to the reference SMF design.

The SPS component designs

used and the rationale for each output level are described

i~

the next 3ection.
3.2:
3.2.l:

EXPL~NAT!ON

OF SMF PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

General Remarks:

Many of the output levels listed are

based on Boeing SPS design data and the lunar-material substitutions suggested by the JSC-GD
3. 1

st~dy.

The Boeing data used

TABLE 3.1: SMF OUTPUTS
CFoR 1 10-GW SPS,

.w
N

WITHOUT GROWTH MA~GIN)

PRODUCT

QUANT IIY/SPS

MASS/SPS <loNs)

SOLAR CELL ARRAYS

2 .·17 X lOlO CELLS (i0% EXTRA)

STRUCTURAL MEMBER RrasoN

6,5 X io6 METERS (5% EXTRA)
2.04 X i05 PIECES (5% EXTRA)
1,8 X 106 PIECES (10% EXTRA)

4·,4 x 104
2.3 )( 104
f.·s x io4
l.·2 x 104
2.8 x 103
2.'! x 10 3

KLYSTRON ASSEMBLIES
WAVEGUIDES
BuseAR STRIPS

DC-DC

CONVERTERS

l, LJ X 106 METERS (1% EXTRA)
46i PIECES Cl% EXTRA)

6,7 x 102

END JOINTS

1.4 X 108 METERS (5% EXTRA)
461 PIECES Cl% EXTRA)
Nq x 103 PIECES

N8

JOINT CLUSTERS

,._ 1500 P1 ECES

"" 8

ELEC. WIRE AND CABLES

DC-DC

CONVERTER RADIATORS

TOTAL

Nore:

MAss

s. 6 x io2

-

LO x 105

TONS

THE QJAhTITY/SPS FIGURES INCLUDE AN EXTRA ALLOCATION FOR WASTAGE EXPECTED
DURING SPS ASSEMBLY OPERATIONS,
PARENTHESES,

THESE EXTRA PERCENTAGES ARE INDICATED IN

is contained fn Table 3.2, taken from the SPS "Recommended Preliminary Baseline Concept" produced by NASA JSC (Ref. 3.1).
Thfs table also appc,rs in the JSC-GO study (Ref. 3.2, Tab. X-1).
The expected output levels have been modified by a number
of factors:

1) modification to the product designs brought on

by manufacturing requirements; 2) uncertainties as to the ap-

plicability of specified growth margins to various prod":ts;
3) contradictions on SPS component masses, dimensions, and

numbers, between various sources describing successive iterations of SPS design.
The study yroup ff rst reviewed the 26.6% mass margin listed
at the bottom of the table.

Boeing developed this margin

through uncertainty analyses on the designs of the various SPS
components.

Therefore the margin does not apply uniformly to

all components.

Furthermore, the com?onent redesigns required

for lunar-material substitution and for in-space manufacture
carry their own uncertainties, different from their earth baseline counterparts.

The MIT study group therefore felt that the

use of this 26.6% growth margin could lead to fr.accuracies if
applied to an SPS using lunar derived material and manufactured
in space.
A ~ore accurate growth margin should be computed by uncertainty analyses on che component designs in the lunar material SPS.

However, such uncertainty analyses would first re-

quire the detailed design of a

luna~-material

SPS.

Since this

effort is well beyond the scope of the present studiesa the
3.3

TABLE 3.2:

MASS BREAKDOWN OF EARTH BASELINE 10-GW SPS
otWITllY .
1

'6LAA MRAY

PRlftl\RY STRUCTIJRE
ROT.W JOlnT lftECHA.,JCAU
Fll'illT CO.'ITROL SYSTEH

MSS. KG .

51.719.200
S.385.000
66.800
J19.000

<"6.SOO>

1HRliST£RS

f!EOJAiUCAL SYSTEltS

02.200>

fWER PROCESSOPS

(8.0QOl
(88.Qllll)

cmouaoas

AVIOillCS CUISTR. Olm. COftPUTERS)
plfl\liY CORVERSIOi1 SYSTElt

SOLAR

aus

20 x IrJ9
71x106 PMa.S
18 x 106 Cl/PAi'ru
2S6 SETS Cl/UAY)
25& SETS UIBAY>

SUBSTRATE Aa'ID COVERS

IRTERmm1£CTS
JOINT/SUPPORT TAPES
O\tEJIARY

TOl!RA.1CE \ OTilER
POWER DISTRIBUTION
PO'JER BIJSSES
CELL STR UIG FEEDERS
DISC~UIECTS A.'iD StllTCHr.tAR
EllER'1Y STORAGE
ROTAP.Y JClltlT <ELECTRICAU
SUPPORT STRUCTURE
ftlCRO'ilf,IJC

POWER

TMrlSMISSto~I

J
163.000
208

Q.030.000>
08.800>
US!i.000>

SYSmt

2

(39.2'J!J)

2

W'l.200>

2
2
2

25.223.200.
500,000
<105.000>
<395.00Q)

122 SUBASS 'VS
2~ UNITS

HPTS POWER DISTRl&UTlO:f

POWER SUSSES

J
912

S'ilTCHGEAR Ai'IO DISCOtlNECTS
DC-DC CO:IVERTERS
TtlER/1Al CO:ITROL
ENERGY STORAliE

1156
1&56

u.ooo
5.866.200
060.600)
(213.600)
(2,l!S2.000>

·u,rin.ono>

. . (598.600)

C279.l!OO>

STRUCTURE

XlYSTROtlS

(258.290>
C2.057.UO>

ao.2001

SECDtlDARY STRUCTURE
ANTE:t1A CO:'HROL SYSmt

SUBARAAYS
llAVEriUIDES

000.360)

~398.flOO

ARIDl:IA STRUCTURE
PRIMARY STRIJCTIJRE

~PPORT

11.000
'3.750.000
<ll.670.850)
<28.313.lJO)
U.150.lEO>

(6932 x 2>
(97056 x 2>

THER11Al coriTROL
to~Tl<Ol.. tlROllTS ArlD CABLES

13.86~.

1.661.680
19~.112

194.112 SETS
194.112 SETS

TOTAL SATEUITE HASS <IO ti'.l OUTPUT> (2G.64 MSED 0:1 u~:CEP.rAr:ITY AH.\LYSIS) -

rwua:a

(PREDICTED ACTUAL t1ASS

3.4

18,846.000
(11.314.000>
(9.316.000)
Cll.1711.000>
U.0'12.000>
77.002.400 !CG

20."82.638 KG
97 .1185.038 KGj

s~udy

group feels that the most accurate method to develop SMF

output levels

fs

to base them on the Boeing-JSC data without

growth margin.
The following sections show how the values fn Table 3.1
were developed from those in Table 3.2, through the lunar material substitutions suggested by the JSC-GD

study~

and/or re-

designs suggested by in-space madufacturing constraints.
3.2.2:

Solar CPlls:

The total solar cell area in one 10-GW
SPS is taken to be 100 km 2 (Ref. 3.1). Lunar material substitutions are made as per JSC-GD suggestion.

The resultfng solar

cell design is shown in Fig. 3.1.
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Since the density of Si0 2 is 2.18 tons/m 3 , and that of Si
is 2.33 tons/m 3 • the total solar-cell mass is given by:
(100 x 10 6ml)[(125 x 10- 6 )(?..18) + (SO x 10- 6 )f2.33)]
• 3.89 x 10 4 tons
In addition, the solar cells require 575 tons of alum1uum

contacts, and the solar-cell arrays need 610 tons of electrical interca1riects and 350 tons of Kapton tape for structural
backing (these figures have been calculated from the array
desfs.1s).

The solar cell arrays thP.refore mass:

(3.89 x 10 4 tons) + ( 57&+ GlO + 350)

= 4.04

x 10 4 tons

Adding 10% for estimated breakage during SPS assembly, the
required SMF output for one 10-GW SPS (without growth margin)
fs:

(1.1)(4.04 x 10 4 )

= 4.4

x 10 4 tons

The materials breakdown for the solar cell arrays is as

follows (masses in tons}:
Aluminum (contacts, interconnects)
Silicon (solar cell wafers)
Oopants {solar cell wafers)
Silica (optical covers, substrates)
Kapton tape {structural backing)
Total
3.6

3
1 • 30 x 1 o

4
1.2& x 10
negligible
4
3.00 x 10
3.85 x 10 2
4.4 x 10

4

3.2.3:

Structcral Mel_!:'l:ar Ribbon:

A nu111i>er :>f structur:-i

member designs are possible candidates for SPS

u~e.

The

structural masses for the earth baseifne design fn Table 3.2
(5385 tons for solar array structPre and 500 tons for an-

tenna structure) are apparently for tapered-tube beams.

Switching to continuous-chord beams raised the solar array
structure estimate to 7155 tons (Ref. 3.3).

The dimensions

of the Boeing contf nuous-ch~rd beams are shown in Fig. 3.2.

Such continuous-chord beams are relatively simple to manufacture, and devices for their
ment (such as the

~~umman

assembl~ a~e

beam-builder).

well under

This

de~elop

pr~mpted

. IQhr lHtfn Ties

Cnaa•Httf•••1 ArH
• 1.1 I loll,}

FIGURE 3.2:

the

BOEING-DESIGN CONTINUOUS CHORD BEAM
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study group to include a structural member ribbon production
system in its reference SMF design.

The ribbon is made of

aluminum, .74 m wide, which can then be formed into the crosssection shown in the figure

~hove.

A discussion of the vari-

ous structural mPmber options appears in Chap. 5, •candidate

SMF Processes•.
If the antenna structure mass (500 tons) in Table 3.2 is
raised to 664 tons to account for switchin9 to continuoussam~

chord beams (using the

percentage as

t~e

solar array

structure), the earth baseline structural mass is then 7819
tons.

If the structure has the configuration shown above,

and has material density i.77 tons/m 3 , this corresponds to a
t~tal structural member length of 6.2 x 10 6 meters.
The thickness of the aluminum members replacinQ thE graphite/~poxy

(G/E) earth

by matching the

ba~eline

~tiffnesses

members has been calculated

(EI) of the members.

For equal

cross-sectional shapes, and for members with thicknesses much
smaller than cross-sectional dimensions, the moments of inertia can be considered proportional to the cross-sectional
areas, and therefore to the thicknesses.

Therefore matching

the stiffnesses of the G/E and Al members leads to:
EG/E

EAl

= tAl
tG/E

where:
EG/E ,. modulus of elasticity of G/E

z

(adjusted for the effect of
glass fabric layers)

EAl

= modulus of elasticity of

tG/E

= thickness

tAl

= thickness of

Al

of <i/E members

=

127 GPa

59 GPa

• .96 R"m

Al members

Thus tAl = 1.77 mm, and the mass of aluminum (density 2.7
3
tonsim ) required for the $tr~ctural members is 2.2 x 10 4tons.
Adafng a 5% allowance for wastage during ~eam forming and as4
sembly raises the SMF output to 2.3 x 10 tons for one 10-GW
SPS without growth
Note:

The

m~rgi~.

st~dy

necessarily large.

group feels that this ff gure may be un~hen

aerospace aluminum structures are

replaced with graphite-expoxy, mass savings are usually rough-

It is therefore unlikely that the reverse process

ly 30%.

would multiply the structural mass by 2.8.
geomet~ic

etc .•

configuration, e.g. column lengths, node points,

~~~iwized

minrJm struct·.. re.

nesses
rials.

quires

(~I)

for G/E would not be the optfmum for an aluThis suggests that just matching of stiff-

is not the proper criterion for switching mate-

However. developing more accurate design criteria redetaile~

strJctu1e.

the

Furthermore the

stu~y

knowledge of the expected load history of the

Since thij information is at present uncertain,
group stayed with the matching of stiffnesses which

i.; con$crvative.

3.9

The materials breakdown for trte structural

me~ber

ribbon

is as follows (masses in tons):

3.2.4:

ftluminum (6063 alloy)
~agnesium {6063 alloy)
Silicon (6063 alloy)

2.3 x 10 4
2
l •6 x 1o

Total

2.3 x 10 4

Klystron Assemblies:

The

92

kly~tron

assemblies each

consist of the klystron itself (solenoid cavity, solenoid
pules, solenoid coil windings, and other components), the
solenoid aod

colle~tor

housings, a radiator sheet, and six

heat pipes (between the klystron module anj the radiator
sheet).

These are shown in Fig. 3.3.

The masses of these

components are listed below (in kg/assembly):
Solenoid cavf ty
Solenoid poles
Solenoid coil windings
Other Compcnc:nt~
Collector housing
Solenoid housing
He(.4.t pipes
"adi a tor sheet
Total
Th~

5. 1
3.6

10.2
15.6
4.3
9.0
17 .4
8.4

73.6

mass figures for the solenoid cavity, solenoid poles,

solenoid coil windings, and
JSC-GD study's P.

~.

'oth~r

components' are taken from

No. 7 (Ref. 3.4). The collector and so-

lenoid housing masses were calculated by multiplying the JSC3. 1 0

Radfat.or
~E

60 P.R. 7 mass

l

3.3:

KLYSTRON

-Sbe~t-

ASSE~BLY

timates by a factor of 5, following consul-

tations with Mr. Art Kelly of Raytheon's Power Tube Division
(Waltham, MA), who suggested that microphonic noise problems
would require housing thicknesses several times larger than
the 1 mm in the Boeing design.
The masses for heat pipes and radiator sheet are calcuT

ated from a design based on manufacturing requirements (see
Figs. 3.3 and 3.4 for dimensions).

The radiator sheet has

the same area as the klystron radiators in the Bo!ing design
(Ref. 3.2, Fig. X-7).

The aluminum sheet has thickness 1 mm

(considered minimum for handling), and thus masses:
3 .11

.Heat Pipe Segment

(Formed from rfbbon'\.
3.Sx.ZSx.001 •)

'\

~
~eat

Pf pe Ribbon
(1.6 X .125 I .001 m)

6 Heat Pipes/Assembly
All Aluainua (density Z700 kg/m 3)

..

FIGUREJ,4: KLYSTRON HEAT PIPE

(2.15 m) (1 .44 m) (.001 m)(2700 kg/m 3 ) = 8.4 kg

The heat pipes each mass:

(2700 kg/m 3 )[(3.5)(.25)(.001) + (l.6)(.125)(.001)]= 2.9 kg
leadfng to a heat pipe mass (6 heat pipes/assembly) of 17.4 kg
per assembly.

As shown in Table 3.2, the baseline design includes
1. 94 x 10 5 klystron assemblies per 10-GW SPS. This leads to
a mass of klystra:-t assemblies of 1.4 x 10 4 tons. Adding a 5%

3.12

allocation for wastage during SPS assembly, the SMF output ot
klystron assemblies is 1.5 x 10 4 tons for one 10-GW SPS (without growth margin).
The materials breakdown for klystron assemblies 1s .as follows (masses in tons):
Aluminum (radiators, housings,
coils, solenoid cores)
Iron (solenoid poles)
S-Glass (glass cloth insulation)
Parts From Earth

Total
3.2.5:

Waveguides:

1.0
7.3
9.0
3.2

x 10 4

x 102
x 10 2
x 10 3

1.5 x 10 4

The waveguide output requirements were

based on the Boeing-JSC baseline design.

The study group first

modeled each transmitting antenna as a disc with rad1vs 500 m.
made cf waveguide boxes placed side-by-side (see Fig. 3.5).
It may be possible to manufacture groups of waveguides
together, thus allowing single-thickness partitions between
some of the waveguides.

However, the study group kept the

double walls in the model, to account for the end partitions
in the waveguides and for the feeder waveguides between the
klystrons and the transmitting waveguides.
so~e

There is also

uncertainty as to whether foamed glass can be cast from

single sheets and then machined to close tolerances, which
presents problems for multi-waveguide sectfons.

3.13

:JDOO,~
.
-~

~

Section AA
••--------lOQOm------~>
. Transmitting Antenna
(Dimensions from Boeing Study. Ref. 3.3)

£!GURE 3.5:

SIZING MODEL FOR ANTENNA WAVEGUIDES

Given the model above, the area of the side walls is (.65)
times the combined area of the top and bottom faces.
fore, for each
required is:

antenna~

There-

the total area of the waveguide sheet

(l + .65}{2)[rr(S00} 2 ]

= 2.6

x 106 m2

For both antennas, the total waveguide sheet area is therefore 5.Z x 10 6 m2 .
As suggested by the JSC-GD study, the waveguides are made
from foamed glass in the SMF reference design.

Consultations

with Dr. David Rostoker of Corning Glass Co. have indicated
that:

l} foamed glass can be produced in sheets as thin as

2.5 mm, but that thinner sheets would be plagued by produc3. J 4
OR'GINAL PAGE IS
Ci f. OOR QUALITY

tion and handling problems; 2) foamed g1 ass which could be
machined to the required surface tolerances would have a
density of .8 tons/m 3 •
Taking the waveguide sheet thickn~ss to be 2.5 mm, and
the density .8 tons/m 3 , the waveguide sheet volume for the
two antennas would be 1.3 x 10 4m3 , and its mass 1.04 x 10 4
tons. This mass consists of 1.03 x 10 4 tons of natural lunar
glass and 135 tons of foaming agents.

The foaming agents

mass is calcuiated as 1.3% of the total foamed glass mass
(percentage taken from foamed-glass figures on page 4.7-5,
Ref. 3. 4) .
As shown in the JSC-GD P.R. 2, App. X, Fig. X-5 (Ref. 3.2),
the required thickness of aluminum coating the inside of the
waveguides is 6.67 microns.

Since all the waveguide sheet

pieces are coated on one side, the total aluminum coating
area is therefore 5.2 x 10 6 m2 , and its mass 94 tons. This
brings the total waveguide mass to 1.05 x 10 4 tons. Adding
lOS extra for wastage during assembly, the SMF output mass of
waveguides for one 10-GW SPS {without growth margin} is
1.2 x 10 4 tons.
Note:

The aluminum thickness used (6.67 microns} is

based on coating a smooth waveguide surface.

This could re-

quire a process to fill in the surface imperfections (broken
bubbles) in the foamed glass sheets, or the deposition of a
thicker layer of aluminum.

Both of these options could raise
3.15

the waveguide mass.

However, in view of the conservative

sizing assumptions (double-walled partitions and 2.5 mm thickness), the study group kept the figure calculated above as
the waveguide output mass.
The materials breakdown for the waveguides is as follows
(ma~ses

in tons):
Natural lunar Glass
Foaming Agents
Aluminum (interior coating)

1.13

3.2.6:

Busbar Strips:

2

1 •0

x 1o
2
x· 10

1.2

x 1o4

1.5

Total

1o4

l(

The busbars in the earth baseline SPS

are aluminum sheets 1 mm thick.

The SMF therefore produces

1 mm thick aluminum, and the output mass is thus the same
{2030 tons for the solar array and 760 tons for the antennas).

Adding 1% extra for wastage during assembly, the SMF output

mass for busbar strips is 2.8 x 10 3 tons for one 10-GW SPS
(without growth margin).
For convenience in manufacturing and handling, the busbars
are produced as strips .74 m wide in the reference SMF design.
Therefore the total busbar strip length (including the 1%
wastage a11ocati0n) is 1.4 x 10

6

meters.

The materials breakdown for the

busba~

strips is as fol-

lows (masses in tons):

Aluminum
Total
3. 16

2.8 x 10

3

2.8 x 10

3

3.2.7:

DC-DC Converters:

are modified for

S~F

The earth baseline DC-DC converters

m&nufacture as per the JSC-GD study sug-

gestions, i.e. replacing the transformer core with a SENDUST
core and the copper coils with aluminum coils.

The mass of

the required 456 converters (without radiators or growth margin) is the 2049 tons (Ref. 3.4).

Adding 1i for wastage

during SPS assembly (5 extra converters) raises their number
to 461 and their mass to 2.1 x 10 3 tons for one 10-GW SPS
(without growth margin).
The materials breakdown for the DC-DC converters is as
follows (masses in tons):
Aluminum {core alloy, coils)
Silicon {core alloy)
Iron (core alloy)
S-Glass (glass cloth insulation)
Parts Frc-m Earth
Total
3.2.8:

Electrical Wires and Cables:

2
3.0 x 1 o
1 .o x 1 o2
8.5 x 1 o2
1. 9 x 1 o2
2
6.3 x 10
2.1 x 10 3

The mass of aluminum

cables and electrical wires required (without growth margin)
is 633 tons (Ref. 3.4).
insulation on

th~

wires.

This

include~

267 tons of woven-glass

Since the aluminum wires and cables

are 1 .13 mm in diam~ter, this corresponds to a total length
of 1.3 x 10 8 meters. Adding a 5% allocatio~ for wastage
during SPS assembly raises the SMF output of cables and wires
to a total length of 1.4 x 10 8 meters and a mass of 6.7 x 10 2
tons for one 10-GW SPS (without growth margin).
3. 1 7

The materials breakdown for electrical wires and cables
is as follows (masses in tons):
Aluminum
S-Glass (glass cloth insulation)

6.7 x 10

Total
3.2.9:

DC-DC Ccnverter Radiators:

3.8 x 10 2
2.9 x 10 2
2

The DC-DC converter radi-

ators were designed for simplicity of manufacture (see
Fig. 3.6).

As shown in the figure, the mass of each radiator

is 1220 kg.

Since 456 radiators are needed per SPS, the
total required mass is 5.56 x 10 2 tons. Adding 1% extra
(5 radiators) for wastage during SPS assembly brings the re-

quired SMF output for DC-DC conv~rter radiators to 461 pieces,
of mass 5.6 x 10 2 tons, for one 10-GW SPS (without growth margin.)
The materials breakdown for the DC-DC converter radiators
is as follows (masses in tons):
5.6 x 10

Aluminum
Total
3.2.10:

End Joints and Joint Clusters:

5.6 x 10

2

2

The numbers of these

pieces were estimated from the physical layoJt of the BoeingJSC baseline design.

In the continuous-chord tribeam str4c-

ture, end joints arE required only at the ends of the beams,
where the longerons are brought to a point.

Joint clusters

join groups of tribeams together by their end joints.
3. 18

Since

DC-DC Converter Radfator:.
Alamtnum Sheet

Hass/ra~tator

• 995 kg

.
Totil Radfator Hass
.

• 1220 leg

Radfator Pf p~:
Made from .25 x .001 m
Al Ribbon
Total length/radf ator

·.001·111~

..

.

.125 m

.• 310.5

ll

·11ass/radhtor • 210 ltg

Han1 fold:
r

i

0

*r-----,.-----.... . f 35. cm

8.12 m

Hanf fold cast in 5 pieces
from Al .001 m thick
2 Hanf folds/radiator
Mass/radiator = 15 kg (est.)

FIGURE 3.6:

DC-DC CONVERTER RADIATOR DESIGN
3. 19
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no specific designs were available for the end joints and
joint clusters. the masses of each piece were estimated at
2 kg and 5.2 kg, respectively; this leads to an estimated
total SMF output of 8 tons each for these components for one

10-GW SPS (without growth margin).
These masses are so low that these components could poss1bly be brought form Earth at a lesser cost.

However,

since other casting operations are required at the SMF anyway,
these products were left in the SMF outputs.

The study group

felt that they might serve as examples of 'economic border
lfne' outputs.
The materials breakdown for the end joints and joint
clusters is as follows {masses in tons):
End Joints:

Aluminum (6063 alloy}
Magnesium (6063 alloy)
Silicon (6053 alloy)

8

negligible
negligible

Total

8
·.

Joint Clusters:

Aluminum (6063 ailoy)
Magnesium (6063 alloy}
Silicon (6063 alloy)
Total

3.3:

8

negligible
negligible
8

COMPARISON OF EARTH-BASELINE AND LUNAR-MATERIAL SPS'S
In a comparison between Tables 3.1 and 3.2, the relevant

total mass figt'.re in Table 3.2 (the earth-baseline) is
77,002 tons !no growth margin), since the total SMF output
3.20

(100,000 tons) has no SPS growth margin in it either.
this mass should be

rai~ed

to 78,940 tons to account for

switching to a continuous-chord beam design (as
Sec. 3.2.3,

0

Structural

However,

Menb~r

descri~e~

in

Ribbon", abovP.).

In the lunar-material SPS totals, removing

th~

allowances

for SPS assembly wastage gives a total mass of SMF-produced
components (for onelO-GW SPS without growth margin) of
tons.

The estimated Earth

.n~uts

~3,ZOO

to the SPS assembly are

3.400 tons (reduced for the JSC-GD study estimate of 10,190
tons, to remove the growth margin, rnd to cccount for 4,600
tons of rarth inputs incorporated into the SMF outputs, i.2.
klystron

~nd

DC-DC converter elettronics and

K~pton

tape).

Thus the lunar-material 10-GW SPS mass estimate is 96,600
tons (without growth margin).
The 17,700-ton spread between the earth-baseline (7~.900
t~ns)

and lunar-material (96,600 tons) SPS's is accounted for

prinr1pally by the larger structural member a"d waveguide
masses in the lunar-material SPS.

Replacemen~

basel ine graphite/epoxy structure by

alureinu~

of the earth--ises the

structural mass by 14,100 tons (from 7,819 tons to 22,000 tohs).
However, as described in Sec. 3.2.3, "Structural
the

s~udy

Memb~r

Ribbon".

group has some doubts on the applicability of an

equal-stiffness criterion to this replacement.

The change

from earth-baseline to lunar-material waveguides raises their
mass by 6,200 tons (from 4,314 tons to 10,500 tons}.
However, the substitution of lunar aluminum for earth
3.21

baseline copper removes 400 tons for the DC-DC converters and
500 tons f1·om DC-OC converter radiators. And the lunar-material
4
solar ce11s (4.02 x 10 tons) are 1,400 tons lighter than their
earth-baseline equivalent (4.14 x 10 4 tons, without 'catenary,
tolerance and other').

These increases and

~ecreases

add up

to 18,000 toni, very close to the mass spread (17,730 tons) in

the totals.

The remaining discrepancy is due to minor varia-

tions between lunar-mate •• al and earth-baseline component
masses, and round-off errors in the calculations.

3.4:

TABULATED MATERIALS
Sect~on

BREAKDOW~

or

SMF OUTPUTS

3.2 above intludes the materials breakdowns of the

various SMF outputs.

These listings were examined to deter-

mine which components of the outputs should come from Earth.
Ia the solar cell arrays, Kapton tape comes from Earth
because ?t cannot be made

frcmlu~ar

materials.

Oopants

come ~rom Earth because they have to be very ~~re, and the required mass is low (less than a ton per 10-GW SPS).
Jn the klystron assemblies, a number of klystron parts
requi~e

either complex manufacture or non-lunar materials.

These parts therefore come from Earth.
In the waveguides, the foaming agents (typically carbon.

sulfates, water} are ,ot available on the Moon.
they

com~

In

from

th~

Therefore,

~arth.

OC-DC converters, a number of parts require com-

plex manufacture or non-lunar mJterials.
fore come from Earth.
3.22

These parts there-

Taking these points of orf gin into account. the materials
breakdowns of the SMF outputs were rearranged, and the types
and quantities of materials in the SMF outputs were tabulated.
This information is presented in Table 3.3.

It should be

noted that some of the specf ffcatfons of these outputs are
dependent on the processes proposed in the reference SMF designed by this study. and therefore keyed to the reference
des1 gn.

TABLE 3.3:

TYPES AND QUANTfTIES OF MATERIALS IN
SMF OUTPUTS

(for 1 10-GW SPS without growth margin)

lunar Inputs
4
Al (total mass, 3.8 x 10 )
In solar cell arrays
In structural member rtbbon
Ja klystron assembltes
tn wavegu"ides
Ir. busbar strips
In DC-DC converte~s
In electrical wtres and cables
In DC-DC converter radiators
Jn end .joints
In joint clusters
Sf Oz
In solar cells .
st (total mass, 1.3 x 10 4)
In solar cell \trays
In structural member ribbon
In DC-DC convertea·s
In end joints
lft joint clusters
(con tt nued)
3. 2 3

Masses (fn tons}
1.3 .x 10

3

2.3 x 10•
1.0 x 10'
1.0 x 102
f.a x 103
3.0 x 10 2
3.8 x 102
2
S.6 x 10
8
8

3.0 x 10 4
1.3 x 10
92

4

2
10
neglt gt bl e
neg1f gfble

1.0

x

TABLE 3,3 Continued
lunar Inputs

Masses (in tons)

"atural Lunar Glass
In waveguides
Fe (total mass, 1.6 x 10 3 )
In klystron assemblfes
In DC-DC converters
S-Glass (total mass, 1.4 x 10~)
In klystrcn assemblies
In DC-DC converters
In electrical wires and cables
Mg (total mass, 1.6 x 10 2 )
In structural member ribbon
In end joints
In joint clusters
Earth Inpi.lts
Klystron Parts
In klystron assemblies
DC-DC Converter Parts
In DC-OC converters
Kapton Tape
In solar cell arrays

1.1 x 10 4

7.3 x 10 2
8.5 x 10 2
2
9.0 x 10
2
1.9 x 1 o
2
2.9 x 10
1.6 x 10

2

negligible
negligible

3.2 x 10 3

6 •3 x 10
J.9 x 1u

2
2

Foaming Agents

In waveguid~s
Do pants
In solar cell arrays

Total Mass

3.24

negligible
1 .o x 10

5

Tons

CHAPTER 4
SNF INPUTS
4.1:

GENERAL REMARKS

4.1.1:

Organization:

This chapter describes the character-

istics of the material inputs to the reference SMF designed by
this study.

Section 4.2 lists the lunar materials theoretical-

ly available to a space manufacturing facility.

Section 4.3

presents the types and quantities of the material inputs to
the referettce SMF.

Section 4.4 discusses the desired purities

from the lunar refining processes.

Section 4.5 presents the

physical shapes of the inputs to the reference SMF.

The above-

mentioned characteristics of the reference SMF material inputs
are then collected in Table 4.5 in Sec. 4.6.

Section 4.7 dis-

cusses the inputs to the reference SMF which do not contribute
materials to the outputs (such as lubricants, oxygen, consumables, spare parts}
4.1.2:

an~

Nomenclature:

the personnel input.
To keep the different types of inputs

organized, this report uses a specialized nomenclature.
terial

fnp~ts"

ffi~terial

"Ma-

refers to those inputs which will conttibute

to the SMF outputs (after some wastage in production).

InpJts to the factories which are not incorporated into products, although used up by production processes (such as
machine lubricants and oxygen for pneumatic actuators) are
labeled "expendables".

A distinction is sometimes made between

lunar expendables and earth expendables. indicating the source
of the expendables.

Spare parts used for equipment repairs
4. 1

are called "refurbishment parts".

Inputs to the SMF for the

life-support of the space workers are called "consumables".
Here again. a distinction is made between earth consumables
(such as food) and lunar consumables (such as breathing oxygen).
Oxygen used in stationkeeping thrusters is labeled "propellant".

4.2:

AVAILABLE LUNAR MATERIALS
The elemental abundances in lunar soil are presented in

Table 4.1 (adapted from data in Ref. 4.1).

As shown in the

these abundances vary between the lunar maria and the

tabl~.

highland regions.
and within

the highlands are small.

TABLE 4 . 1 ~
Element

However, t.he variations withing the maria
This is because the

ELEMENTAL ABUNDANCES IN LUNAR REGOLITH
Abundance in Mare
(weight %)

Abundance in Highland
(weight %)

0

41 . 3

Si

Al

20.4
3.1
6.8

44.6
21.0

Fe

l 3. 2

Mg
Ca
Na
Cr

5.8
7.9

Ti

•3

K

.1

13.3
4.9
4.6
10.7
.3
.1
.1

Mn

.2

•1

p

.1

•1

s

.l

.l

99.6

99.9

Totals

.3

.3

4.2

Moon's geologic history has lacked most of the processes which
have segregated materials on earth (e.g. erosion, sedimentation.
life}. hence the Moon tends to be homogeneous.

(One theory

suggests that differences between maria and highlands are due
to volcanic action.)

Therefore average abundances are accurate

enough to represent the abundances within each type of terrain.
For the purposes of this study. the first seven elements
are available as lunar inputs to the SMF (as discussed in
Sec. 2.2).

Beyond the list in the table, Ref. 4.1 also lists

67 other elements present in trace quantities (parts per million or parts per billion).

Review of literature on lunar re-

sources use and discussions with researchers io the field (particularly Dr. Robert Waldron at the Lunar and Planetary Institute and Dr. Richard Williams at NASA JSC) suggest that
some of these minority elements (including hydrogen) might be
extracted in usable quantities with complex processing techniques.

A discussion of the effect of availability of lunar

materials on the SMF concept appears in Chap. 13, "Possible
System Tradeoffs".
Notably absent from the

li~t

of available elements (0, Si.

Ti, Al, Fe. Mg, Ca) are hydrogen, nitrogen. and carbon.

The1e-

fore hydrocarbon materials (including plastics and most fuels)
must be brought from Earth.

The same applies to nitrogen for

breathing atmospheres and the hydrogen constituent in water.
Since such transportation is relatively expensive, this pushes
the SMF processes

~nd

equipment designs away from the use of
4.3

carbon, carbon compounds, and water;

this is a radical de-

parture from normal industrial practice on Earth.
Examination of the JSC-LPI study results (Ref. 4.2) and
discussions with participants in that study indicated

th~t

a

variety of compounds are available from the refining processes
defined in that study.

In particular, silica glass (Si0 2 ),
aluminum oxide (Al 2o3 ), and magnesium oxide (MgO) can be pro~
duced. Therefore S-glass (65i Si0 2 , 25% Al 2 o3 , lOi MgO by
mass} can be produced.

In addition, natural lunar glass can

be electrostatically separated from fine (<90 microns) lunar
soil particles after these have been crushed down to <5 micron
size (Ref. 4.3).

Silica, S-glass, and natural lunar glass are

requested inputs for solar cell production, glass-fiber production, and foamed-glass production, respectively.
4.3:

TYPES AND

~~ANTITIES

OF HATEPIAL INPUTS TO REFERENCE SMF

The materials breakdown of the

s

F

~utputs

{listed in Table

3.3 in Sec. 3.4) is the starting point for the computation of
the material inputs of the SMF.

The types of material inputs

needed are the same as the types of materials required in the
SMF outputs.
If there were no wastage in the production processes, the
quantitie$ of material inputs would also be the same as the
output quantities listed in Table 3.3.

This table would then

serve as a list of types and quantities 'f material inputs as
well.

However, some wastage is likely to occur in every pro-

duction process, and the inouts must therefore include allow4.4

ances for this wastage.
Wastage levels are dependent on product1on equipment design,
and therefore the calculation of material input quantities
first requires the choice of an SMF design.

The reference SMF

designed during this study was therefore used to estimate
wastage and to calculate quantities of material inputs.

The

processes and equipment i.1 the re fe re nee SMF a re presented in
Chap. 6, "SMF Layouts" and Chap. 7,

8

Production Equipment Spe-

ciffcations".
The types and quantities of material inputs required by the
reference SHF are presented in Table 4.2.

The quantity figures

are taken from the massflow schematics in Chap. 6.

The ratio-

nale for the wastage estimates and the

of the in-

calculatio~s

put quantity figures are given in that chapter.

fABLE 4.2:

TYPES AND QUANTITIES OF MATERIAL INPUTS
FOR THE REFERENCE SMF

(for 1 10-GW SPS without growth marqin}
lunar lnEuts
Al (total mass, 4.4 x 10 4 }
In ~olar cell arrays
In structural member ribbon
In klystron assemblies
In waveguides
In bus bar strips
In DC-DC Converters
In electrical wires and cables
In DC-DC converter radiators
In end joints
In joint clusters
(continued)

4.5

Masses (in

tons~

3
3. 1 x 10 (sat waste)
2.5 x 104 (101 waste)
1.1 x 10 4 (10% waste)
2
1.7 x 10 (391 waste)
3. 1 x 1 o3 (101 waste)
3.3 x 10 2 (10% waste)
4.Z x 10 2 (10% waste)
6.2 x 102 (10% waste)
9 (10% waste)
9 (101 waste)

TABLE 4.2 Continued

f

i.

'.j•

lunar Inputs
SfOl
In solar cells
Sf (total mass. Z.7 x 10 4 )
In solar cell arrays
In structural member ribbon
In DC-DC converters
In end joints
In :otnt clusters
Natura! lunar Glass
Jn waveguides
Fe (total mass. 1.7 x 10 3 )
In klystron assemblies
In DC-DC converters
S-Glass (tota~ mass. 1.5 x 10 3 )
In klystron assemblies
In DC-DC converters
In £1ectrical wires and cables
Mg (total mass. 1.8 x 10 2 )
In structural member ribbcn
In end joints
In joint clusters
Earth Inp~
Klystron Parts
In klystron assemblies
DC-DC Converter Parts
In DC-DC converters
F.;:: rt on Tape
rn solar cell arrays
f~ ... ,..~11~ Agents
Ir: waveguides

I

In so!ar cell a;rays

Total Mass

4.4:

4.4. 1

Masses (fn tons)
5.0 x ·10 4 ( 401: waste)
4
2. 7 x 10 <s2s waste)
1.0 x 10 2 (lOS waste}
1.1 x 10 2 (101 waste)

negligible
neglf gf b1e

1.8 x 10 4 (371 waste)
8.0 x 102 ( 101 waste)
9.4 x 102 (lOS waste)

9.9 x 102 (101 waste)

x
3.2 x

2. 1

2
10 (101
102 ( 101

waste)
waste)

1.8 x 10 2 (10% waste)

negligible
negligible

.,

3.5 x 10 ... (101 waste)
7.0 x 102 ( 1 oi waste)
4. 2 x 102 (10% waste}

2.4 x 102 (37% waste)

neglfg1ble
1.5 x 10 5 Tons

Pll1HTIES OF SMF INPUTS

General Remarks: In general, the material purities

availabl~

from refining processes can be increased by two

4.6

methods:

running the material through more refining cycles,

and switching to a more effective (but more complex) refining
process.

The purity available from increasing the number of

refining cycles is usually limited by the characteristics of
the process used; beyond a certain numLer of cycles, gains in
purity are negligible.

Therefore increases in purity first

increase the quantity of machinery, up to purities of 90 - 95%.
Above this figure the complexity of the machinery goes up, as
the refiner switches to increasingly more sophisticated processes.
more

The quantity of machinery may go up as well, if the

compl~x

processes have lower yields than the lower-purity

refining cycles.
Therefore demands in purity by the SMF designer can significantly increase the quantity and complexity of the lunar
refining equipment needed.

Thus certain manufacturing pro-

cesses, though not optimal for the SMF alone, may be optimal
for the system as a whole, because their inputs require
cheaper refining techniques. Similarly, an optimization of
the entire system could suggest modifications to the SPS desigtt,
to use lunar materials which require less refining.

These

considerations are beyond the scope of this study, but should
be included in later

eval~ations

of lunar-material space in-

dustrialization.
Another problem is that the expected purity of refined
materials is one of the most difficult parameters to predict
in refinery design.

In the design of Earth reffning equip-

ment, the output purities are
4.7

~eldom

accurately known until

after the construction of a pilot plant.
4.4.2:

Tabulated Purities of Reference SMF Material Inputs:

For this study: the input purities required were determined by
examination of the required outputs (see Chap. 3) and of the
proposed reference SMF processes (see Chaps. 6 and 7).
purities of SMF inputs are listed in Table 4.3.

The

In the ex-

planBt1ons that follow, the available lunar-material purities
were decided after examination of the output of the JSC-LPI
study (Ref. 4.2) and discussions with Dr. Waldron of LPI.
4.4.3:

Alum1num:

The higliest purity aluminum required in the

SPS is for electrical applications:

solar-cell contacts and

interconnects, busbars, wires, coils, waveguide coatings.

Al-

loys such as 1060 (99.6+% Al) and 1100 (99.9+% Al) are used
for electrical conductors on Earth. The conductivity drops
rapidly with the decrease of aluminum purity.

These electri-

cal-grade purities are available from the refining processes
TABLE 4.3: PURITIES OF MATERIAL TNPUTS TO REFERENCE SMF
lunar Inputs
Aluminum (electrical grade)
Silica (optical grade)
Silicon (metallurgical grade)
Natural Lunar Glass
Iron
S-Glass
Magnesium
Earth Inputs
Klystron Parts
DC-DC Converter Parts
Kapton Tape
Foaming Agents
Dopants {semiconductor grade)

4.S

Purity
99.6+ I
96
99.9
as separated
from soil
99.9
glass-fiber grade
99

as needed
99.999

suggested by

t~e

JSC-LPI study.

Another use of aluminum in

the reference SMF is in Al 6063 alloy (structural members, end
joints. joint clusters).

Since the aluminum content of this

alloy is 98.9S, close to electrical

grad~

purity, the entire

aluminum fnput to the reference SMF was set at 99.6+% purity.
4.4.4:
cells.

Silica:

The entire requirement for Si0 2 is in solar
The solar-cell optical cover is 60% of this glass.

Its purity requirement is that of commercial optical
96% silica

~lass:

For simplicity, the substrate glass (the remain-

ing 40%) was also set at optical purity, though its primary
functions are structural integrity and radiation protection.
A lower grade of substrate glass could be

~sed

in the reference

SMF, provided that it were compatible with· the proposed manufacturing processes.
4.4.5:

Si;~con:

The most demanding purity requirement in the

lunar-material SPS is that of silicon.

For the type of solar

cells used in the Boe1ng-JSC baseline, the silicon wafer must
be made from semiconductor grade silicon (99.999% silicon).
Lunar-material

substit~tions

do not affect this requirement,

since silicon is the only lunar material likely to be used to
make

l~.5%

ledge).

efficient solar cells (according to current know-

After examination of the JSC-LPI study reports (Ref.

4.2} and consultation with Dr. Waldron at LPI, this study concluded that the purification of silicon to semiconductor grade
was not guaranteed by the proposed lunar processes.

The hydro-

fluoric acid leaching process suggested in that study should
produce metallurgical grade (99.9~) silicon, and that is the
4.9

purity set down for the entire SMF silicon input.

The silicon

used for the solar cells therefore requires additional refining at the SMF.
o~

Note:

this additional refining could be done

the Moon, after production of the

con.

metallurgi~al

grade sili-

However, semiconductor grade silicon can easily

~e

con-

taminated in handling, and this option would therefore increase tne complexity of the Moon-to-SMF transportation system.
4.4.6:

Natural Lunar Glass:

the reference SMF design to

Natural lunar glass is used in
prod~ce

foamed glass for waveguides.

Foamed glass is produced on Earth by Corning Glass Co., and a
company in France.
Union.

I! has also been researched in the Slviet

Detailed information on the required purity of th!

glass input is therefore proprietary or otherwise
It was therefore assumed that, by the year 1990,

unavail~ble.
processe~

to

produce foamed glass from natural lunar glass, beneficiated
but not refined, would be available.

The natural lunar glass

is electrostatically separated from the fine particles in
~unar

soil, after these particles have been crushed to <5 mi-

cron size.

The separated

glass is shipped to the SMF without

further enhancement of purf ty.
4.4.7:

Iron:

Iron is needed for two uses in the SMF:

solen-

oid poles for the klystrons are pure iron, and transformer
cores for the DC-DC converters are SENDUST alloy (85% Fe).
Both of these applications require pure iron (for the SENDUST
use, pure iron before alloying).

The lunar soil contains .5

to .6 wt.% of metallic iron (Ref. 4.4).

The surface iron has

been baked to a high purity by the solar wind.
4.10

It is there-

fore relatively
soil.

~1nple

to separate it magnetically from the

The iron can then be electrochemically ref1ned to pu-

rities on the order of 99.9% (refining iron fs simpler and
less

energy-dema~ding

than many other refining processes, e.g.

~xtraction).

This purity {99.9%) is adequate for in-

aluminum

puts to the reference SMF.

S-glass is a mixture of 65% Si0 , 25% A1 o ,
2
2 3
and 10% MgO, relatively insensitive to impurities. It is
S-Glass:

4.4.3:

used in the SMF to

m~ke

cloth electrical

Since optical quality Si0 2 \>ee
electrical-grade Al (see Sec. 4.4.3),

glass fibers to be wovgn into glass-

i~sulat1on.

Sec. 4.4.4 above,

rocket-propellant grade oxygen, and commercial-grade magnesium {see Sec. 4.4.9 bei w) can be produced by the lunar
refining

proc~sses,

Magnesium:

4.4.9:

S-glass is available 1n glass-fiber purity.
Magnesium is used in the SMF as an alloy-

ing elemant in the Al 6063 alloy {.7% Mg) for structural members, end joints, and joint clusters.
~s

Its purity requirement

therefore roughly 98 - 99% (commercial purity is 99;ai).

A consultation with Or.

~aldron

at LPI indicated that the pro-

posed lunar refining processes could p1·oduce Mg in commercial
purities.
4.4.10:

Earth.J.!'2uts_:

For klystron pa1'ts, DC-DC convertt:!'

parts, and Kapton tape, the concept of 'purfty' does not apoly.

However, these inputs are of sufficient quality to guar-

antee their proper iunction.

The foaming agents (typically

Naso 4 • C, H20) are as pure as needed for the production of
4. 11

foamed glass. As mentioned in Sec. 4.4.6 above, information
on required purities for foamed-glass ingredients is unavailable.

Dopants for solar cells (typically boron and phospho(~9.Si),

rous) could be commercial purity

since their concen-

tration fn solar cells is so low (89 kg of boron and 28 kg of

However, to maximize the so-

per one 10-GW SPS).

phosphorus

lar cell efficiency, the dopants are input in semicnnductor
grade purity (99.99gl).

4.5:

PHYSICAL SHAPES OF REFERENCE SMF MATERIAL INPUTS

The most significant consideration affecting the phys~cal
shape cf the SMF material inputs from the Moon is the
choice of transportation system from the lunar surface into
space.

There are two fundamental

apult (such as the
launch.
part~d

In

electro~agnetic

1e first

c~se,

some sort of cat-

c~oices:

mass-driver); or rocket
e~cape

the lunar

velocity is im-

to the material in a short distance and time. and the

payload Lhen coasts to its ini:ial destination.
the leunch

a~celerations

To withstand

of 500 - 1000 g's, the lunar

materi~l

(which will be the SMF input) must have a stress-tolerant

shape, such as a pellet or block.
catapulted to a mass-catcher, the

If a mix of materials is
~ellets

or blocks must be

encapsulated or bagged, to avoid contamination between materi a l s a ;1 d v a cu um-we i d i n g o : ' ·
i : r o c k e t 1 aunc h , t h e

avoid welding and

r'

2

pi e c es .

c. : -;. s mu s t a 1 s o be k e p t a p a r t

conta~ination.

erations of 1 - 2 g's are far 1ess

However, the longer
d~manding

allowing a range of physical shapes,
4. 12

sue~

to

ac~el

on the payload,

as columns, rolls,

slabs, or bags of loose material.

An evaluation of the respective merits of the mass-driver
and lunar rocket is beyond thE scope of this study, and falls
the province of the JSC-GD ~tudy.

within

However9 from the

pofnt of view of the SMF designer, the rocket launch option
offers the advantage that the lunar materials in the payload
can be in shapes specifically designed for ease of handling
and insertion into SHF processes.
As discussed in Sec. 1.4, it was decided that the lunar input materials are refined in a large processing facility en
the Moon.
1ant~

Such a facility can also produce rocket propel-

such as the aluminum powder and liquid oxygen suggested

by the JSC-GD study {Ref. 4.5).

Producing fuel from lunar

materialss both for lunar launch and interorbital transportation, can provide significant cost
scPnarios when
from Earth.

com~ared

in lunar-material

to scenarios using propellant brought

tlo\':ever, the relative costs of catapults and roe-

kets for lunar

launc~

are not yet clearly established.

For the design of the reference
a~sumed

reduct1o~s

~~F

in this study, it was

that lunar materials are launched from the Moon by

rocket \as in the JSC-GD study 1 s Option 0) and could therefore
arrive at the SMF in shapes convenient for input into the factories.

The input :,hapes are described in Table 4.4.

The study group emphasizes that the decision to assume

these shapes is not_ based on a systems analysis of the alterna~ive

scenarios {lunar catapults vs. rocket launch}.

only an assumption which simplifies the
4. 1 3

inp~t

It is

sections of the

SMf.

In any case, should later analyses decide in favo; of

lunar catapults, the reference SHF can be modified to accomodate pellet inputs.

These modifications are described in

Sec. 5.10, "Modifications Required for Pellet Inputs".
TABLE 4.4:

PHYSICAL SHAPES OF MATERIAL INPUTS
TO THE REFERENCE SMF

.!.l.P.!_ o f I n pu t

Shape lnd

Dimension~

Lunar Inputs

Alumin1.1m:
For Al and Al alloy products
Fer

SE~DUST

alley

Rod, 6.4 cm diameter
10 m length
Rod, 2.5 cm dhmeter
3 m length

sn i ca:

Slab, l m x l m x .04 m

Sil1con:
For solar cell production

Slab, 1 . 2 m x • 42 m x • 04 m

For furnaces
Natural Lur.ar Glass:
Iron:
S-Glass:
Magnesiun1:

E<irth Inruts
Klystron Parts:
DC-DC Converter
Kapton Tape:
Foaming f1gents:

Part~:

Rod, 3.5 cm diameter
3 m lengt'1
~s micron powder, bagged
Rod, 6.4 cm diameter
10 m length
Rod, 5.4 cm diameter
8 m length
Rod, l • 7 cm diameter
J m length

Shaped ~nd/or packageo
as required by launch
stresses and SMF
processes

Dopants:

4.6:

TA

~ATED

CHARACTERISTICS OF MATERIAL INPUTS TO THE

REFERENCE SMF
Table 4.5 presents types, quantities, purities, and physi<.

a 1 sh d pes o f the ma t e r i a 1 i n pl• ts to the re fer e rice SM F .
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TABLE 4.5:

CHARACTERISTICS OF MATERIAL INPUTS TO THE REFERENCE SMF
Quantity {tons}
(per l 10:.Gw SPS

Type Of Inpl!t

wf thout growth margin)

Lunar Inputs:
Aluminum

for A1 and Al alloy products

For SENOUST

For solar c:e 11 s

~

c.n

Natural Lunar Glass

99,6+

55

99.6+

II

2.7 x , o4

99.9

Sl ID,

2. l x 1o2

99.9

Rod, 3.5 cm dfameter
3 m length
cS micron powder,
bagged
Rod, 6.4 cm diameter

JC

1 .8

JC

10 4

1. 7 x 10 3

S·Glas

1. s x 10 3

Magnesium

l.8 x 10 2
1.43 x 10 5 Tons

Lunar

s

96

~

Iron

1o4

5.0 x 10 4

l'

For llloys

(percentage of
pure m1terh1)

~r

~

S111cor.

Physfcal Shape

Rod, 6,4 cm diameter
10 II length
Rod, 2.5 cm df 1meter
.3 m length
Slab, 1 m x l II JC .04 •

4. 4

alloy

S11 i ca

Purity

Hass Subtotal:

IS

seporated from
lunar sofl
99.9

1.2 m JC .42

m le.,gth
Rod, 6.4 cm diameter
\0

glass-fiber grade
99

m length
Rod, 1.7 cm diameter
3 Ill length

....

packaged

8

£.a rt h 1n.Q.u t; :

3.5 x 10 3

Klyston Parts

10 2
2
10
10 2

DC·OC Converter Parts

7.0

Kapton Tape
Foaming Agents
Oopants (Boron,

4.2
2.4 JC
neg·11g1ble

Phosphor~us)

Earth

Mass

Su~total:

Total Mass of Mater1a1

tnp~_t!.:

4.9
1.5

x
x

x 10 3 Tons
JC

tn 5 Tons

II X

...

u needed
99. 999

shaped and/or

requf red

11

by

hunch stress as
and SMF processes

.04

II

4.7:

OTHER SMF INPUTS

4.7.l:

Expendables:

The inputs into the factories which are

not incorporated into SMF products, but are used up by the production processes. are called 'expendables'.

At this stage of

design, it is extremely difficult to estimate the requirement
for such expendables, such as lubricants for machines and gas
for pneumatic actuators.

However, the types of expendables

can be ide11tified, and their required masses are assumed to be
small compared to the material inputs from Earth and Moon.
The principal lundr expendatle is oxygen.

Some of this

o2

is injected into the Si0 2 deposition cha~bers in S6lar cell
production, to keep the Si0 2 from dissociating to SiO and o2 •
This o2 input is wasted to space (estimated at roughly 100 tons
per SPS).

Lunar oxygen is also used to drive

pistons (for

ex~mple,

actu~tors

the glass fiber producer).

also be combined with Earth hydrogen to replace

Lunar
c~oling

and

o2

can

fluid

losses, if water is the coolant, in some of the machinery.
Other specific lunar expendables have not been identified.
However, the possibility exists of replacing some Earth expendables

~uch

as lubricants) with lunar materials (if they

can be used as lubricants).
gated this issue.

The study group has

11ot

investi-

However, any such replacement of earth ex-

pendables should be made with lunar materials either available
directly form the lunar refining processes, or produced at
minimal cost or the

~oon.

This is because the masses of £arth

expenadbles (and therefore their transportation costs) are
4. 16

expected to bP. low.

Consequently only a minfmal fncrease fn

lunar production costs is warranted.
Earth expendables consist of a variety of lubricants.
cooling fluids, particle suspension gases.

Since machines

can be designed with long-life lubricants, and cooling and
gas-flow systems can be designed with virtually no leakage (as
in systems used by the nuclear power

in~~stry),

the mass of

earth expendables is expected to be dwarfed by the mass of
earth material fr.puts
4.7.2:

(4,900 tons/year).

Refurbishment Parts:

Most of the machinery in the

SMF is designed for a 20-year lifetime (as per SOW guidelines),
and therefore requires roughly 5% of its mass fn replacement
parts every year.

Refurbishment mass totals (and specific esti-

mates of refurbishment mass required for the machine components)
appear in Chap. 10, "Line Item Costing".

The refurbishment parts

come from Earth.
There is also the possibility of manufacturing refurbishment parts at the SMF from lunar materials.

One potential ex-

ample is the baffles used for containment of deposition vapors
fn the solar cell factory.

Due to their fouling by the deposf-

tion processes, they are progressfvely replaced by new baffles
from Earth.

The

~cssibility

exists of making such baffles at

the SMF, using woven glass cloth made from lunar materials (the
baffles

must resist high-temperature vapor; hence the choice of

glass rather

th~n

a metal).

Due to time

constrains~

the study

did not investigate these issues, but later research on these
options r.ould reduce SMF costs slightly.
4.17

4.7.3:

Consumables:

The specific design of habitation and

life-support systems is outside the scope of this study, as
mentioned in Sec. 2. 1.

This study therefore used figures

from other studies to determine the consumables requirement.
Based on data in Refs. 4.6 and 4.7, the consumables needed by

one space worker are as follows:
From Earth:
Freeze-dried food
Hydrogen
Nitrogen
From Moon:
Oxygen
Total

.7

kg/day
.03 kg/day
• 1 kg/day
• 2 7 kg/da,l

kg/day

1. 1

This assumes a 95% closed water cycle,

an~

a fully

clo~ed

air

cycle (leakage and airlock losses only).
The mass of the habitation section (described in Chap. 8)
includes an emergency

~tock

of

30 days of food and air, as-

:uming no recycling except wash water.

This adds up to 5.05

kg/person day.
The estimated pcpulation of the reference SMF is
people, assuming production of one 10-GW SPS/year.
the consumables requirement from Earth is
135 tons'year.

440

Therefore

370 kg/ddy, or

The lunar oxygen requirement is 43

tons/year.

These masses are small compared to thr. 4,900 tons of required
earth material inputs, and the anticipated needs for lunar oxygen from interorbital transportation.
quirement is broken
in

do~n

in Table 4.6.

the habitation section masses
4. 18

The SMF consumables reThe emergency stockpile

67 tons.

TABLE 4.6:

YEARLY SMF CONSUMABLES REQUIREMENT

(for l 10-GW SPS per year with~ut growth margin)
(SMF popu~ation: 440 people)
From Moon:
Oxygen
From Earth:
Food (freeze-dried)
Hydrogen
Nitrogen
4.7.4:

Propellant:

ment is

Th~

112 tons
5 tons
16 tons

Propellant is required by the SMF for sta-

tionkeeping and attitude control.
oxygen.

43 tons

This propellant is lunar

computation of stationkeeping propellant require-

outsi~~

the scope of this study.

At thfs level of

design, the attitude control requirements are unclear.

This

is because many SMF processes can apply forces on the SMF
structure {e.g. by outgassing, or angular momentum transfer
from rotating machinery), and only a detailed
can predict these attitude perturbations.

~1cal

Tht.~tore

design

the SMF

propellant requirement is not available at th!s stage.

How-

ever, it is expected that this requirement will be dwarfed by
the lunar-oxygen needs of interorbital transportation.

4.19

CHAPTER 5
CANDIDATE SMF PROCESSES
5.1:

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The required SMF outputs were described in Chap. 3.

In

general, the SMF must produce the types of outputs listed in
Table 5.1.
TABLE 5.1: TYPES OF SMF OUTPUTS
Solar Cell Arrays
Structural Members
End Joints and Joint Clusters
Bushdrs
Electrical Wire and Cables
Klystron Assemblies
DC-DC Converter Assemblies
Waveguides
As discussed in Sec. 2.2.2, these SMF products provide the
lunar-material components to Solar Power Satellites and to a
variety of other satellites and space facilities.
The lunar-material inputs to the SNF were discussed in
Chap. 4.

As described in Sec. 4.2, the seven majority elements

in the lunar regolith (oxygen, silicon, titanium, a11minum,
iron, magnesium, and calcium)

ar~

assumed available to the

SMF, as well as compounds and mixtures of these elements.
In addition, natural lunar glass can be extracted by crushing
and electrostatic separation of the lunar soil, and is therefore also available as input to the SMF.
A number of assumpticns affect these choices of SMF inputs

5. 1

and outputs.

These assumptions are discussed in Chap. 2,

specifically in Sec. 2.2, "SMF Scenario Assumptions".
It is the purpose of this study to investigate possible
manufacturing processes to convert the lunar-material

~puts

listed above {together with some Earth inputs) into the products in Table 5.1.

The study group considered each type

of SMF product in turn, and developed alternative manufacturing schemes to produce these SMF outputs.

Sections 5.2

through 5.10 describe these various alternative production and
support processes, enc discuss their advantages and disadvantages.

Each section also identifies the processes chosen for

the reference SMF, and the reasons for the choice.
A number of assumptions affect the design and evaluation
of the alternative processes and equipment.

These general

SMF design guidelines and assumptions are described in
Secs. 2.2 and 2.3.

Cha~.

2,

In addition, a number of specific assump-

tions were made in the design of machinery for the alternative
processes.

These assumptions are described in the discussions

-which follow.
It is also the purpose of this study to develop a pre1 iminary design and to compute cost estimates for a reference
SMF.

Based on the choices of processes described in this chap-

ter, operations layouts for the reference SMF are presented
in Chap. 6.

Production equipment specifications are described

5.2

in Chap. 7, support equipment specifications in Chap. 8, and
maintenance and repair requirements in Chap. 9.

Cost estimates

for the reference SMF appear in Chap. 10.

5.2:

SOLAR CELL ARRAY PRODUCTION

5.2.1:

The Solar Cell:

Given the assumption of no major SPS

redesign beyond lunar-material substitutions

(dis~ussed

in

Sec. 2.2.2). the solar-cell design to be produced by the SMF
is shown in Fig. 5.1.

The complete solar cell is 177 microns

thick, slightly less than twice the thickness of the paper on
which this is printed •

GRID f lNZERS

FIGURE 5.i:

BASiC DESIGN OF SMF-PRODUCEO SOLAR CELL

From the bottom to tne top, the cell consists of five
layers:
1.

The substrate provides partial structural integrity and

5.3

radiation protection to the cell.

In a lunar-material solar

cell, Si0 2 is a likely material for the substrate.
2. The bac~. contact is a thin sheet of Al. The sheet
covers the entire b1ck surface of the silicon wafer.
The silicon wafer generates the current from the cell.

3.

Made from monocrystalline silicon (or at least polycrystalline
silicon

wit~

is doped to form a p-n junction.

{sue' as Boror.).

~o ·o 18 atoms/cm 3 •

a voltagE
4.

b~tween

~

p-material

The top 5 microns are doped wit" n-material

(slJch as Phosphorous).
17

wafer

In this particular type of

cell, the bottom 45 microns of Si are doped with

10

t~e

grain size larger than its thickness),

Dopant co11centratio.i;:; are rr•·ghly
Exposed to sunlight the cell generates

its top and bottom surfaces.

The top contact is an aluminum ;9rid fingers'

pattern,

designed to cover as little of the top surface as possible
(to let maximum sunlight in} while reaching as much of the
surface as possible (because there are losses when the current
travels through the silicon to reach the electrical contact).
The finger:. lead the c1;rrent to a collector bar at one

edge

of the ce11.
S.

The tcp layer of the cell is the optical cover, which

must provide some structural integrity, some radiation protection, and a clear sunlight

~1th

for the cell.

This layer

must be transparent to the wavelengths which the cell can use
for electrical prorluction.
icon solar cells.

Si0 2 is such a material for 5il-

Since the upper face of the cells faces
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the intense radiation of the Sun, the optical cover 1s thicker
than the substrate.
The basic cell design originates frore the Boeing-JSC
lin~

SPS design (Ref. 5.1).

ba~e

The lunar-material substitutions

are as suggested by the JSC-GD study (Ref. 5.2).
In most cases, these substitutions have few or no alternatives.

The earth-baseline fused silica (Si0 2 ) substrate
needs no su~stitution, since silica is available from the Moon.
The study group considered substituting aluminum for the silica
in the substrate, thus reducing the manufacturing complexity
by combining substrate and

ha~~

contact.

However, the co-

efficient of thermal expansion of the substrate must be close
to that of the cell wafer, otherwise the thermal cycling due
to SPS eclipse will eventually

delaminate the cell.

Since

the wafer is made of silicon, this eliminates aluminum as an
alternative for the substrate material.

Late in this study,

SiO was alsn suggested as an alternative substrate material.
since it

off~rs

advantages in deposition processes, and has

apparently been used to coat space hardware.

Time pressures

did nrt allow investigation of the radiation-resistance,
thermal, and deposition properties of SiO, and the
stayed with the silica substrate.

~~udy

This alternative sho ld be

investigated in future research.
The electrical conductivit!es of the available lunar materials are usually poor, making them unsuitable for electrical
conductors.

The notable exception is aluminum, which
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offer~

a reduction in mass over earth-baseline copper when used in
the cell contacts.

The thinness of these contacts ( 2 microns

and l micron for the back and top cell cont3cts, respectively)
avoids the differential expansion problem mentioned above.
The silicon wafer in the earth-baseline solar cell needs
no substitution, since silicon 1s available from the moon.
The earth-baseline silicon wafers use boron and phosphorus
as dopants.

Phosphorus

is potentially availab1e for the Moon,

and Boron could be replaced with lunar aluminum.

However, the

mass of dopants required is less than a ton per 10-GW SPS,
and therefore their source is not si-:

~

··it:..:11t.

availability of lunar phosphcrus

.

Since the
and

·~:"t-Ped,

a 1 ur11i n um- d o p e d c e 11 s h a v e n o t b e e: . e x ;i e r : . : i:>

,ly verified,

the study group decided to use bor:· . . 31d, ... ~phorus

from Earth.

The optical cover is made of bor?silicate glass in the earthbaseline cells.

The JSC-GD study suggests tt1e

sub~

.;t.1tion of

fused silica glass, which has properties very similar to borosilicate glass, and is available from lunar materials.

In

particular. the coefficient of thermal expansion of Si0 2 i~
close to that of silicon, thus avoiding cell delamination
?roblem mentioned above.

The solar cell prodl'ced by this

study's reference SMF therefore have fused silica optical
r"vers.
r

p

As in the substrate, SiO is an llternative optical

material which should be investigated by futYre

Specifically, the transparency of SiO to the solar

r~search.

si:;·ctr1J:i1

must bG checked, to determine whether the wavelengths which
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can pass through t:iis material can efficiently drive the silicon

ce 11 •
In addition to the layJrs shown in Fig. 5.1, the svlar

also

requ~re

electrical contacts (•i1aterccnnects•) between
vol~~ge

cells to build up the

cell arrays to usable levels.
(Ref. 5.1)

c~lls

•nterco~nects

and current outputs of the solar
The Boeing-JSC baseline design

the cells to build up iOltages of

40.8 kV and 38.7 kV, and a total amperage output of 428,000
amperes
are

in a 10-GW SPS.

if~cussed bel~w

The

~e11s

~he

for interconnectior.

{see Sec. 5.23).

must a1sc be held

the arrays.

alte~natfves

In th ..

toget~er

-~ing-JSC ba::~line

structurally to form
SPS, the silicon wafers·

and ele:trical contacts are pnsitioned in groups of 252 (14 by
~8 ~ells),

sheets

interconnected, and

san~wiched

between 1.lm x 1. 17m

of glass ( substrates and optical covers), thus formi.

•par~1s•.

These panPls are then

electri~ally

and structurally

Alternatives for panel

connected together to form arrays.

'> u i1 d u p a re d i s t: us s e d i n Se c • 5 . 2.7 •
5.2.2

~asic

Processes:

The basic processes 1n the fabricatior.

of a si ti co~ solar cell of the type

desc~ibed

above are listed

in Tab1e 5.2.

These processes need not occur

i~

the order

s~own:

for ex-

ample, some fabrication $equences for solar cells start with
the prooucticn of

~~e

or the individual

:~yers

bo11c!ed

~o~ether.

substrate. building up the

~el~

in layers;

can be separately produceds and tnen

1lowever, all the processes listed m11st occur
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TABLE 5.2: BASIC PROCE5SES
IN SILICON SOLAR CELL PRODUCT:ON
Purification of ~etallurgical Grade
Silicon to Semiconductor Grade Silicon
Production of Doped Silicon Wafer
Application of Electrical Contacts
Production of Substrate and Optical Cover
Cell Interconnection and Array Buildup

to produce the cell.

The following sections describe alter-

processes for each of the listed steps.

nativ~

Purification of Sil!con:

5.2.3:

As discussed ir. Sec. 4.4.S.

examination of the JSC-LPI study reports {Ref. 5.3) and consultatior. with Or. Waldron at LPI led to the conclusion by
the st 1• dy group that the silicon received from the Koon is
meta11urgi~al

fied to

9rade (99.9% pure).

semi~onductor

It must therefo e be puri-

grade (99.999% pure)

~o

serve

rial for the wafers in 12.si-efficient so1ar cells.

as mateFour

possible processes for silicon purification are listed in
Table 5.3. with their advantages and disadvantages.
Carbon reduction is a technique commonly usP.d to produce
meta~

Jrgical grade (MG) silicon fr.Jm silica (Ref. 5.4) through

the reduction:
~

Si + CO ...
'-

It is possible that tr.is process could produce
grade

(S~G)

silicon.

semicon~uctor

However, this can only happen if all the

imi~rities

in the input SiJ 2 will tombine with tarbon, forming
com;:>0unds which can then be easily removed from the silicon.
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TABLE 5.3: PURIFICATION OF SILICON
ALTERNATIVE PROCESSES
Process
Carbon Reduction

-Advantages

Disadvantages
I«' Existing technology oNot likely to produce sufficient Si
purity
oCarbon required
from Earth
oRequi res carbon
rscovery cycle
oEarth elements reTrichlorosilane
oEstabl ~shed techquired
no logy
Dist i 11 at ion
oRequires handling
of large amounts
of corrosive gases
oExisting technology "Earth elements reSi lane/
quired
Silicon Process
oRelatively complex
process
kZone Refining
0Ex1sting technology oProcess is slow
oNo Ea rt Ii ~ nputs re- oSome wastage of
input
quired
oPotentic:.1 for high
a11tomation
*Chosen for reference SMF
Since lunar-producej MG Si or Si0 2 would contain undrtermined
inpurities, it is extremely unlikely that such a process could
work.
This

pro~2-s

wou,d also require carbon input from Earth, to

load the system and to replace carbon losses during operation.
To minimize these carbon losses, the process must operate within a pressure container.

And the

covery cycle to retrievP. the
pounds fc.med
Trirhlori~ilane

pr~~ess

car~on

wJuld require a re-

from the variety of com-

the input impurities.
distillatio~

is thP raethod
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~ost co~monly

used today (Ref. 5.4).

1)

It is a three-step -rocess:

MG Si is reacted with hydrochloric acid to produce

tr i ct. 1o ro s i 1 an e ;

Si + 4HC1
2)

~

SiHC1 3 + HCl + H2 + imp\Jrities

The impurities and byproducts are distilled out, leaving

99.9991 pure SiHC1 3 .
3) The trichlorosilane is converted to polycrystalline

SeG silicon by thermoelectric decomposition;

>si
Th~

+ HCl +

Clz

principal advantage of this precess is that it is an

established technology.

However, it requires a sizable frac-

tion of Earth elements (H, Cl) to load the system and replace
losses.

To minimize the losses, the process must be contained

in pressure vessels.
Anotner disadvantage of this method is that it requires
handlrng : f large volumes of hydrcger;, chl"rine, and hydrochloric acid.

Although the poisonous character of these gases

is not a s19nifirant problem(since human operators require protection from vacuum anyway), their corrosive aspects add to the
complexity of che process equipment.
The silane/silicon process has been developed by Union Carbide Corp.(Refs. 5.5, 5.6).
1)

It is a five-step process:

MG Si is reacted with h;uivgen and silicon tetrachloride

to form trichlorosilane;
Si + 2H

2)

2

+ 3SiC1 4 ;:::::::: 4HSiC1 3

The trich·1orosilane is then red•1ced to dicl'l:Jrosilane
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and silicon tetrachloride;

The Sf C1 4 fs input to step (1) above.
3)

The dichlorosil3ne fs then reduced to silane and silicon

tetrachloride;

The SiC1 4 is input to step (1) above.
4) The SiH is distilled to purify it to semiconductor
4
grade.

The SiH 4 i~ broken into SeG silicon and hydrogen by
thermoelectric decomposition;
5)

(at 1050°K)
The H2 serves as input to step (1) above.
This process is existing technology. It requires earth
elements (H, Cl) tc load the system and replace gas losses,
and the process must be contained in pressure vessels.

This

process is also more sophisticated than other candidates, requiring more steps and

therefor~

more complex equipment.

Zone refining uses a different approach than the abovediscussed alternatives.

The process is described by Fig. 5.2.

First, a slab {or rod) of MG silicon is clamped at both ends.
The slab is heated near one end to produce a local molten zone.
By moving the heat source along the silicon slab. and cooling
the slab

behin~

the heat

sourc~,

the molten zone is 'moved'
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Holten Zone

Clamp

Silicon Slab

~
~Discarded
FIGURE 5.2:
along the slab.

end

ZONE REFINING

At the rear liquid/solid interface, where

the molten material recrystallizes, the molten Si tends to
crystallize faster than the impurities.
purities tend to remain in
along

t~c

t~e

Therefore the im-

molten zone, and thus travel

slab to the other end.

The process is repeated

several times; with each pass of the molten zone along the
bar, more of the impurities are drawn to and solidified near
the end of the slab.

Once thP. body of the slab is semi-

conductor grade, the impure ends are trimmed

~way

and

discarded.
Surface tension forces in the moitPn zone tend to round
off the ' . r.ers of a

sl~b

this t · Jency

counteracted

~ an b~

during zone refining.
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by

However,

using induction coils

to shape the molten zone,

minimizing the rounding.

Therefore,

if a slaL with square edges is required (as in !he reference
~f

SMF), use

shaping co;ls can keep the needed trimming losses

to a minimum.
Zone refining ;s an ex;sting technology.
that it requires no Earth inputs.

advantag~

It offers the
Also, zero-g

ma} improve the zone-refining process itself by eliminating
cvnvecLion currents in the mo1ten zone (this requires experimental study).
The

pri~cipal

disad•antage of the zone refining process

is that it is slow.
speed at which the
the number

o~

The process speed is governed by the
~olten

~asses

zone can travel along the slab, and

required to purify the rod sufficiently.

The molten zone travel rate is set by the rate at which liquid
ma' erial crosses the liquid/solid interface and becomes soHd
crystal.

The heat balance equation for the planar interface

( Ref. 5 . 7) i s :

Ps HR
where:

= thermal conductivity of solid
G = temperature gradient of solid at interface
s
Ks

Kl

- thermal

Gl

= temperature gradient or liquid at interface

R

=

1

conductivity of liquid

growth velocity

s = density of ~olid
-· heat of fusion
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For optimum crystal growth -- good quality with maximum
speed -- G1 = O (possibly achievable in space, in the absence
of convection).
Therefore:

From tables of thermal conductivity of silicon at about
1685°K the value of Ks

=

.215 w/cm°K.

Its heat of fusion is
337.0 cal/g and the density is 2.33 g/cm 3 • This leaves a
value for R:
x 10- 3 cm 2 ) Gs
min°K
and Rmax in cm/min.

= (3.93

where G5 is in

°K/c~

Thus, for reasonable growth rates, thermal gradients must
be on the order of l000°K/cm or more.

For example, current

silicon ribbon growth rates (on the order of 7.5 cm/min)
correspond to a temperature gradient of 2000°K/cm.

The

study group assumed that, by 1990, equipment could be developed to generate temperature

gradien~s

(more difficult than in ribbons),
rate of 2.5 cm/min.

l~ading

of 620°K/cm in slabs
to a zone travel

However, this temperature gradient re-

quires gas-jet co.-1 "J of the slab behind the molten zone, and
the process must

the:~fore

be enclosed in a pressure vessel.

Depending on the purity of the input silicon, zone refining
can take form 10 to 100 passes of the molten zone (Ref. 5.8).
The

st~dy

group assumed that the MG silicon received from the
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Moon would be sufficiently pure that 10 passes would be sufficient.
The slowness of zone refining (which leads to a large
number of machines} is mitigated by the potential of the process for high automation.

The basic operations are simple:

slab handling, repetitious zone travel, end trimming, an1 s1ah
packaging.
Besides the candidate processes listed above, there are a
number of other alternatives mentioned in the literature.
example,

~~f.

For

5.9 mentions sodium reduction of silicon tetra-

chloride. decomposition of polymerized silicon difluoride, and
the silicon halide-alkali metal flame process.

Unfortunately,

the processes researched to date are all intended for use on
earth, and therefore incorporate the advantages and disadvantages of that physical and economic environment.
refining seems somewhat space-specific,
dient may be improved by zero-g, and its
m~nt

can

:~

sine~
1~

Only zone-

its thermal gra-

·ge power require-

met with cheap solar energy.

It is clear to the NIT study group that much more research
must be done in this area to investigate and develop the possible methods of silicon purification.

This task may require

the design of entirely novel processes, and their verification
by pilot plants in space.

Fortunately, prototypes of this

kind of chemical equipment can

usually be small.
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For the reference SMF, the study group chose zone refining
for the purification of silicon because it is particularly
suited to a space environment and because the

~isadvantages

associated with the slowness of the process can be mitigated
by automation.
5.2.4:

Production of Doped Silicon Wafers: The study group re-

viewed a number of solar cell wafer production processes as
can~idates

for the SMF.

These alternatives are listed fn

Table 5.4.
The floating substrate methcd involves pouring molten silicon
onto a molten-metal bath (such as tin) to form a
con wafer.

~heet

of

~fli~

The principal disadvantage of this process is that

ft requires gravity (or some kind of directional force field}
to control the molten bath.
This problem is common tJ all bath processes in space.
Under zero-g conditions, a liquid will naturally form into a
sphere or globule, its surface determined by surface ter1sion
an~

dynamic instabilities (as shown in Skylab experiments,

globules can oscillate in shape between configurations such as
dumb~lls

and donuts}.

Theoretically, the

s~rface

of a large

sphere of molten material could approximate the planar surface
of a bath.

However, it is difficult to control the position

of such a sphere, or to touch it with equipment, without inducing oscillations

a~d

distortions in its shape.

material also tends to wet

~nything
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The molten

brought in contact with it,

TABLE 5.4: SILICON WAFER PRODUCTION
ALT[RNATIVE PROCESSES
Crystal Growth
Processes
Floating Substrate

Advantages

Disadvantages
oRequires gravity or
equivalent
oNot likely to yield
suffi=ient cell efficiency
Ceramic Plate Dipping
iuires gravity or
ivalent
likely to yield
_Jfficient cell efficiency
Czochral ski Ingot
OHigh quality
oRequires gravity or
crystal
Growth
equivalent
o Established tech- oHigh waste of material
no logy
oRequires many sawing
machines
OLow waste of
Dendritic Web
oRequires gravity or
material
equivalent
oHigh quality

crystal
Zone Refining and
Cutting

offigh quality

crystal
o Existing Tech
no logy

Edge-defined
Film-fed Growth

oExisting Technology
oLow waste of

material

oHigh wastage of material
oSlow process I many
machines
oMany machin~s required
oNeeds pressurized
containers

oHigh quality

crystal
Chemical Vapor
Deposition and
Recrystallization

oCompatible with

some refining
;:.1·uces s es
olow material
waste
oMay allow depo-

oRequires Earth inputs
oRequires pre~sure vessels and recirculation
equipment
oReq~ires additional processes to achieve sufficient crystal quality

sition of wafer
~irectly onto cell
substrate and rear
contact
I
(continued)
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TABLE 5. 4 Continued
Crystal Growth
Processes
*Direct Vaporization
and Recrystallization

Doping Processes
Diffusion

Advantages
o Conceptually
simple
o Does not require
pressure vessels
o Wafer can be
directly depo1 sited onto cell
substrate and
rear contact
oWell adaptea to
space environment

Disadvantages
olittle solid data
available
oSome waste of material
oRequires many material
sources
oRequires additional
processes to achieve
sufficient crystal
quality

o Established tech- oUsual ly re qui res

no logy

liquid application
oDifficult to control
do pants
olnduces defects in
crystal structure
oRequires closed
current loop

oExisting technology
oEasily automated
on a large scale
oGood control over
do pants
oMay not be compatible
o Can reduce time
Co-deposition
with all silicon
and complexity
of solar cell
wafer production processes
production
oOnly applicable to
p-dopant in several
wafer production processes
*Chosen for reference SMF

*Ion Implantation
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and the sphere's material therffore tends to crawl along any
solid object touching it.

Therm~l

control is also difficult,

since the problems described above restrict the designer to
radiative

dnd convective cooling (the conv2ctive processes

through a gas surrounding the sphere).

All of ihese problems

make delicate surface processes on molten spheres (such as the
formation of a thin silicon shell) technically difficult, and
therefore unlikely.
Another alternative is controlling a bath through centrifugal force.

Here the liquid material is whirled around in a

container, and coats the walls, forming a stable layer.

Al-

though a centrifugal furnace is possible (and several such
designs are described later in this chapter}, problems arise
when materials are layered in such furnaces.

The materials

must have different densities, since it is the effect of the
centrifugal force field on the different densities which forms
t~e

layers.

However, this leads to different angular momt11ta

of the layers.

At the inter,

to create angular
tween the layers;

~omentum

between the layers, this tends

transfer, or vortex formation, be-

the layers tend to stir themselves together.

This effect appeared as a severe problem in the design of
colloid-core nuclear rockets (Ref. 5.10), when the layers were
made of gases (uranium oxide and hydrogen}.

In a liquid-liquid

interface, the viscouJ forces resist this interlayer stirring,
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but it is difficult to assess under what conditions such layers
would be stable.

This problem can be al.eviated by the use of

baffles to constrain the

m~tion

of the

flui~s.

In this case

the baffles separate the bath into a series of cells,

~ach

which requires independent input and 3utput systems.

The ex-

of

tension of this case is the separation of the bath into
separate rotating contain1_rs; this option is described below.
Another problem with rotating-container bathr
for rotating machinery.
less in zero-g

t~an

t~P

need

Althougn the bearing stresses are

on Earth,

methods to input and output
Furt~·-more,

~~

such equipment requires complex

ma:~rial

to

an~

from the container.

it is difficult to stop the container without first

removing or solidifying the contents, since the liquids will then
float free from the container walls, formirg globules.
In the case of silicon sheet production by the

fl,~ting

substrate method, thE problems of interla)er stirring could
prehaps be avoided by keeping the rotation speed of the container slow, anj silicon could be added by an axial feed system.
However, once the layer of silicon had been formed and cooled
into a cylindrical sheet,
difficulties.

rem~ving

that sheet poses technical

Cutting the silicon sheet free of its molten-

metaj bath while the container is spinning
equipment and

pr~cedures

~equires

com~lex

to prevent release of the molten metal

or contamination of the silicon.
These problems can be

al~ev~ated

somewhat if the Lath pro-

cess is done in a series of containers spinning fdr from the
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rotation axis. as shown 1n Fig. 5.3.

The radius of gyratior.

of each individual bath is large enough that the bath surface
is near-planar, and the silicon sheets are of manageable size.
However, all input and output must be routed through the central hub. and the equipment requires more structural mass and
safety features than a free-floating alternative.
Silicon
Input

Silicon Sheet
Output

\

Rotation

Handling
Equipment

FIGURE 5.3:

POSSIBLE CENTRIFUGAL BATH PROCESS
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Even if these technical difficulties can be overcome, there
is some doubt that the floating substrate method can produce
efficient solar cells.

On Earth, the floating substrate pro-

duction of cadmium sulphide cells is being developed by Patscentre International in England.
efficiency is 4-SS (Ref. 5.11).

The presently achieved cell
This process has been con-

sidered fer silicon solar cell production on Earth, but purity levels and production rates have been too low to merit full
scale production on Earth.
Ceramic plate dipping involves dipping a plate into a molten silicon bath, building up a sheet of crystalline silicon.
It therefore shares many of the molten-metal-bath problems discussed above.

like the floating substrate process, ceramic

plate dipping has output purity and production rate problems,
and has therefore never been commercially used on Earth.
Czochralski ingot growth

is the most commonly used silicon

wafer production technique today (Ref. 5.4).
depicted in Fig. 5.4.
molten silicon.

The process is

Th1s methoJ uses a rotating crucible of

A counter-rotating seed crystal is slowly lifted

up from the molten surface, pulling a silicon ingot up to 10
centimeters in diameter.
as a single crystal.
sawed into

thi~

c~2so

The ingot grows from the molten silicon

Once the ingot has been formed, it is
microns) wafers.

There are two principal advantages to the Czochralski process.

First, it is a well established technology.

5econd, the

crystal produced is highly pure and monocrystalline, the two
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t
Seed crystal

Quartz crucible

Melt

FIGURE 5.4:

CZOCHRALSKI INGOT GROWTH

principal requirements for silicon solar cell wafers.

A number

of alternative processes (discussed below) require complex procedures to achieve the needed

monocrystallf~e

quality.

Czochralski ingot growth can probably be freed from its
current reliance on gravity to form and control the silicon
bath in the crucible.

Rotating facilities (such as those shown

in Fig. 5.3) could contain crucibles and crystal-pulling equipment.
melt in

An

oth~r

th~

option is magnetic confinement of the silicon

crucible.

In this technique 9 induction coils

around the crucible induce eddy currents in the molten silicon,
and electromagnetic coupling between those currents and the
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pulsed magnetic field from the cofls pushes the silicon into the
crucible.

The same eddy currents can maintain the temperature

of the melt by ohmic heating.
this option.

There are two disadvantages to

First, the magnetic properties of the sflfcon are

such that very powerful fields would be required for the containment of the entire melt.

Second, the technique would not

only contain the melt, but stir it as well; and this stirring
1dversely affects the crystal growth by altering the thermal
gradient at the liquid-solid interface, thus slowing down the
crystallization.
The major disadvantage of the Czochralski method, however,
is the subsequent sawing process required to form thin wafers. ·
Slurry sawing is

c~rrently

the most effective method for sawing

silicon ingots.

It uses an array of cutting blades lubricated

with a slurry of oil and abrasives to slice an ingot into a
large number (g.e. 230) of wafers.

However, this 230-wafer cut

requires 20 hours to go through a 10 centimeter diameter diameter ingot {Ref. 5.12).
Another problem with sawing is the large kerf losses.
Since the wafers are rough cut co 250 microns, the kerf losses
are larger than the product (Ref. 5.4).

Breakage limits cut-

ting time and thickness due to the brittleness of silicon and
the saw vibration.

The following is a summary of actual cur-

rent silicon losses:
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Ingot Losses by Volume
Sawing
66%
Lapping
16%
4%
Polishing
Dicing
4.7%
Breakage
1.3%
Total
92%
Improvement in cutting techniques may reduce this waste to

50-70%.
Another current problem with Czochralski ingot growth is
contamination of the melt from the crucible.

In current op-

erations. each crucible is used once, then replaced by a new
one.

Although this problem can probably be solved, a new mate-

rial would have to be developed for the crucible lining.
In the ingot growth process, the crystal growth speed is
determined by the same

equ~tion

which governs the molten zone

travel described under zone refining in Sec. 5.2.3.

Therefore

the crystal growth speed is limited by attainable thermal gradients (7.5 cm/min at 2000°K/cm).

For the 20 billion cells

required for one SPS, if !he wafers are each rough-cut to 250
microns with a 50% kerf loss, the total length of ingot required
is 10 7 meters (neglecting breakage losses later in production).
If each ingot growth machine

produces ingot at 7.5 cm/min, on

a 90% duty cycle, 282 machines are required.

This requirement

f s not unreasonable.

However, for the slurry sawing process, if each machine
cuts 250 wafers at once in 20 hours, and if the machines work
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on a 901 duty cycle, 203,000 machines are required to cut the
20 billion wafers for one 10-GW SPS per year.

This large re-

quirement, together with the melt-handling problems discussed
above, make Czochralski ingot growth an unlikely alternative for
SMF use.

The dendritic web technique draws a ribbon from a molten
silicon bath.

Two dendrites are dipped into the bath and pulled

out, inducing a silicon web between them.
fnto a thfn ribbon.

The web solidifies

Th1s process is depicted in Fig. 5.5 (Ref.

5.4).
The ribbon produced is currently thicker than the needed
50 microns, but it is low in defects.

Once the ribbon is

solid~

wafers can be cut from it with minimal kerf losses; the process
is therefore efficient in its use of material.

1

Sili Jn
Web

Boundary
Dendrites
~elt

FIGURE 5.5:

DENDRITIC WEB TECHNIQUE
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However, thfs technique requires pu11ing silicon from a
bath, and therefore has the melt-containment problems discussed
above.
Zone refining and cutting starts with the zone refining
process described in Sec. 5.2.3.

This zone refining in effect

replaces the ingot growth in the process described above, producing a pure silicon monocrystal.

The rest of the procedure

is the same sawing process as in Czochralski ingot growth, to
produce the needed silicon wafers.

Although the zone refining

avoids the difficult technical problems in mt:t-handiing, the
sawing process

i~

no faster in this case than in the ingot

growth process above.

This step would therefore require an

estimated 203,000 machines to cut 20 billion wafers for one
10-GW SPS per year.

This makes this process an unlikely can-

ditate for the SMF.
Edge-defined film-fed growth {EFG) is a process currently
in development by Mobil Tyco (Ref. 5.6).

In this process a rib-

bon of silicon is drawn from a molten silicon bath through a
die, as shown in Fig. 5.6.
In this process, the zero-g melt-handling problems described
earlier can be avoided

by

enclosing the molten silicon in a con-

tainer, so that it can escape only through the dies.

Such a

design is shown in Fig. 5.7. As shown in the figure, many dies
can be fed from the same silicon furnace and

·e~ervoir.

The

solid-silicon feed system shown is a space-specific design

w~fch

uses magnetic inducti n coils to heat the silicon and to apply a
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Ribbon

FIGURE 5.o:

t

EDGE-DEFINED FILM-FED GROWTH

t
ontainer

Heating and Containment Coils

Molten
51 li con

Resevoir
olid Silicon Rod

FIGURE 5.7:

POSSIBLE EFG RIBBON MACHINE
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force on the liquid silicon, into the container.

This keeps

the molten material from floating out of the heating tube.

This

design avoids the need for a valve or lock in the feed system.
The magnetic containment force can also be used to pressurize the molten silicon reservoir, making the ribbon-drawing
process resemble an extrusion or continuous casting process.
This would reduce the structural stresses applied to the ribbon
by the drawing process, and may thus allow thin ribbons (50 mic-

rons) to be pulled.

If such ribbon can be produced, then it can

be cut into solar cell wafers with a minimal kerf loss of material.
Current ribbon growth machines draw silicon at a rate of
roughly 7.5 cm/min through a rectangular die.

The thickness of

the ribbon varies for 150 to 250 microns, and the current maximum width of the ribbon is 7.5 cm (Ref. 5.13).

The pulling rate

is governed by the crystal growth equation described above, and
the 7.5 cm/minute speed corresponds to a thermal gradient of
2000°K/cm.

The material is cooled by inert gas jets

Given

these current parameters and a 90% duty cycle, 41,300 dies would
be required to produce 110 km 2 of solar cells for one 10-GW
SPS per year (including a 10% assembly wastage allocation).
Multi-die machines can therefore offer significant savings over
single-die ma[hines.
Graphite dies are currently the most effective for production of high-quality ribbon.

These dies

~re

now replaced after

producing 10 m of ribbon, because of experimental requirements
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and not because of defect in the dies (Ref. 5.14).

The effective

life of the dies is at present uncertain.

formation of

Howe~er,

silicon carbide on their surfaces results in imperfections in the
pulled ribbon, causing large drops in solar-celi efficiencies;
this requires eventual replacement of the graphite dies.

As

alternatives to replacement, die refurbishment techniques or
alternative die materials can be developed.

Currently Energy

Materials Corp. is investigating a fused silica die as a possibility.

If a die could produce 100 m of ribbon before replace-

ment, the 41,300 dies mentioned above would each need replacement every 22.2 hours, leading to a requirement of 1.5 x 10 7 dies
for on 10-GW SPS per year.

~odeling

each die as a graphite slab

8 cm wide by 3 cm high by .5 cm thick, the die mass required would
be 400 tons p2r

J!~~.

Several lines of reasearch may simplify the equipment and
improve production rates.
7.5 cm wide: it may be

Although current dies produce ribbon

possi~le

to produce wider ribbon, redu-

cing the required number of dies.

If 1..1e thermal gradient at

the silicon's liquid-solid interface can be increased beyond the
current 2000°K/cm, ribbon
can be achieved.

However,

gr~wth

rates higher than 7.5 cm/min

alt~ough

the space env;ronment does

allow great2r control over thermal gradients by eliminating convection currents, the current thermal gradients are high and
relatively well-controlled, and any improvement in the ribbon
growth rate over twice the current speed is unlikely.
There are three principal advantages of the EFG process.
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First, the process is existing technology. likely to become a
commercial operation in the next few years.

Second, assuming

that SO-micron-thick ribbon can be produced, cell wafers can
be cut with a minimal loss of silicon.

Third, the quality

the crystal output is good, although currently produced

o~

rib~

q

is usually annealed (heated below melting point for a time) to
improve its efficiency.

The annealing process eliminates some

of the point defects and grain boundaries fn the crystal, improving the monocrystalline quality of the ribbon.

Improvements

in the EFG equipment may make annealing unnecessary.
The principal disadvantage of the EFG process is that it
ts slow, and therefore requires many machir.es.

If the 41,300

dies required to produce ribbon for one 10-GW SPS per year are
grouped ten to each machine, the production reqLires 4,130 furnaces and molten silicon reservoirs.

Although

d~es

could be

grouped in larger numbers, this would increase the size of the
reservoirs, possibly leading to thermal control problems.

In-·

crease in the ribbon growth rate should likewise reduce the required number of machines, but such improvements ar_ probably
limited to a factor of two, as discussed above.
Another disadvantagP. is that the large

th~rmal

gradient

at the liquid-solid interface requires coo:ing of the silicon
by inert gas jets,

Since such gas is not

availa~1e

from lunar

materials, the EFG dies in an SMF must be surrounded by pressure
vessels to contain the inert gas.

This gas

mu~t

a1so be cir-

culated to a radiator for cooling, and returned to the
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cooling jets near the dies.
Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) is a process currently used
to apply coatings to surfaces.

It has also been used ex,erimen-

tally to form silicon sheets for solar cells.

In the chemical

vapor deposition of silicon, a silicon-bearing gas

such as

silane (SiH 4 ) or trichlorosilane (SiHC1 3 ) is applied tJ a hot
deposition surface (at roughtly 1100°K). The gas ri~;so iates
at the surface, leaving a deposited layer of solid

si.~·Jn.

If

the gas is silane, the reaction is
SiH 4

~

Si {solid) + SH 2 (gas}
For trichlvrosilane, the reaction is
SiHC1 3 ~Si (solid) + HCl
The

{g~s)

+ Cl 2 {gas)

byproduct gases are then recombined with silicon, to form

more silane or

trichlorosila~e.

The deposition rate is dependent on several factors, specifically the temperature of the surface, the pressure of the
silicon-bearing gas, and the efficiency of removal of the byproduct gases (which tend to form a layer on the surface,
ing the silicon-bearing gas
the CVD rate is 1-5
rate for

3

~way).

mic~on/min,

For silicon, the

ke~p

r~nge

of

with 4 microns/minute as a likely

well-designed process.

The production of one 10-GW SPS per year requires 110 km
of 50-micron-thick silicon wafers.
~rons/min,

minutes.

If these are grown at 4 mi-

the growth time of 50-micron silicon sheet is 12.5
2

Assuming a 90'1; c..1ty cycle, 2900 m of silicon wafer
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2

must be deposited every 12.5 minutes to produce the needed
2
110 km in a year. Therefore the total area of silicon deposition at any time would be 2900 m2 {~oughly 2/3 the area of a
football field).
The CVD process offers a number of advantages for SMF use.
First, the dissociation reactions for silane and
(listed above) are
f~cation

th~

trichloros1~ane

final steps in two of the silicon

alternatives:

p~ri

-

the silane/silicon process and tr1chlo-

rosilane distii1ation (see Sec. 5.2.3).
fication processes, rather than

Therefore these puri-

p~oducing

solid SeG silicon

(which is then turned into wafers by a separdte process}, can
instead produce semiconductor grade silane or

tric~lorosilane,

which are then used to produce silicon wafers by CVD.

This com-

patibility between these refining and wafer production processes
reduces the complexity of these alternatives.
Second, since dissociation of the silicon-bearing gas
occurs on hot

surf~ces,

dissociation to the d
the dep

~ition

careful thermal control can limit this

i~~iti~n

chamber).

surface (rather than the walls of

Also, the undissociated _1licon-bearing

gas can be recirculated with the byproduct gases, and r·turned
to the deposition chamber

af~er

recombined with silicon.

The

the byproduct gases have been

~ombination

control and gas reuse can thus reduce the
minimal

1~~kage

Th~rd,

of careful therma;
los~

of materials to

losses.

th( I.VD process can be used to

wafer directly onto a previously prepared
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prod~ce

c~ll

a silicon

substrate and

rear contact (or rear contact alone), provided that the deposition surface can be heated to the required 1100°K.
glass substrate can

~urvive

contact suggested for
melts at 430°K.

Although a

this temperature, the aluminum rear

SKF-produced solar cells (see Sec. 5.2.1)

This would therefore require _another conductor

for the rear contact, which would have to

co~e

from Earth.

As

a measure of that requirement, production of one 10-GW SPS requires 590 tons of Al for the cell rear contacts.
There are also several disadvantages to CVD.

7he process

involves elements not available on the Moon (such as the hydrogen in silane and the hydrogen and chlorine in
These elements would therefore have to be

trichlorosiiane)~

~rought

from Earth to

load the system initially, Jnd to replace losses during operation.
Since these Earth inputs should not be wasted, the process
also requires the recirculation of byproduct gases and their reco-bination with silicon. Therefore the Entire deposition area
(2900 m2 for production of one 10-G~ SPS per year) must be enclosed in pressure vessels.
to

incr~ase

with the gas

Although the deposition rate appears

presur~,

rate occurs at low pressures:

most of the gain in deposition

at roughly l/lOOth of an atmo-

shpere, the CVD rate for silicon reaches 4 microns/min, and
above this pressure the rate increases very little.
the

pres~ure

There1or'e

forces on the containment vessel would not be se-

vere.
If si1ane is used, the byproduct gas is hydrogen.
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If the

CVD process is coupled with the silane/silicon process described
in Sec 5.2.3, this hydrogen can be used directly in the purification process, avoiding the need for separate recombination
equipment.
chlorine

If trichlorosilane is used, the byproduct gases are
and hydrochloric acid.

If this process is coupled

with trichlorosilane distillation for refifling, the chlorine
must be reacted with hydrogen (a

byprod~ct

of the trichloro-

silane distillation) to make HCl, and the HCl can then be used
directly in the refining process.

However, a reaction tank for

hydrogen and chlorine is part of the trichlorosilane

d~stilla

tion process already, so the use of CVD does not add to that
requirement.
Thus the silane and

trichl~rosilane

require additional recombination
with silane/silicon and

CVO processes do not

~quipment

t~ichlorosilane

if they are coupled

distillation refining

processes. However, the CVO processes require recirculation
equipment.

Since the silane CVD process produces only hydro-

gen, as compared to the chlorine and hydrochloric acid produced
by the trichlorosilane CVD process, and since HCl is corrosive
and therefo1e more difficult to handle, the silane CVO process
seems better adapted to SMF use.

However, the relative merits

of silane and trichlorosilane also involve the refining process
reGuirements, and would

t~erefore

require more study before a

preference coulo be established.
Another disadvantage of the CVD process is ·hat the quality
of the silicon wafer output is insufficient to produce 12.5%
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efficient solar cells, because the deposited layer of silicon
tends to pick up the crystal orientation of the deposition
surface; therefore silicon sheet deposited onto a polycrystalline surface will be polycrystallint.

Polycrystalline cells

are less efficient than monocrysta11ine cells.

A graph of cell

efficiency versus grain size demonstrates this in Fig. 5.8.
Although the position of the curves on the graph is affected
by other factors

(thicknes~

of the cell, transparency of optical

coating, direction of grain boundaries), the curves clearly show
that cell efficiency drops sharply with decrease in grain size
(or increase in the number of grain boundaries).

Solar cell

con•eralon

•tficlency. · ..
(")

7

8

7
6

'
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Pol:pU chin •b•. D, (um)

FIGURE 5.8: THEORETICAL VALUES FOR CELL
EFFICIENCY VERSUS GRAIN SIZE
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Methods for

improving the crystalline quality of the output are discussed
in the following section on direct vaporization.
Direct vaporization (DY) is currently used to apply coatings
to surfaces, and to produce thin sheets of some materials (e.g.
aluminum).

In this process gaseous particles (molecules or

atoms) of material are brought in contact with a thermally controlled surface.
thin coating.

The materi~l solidifies onto the surface as a

No chemical effects are involved.

Although the

deposition surface temperatures are usually much lower than those
for CVD, the deposition surface must carry away the energy of
the phase change {from gas to solid) of the deposited material.
The hot particles of material are currently produced by a
variety of means.

A liquid bath of material can be heated until

molecules or atoms boil off from the liquid

surf~ce.

ThesP. par-

ticles are then collected as a solid on a deposition surface
above the

liqu~d

bath.

Another option

better suit

to space

applications is to boil off material from a solid piece by impact from a laser or electron beam, or by passing an electric
arc over the surface.

Such a process is depicted in Fig. 5.9.

If the material is not only boiled off but also ionized, then
magnetic and electrostatic fields can steer the particles, controlling the geometry of the deposition

proc~ss;

raises the energy requirements considerably.
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however, this
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FIGURE 5.9:

DY PROCESS FOR SILICON

The ·primary requirement of the DV process is a good vacuum
in the deposition area.

This is because the boiled-off particles

of material are usually highly reactive.

Therefore they will

react either with each other (nucleating flakes of material} or
with any other gas present, before they reach the deposition sur-

Tt

face.

~nsure

that single atoms or molecules of material reach

the surface, these atoms or molecules must behave more as single
pa~ticles
so~rce

path of

than as a gas while they travel from the material

to the

~eposition

surface.

In other words, the mean free

particles must be at least the distance from the
source .o the surface. Since a gas at 10 -6 Torr has a mean free
pa+~

the:~

on the order of 50 cm, this pressure is typical for DV pro-

ces ~.es.
nirect

~Jporization

is expensive on Earth because of its

energv dnd vacuum requirements.

For the DV of silicon, the
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experimental work to date has apparently aimed at the production
of integrated circuit chips and solar cells.
deposition rates is usually proprietary.

Therefore data on

In general, DV depo-

sition rates range from less than l micron/minute to 50 microns/
minute (the latter for aluminum, a commercial process).
this study the deposition rate for

sil~con

In

is assumed at

4 microns/minute (the same as for CVD).

Given this assumption,
production of one 10-GW SPS per year requires 2900 m2 of

deposition area.
The DY process offers a number of advantages for SMF use.
First, the proces3 is conceptually simple.

It requires no

Earth inputs, chemical reactiors, or pseudogravity, and it has.
few moving parts.

Second, because the DV operating pressure
is on the order of 10- 6 Torr, the proc2ss does not require

complete pressure vessels.

To avoid contamination of neighbor-

ing equipment, the deposition

areas should be enclosed by

"optical baffles," sheets of material positioned in such a
way that the silicon atom source cannot "see" outside the
deposition volume; the boiled-off silicon atoms, travelling
r1dially outward from the source, therefore hit either the
deposition

su~face

or a baffle.

Some silicon atoms would

escape past the baffles after collisions either with other
silicon atoms or with surfaces, but these losses can be kept
small.
Third, OV can be used to deposit silicon sheet directly
onto the cell substrate and rear contact (or on the rear
contact alone).

Since the deposition surface temperature is
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low (compared to that for CVU), the aluminum rear contact fs
not 1n danger of melting.

DV can therefore be used in a

layer-by-layer buildup for cell manufacture.
Fourth, DV is well adapted to the in-space environment.
On Earth, DV is seldom economically viable because of its
requirements for energy and vacuum.

In an SMF, both energy

and vacuum are readily and cheaply available.

DY therefore

stands as an example of a process which may be unlikely for
Earth use, but may be highly advantageous in the different
physical and economical environment of

~pace.

However, the DV process also carries several disadvantages.
The principal problem is that little experimental data is
available on the application of DV to the manufacture of
solar cells.

While there is some literature on direct vapor-

ization of various coatings (ref. 5.53), the crystalline
quality of these depositions is not described.

For example,

the power of the energy source, the pressure of the boiledoff silicon, the temperature of the deposition surface, and
the thermal conductivity of the deposition surface may all
have effects on the deposition rate and quality of the
silicon crystal output; these effects have not been assessed.
Therefore predictions of the uses of DV carry a technical
risk.
Another disadvantage is that the DV process involves some
waste of the silicon.

As described above, the escape of silicon

atoms past the baff?es can be kept low.
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However, the siiicon

atoms tend to coat the baffles as well as the deposition surface.
One way to avoid this is to keep the baffles at the boiling temperature of silicon; since this temperature is 2603°K, this
option is very unlikely.
to the baffles.

Therefore some silicon will be lost

This loss can be minimized by careful design

of the process geometry, so that most of the boiled-off particles travel toward the deposit!on surface rather than the
baffles.

Given such a design, a deposition efficiency of 671

should be possible (meaning that two-thirds of the boiled-off
silicon ends up on the deposition surface, the remainder either
on the baffles or out of the deposition volume).
A third

d~sadvantage

is that the DV process requires many

silicon sources to achieve an even
sheet.

t~ickness

in the deposited

As shown in Fig. 5.9, a single source of silicon atoms

tends to produce a gaussian pattern of atoms on the deposition
surface, with maximum deposition occurring at the point nearest
the silicon source.

This problem can be avoided by using many

sources of silicon atoms, with overlapping deposition patterns.
This option may not require as many lasers or electron beam
9uns as silicon sources, if each beam can be multiplexed between a number of silicon sources.
Finally, the DV process shares a disadvantage with the CVD
process:

it produces polycrystalline silicon.

process, the silicon

de~osited

As in the CVD

by DV picks up the crystal

orientation of the deposition surface.

As discussed

ea~lier,

and as shown in Fig. 5.8, polycrystalline cells are not as
efficient as monocrystalline cells.
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The reason for this lesser efficiency is that grain
boundaries in polycrystalline wafers hamper the motion of
charge carriers in the cell.

Therefore grain boundaries in

the plane of the cell will restrict the motion of current
through the cell junction; grain boundaries perpendicular to
the plane of the cell will impede the motion of charge
carriers across the top surface of the cell to the electrical
contact grid fingers.
Therefore cell efficiency can be significantly improved
if the cell wafer can be made monocrystalline, or if the
polycrystalline grains can be made large enough to extend
through the celi and from one grid finger to the next. Exter.ding the grains through the thickness of . 1e cell can be
done in two ways:

first, if the grains have random shapes,

the average grain diameter should be on the order of twice
the wafer thickness (or larger); second, columnar grains can
be grown through the thickness of the cell.

In either case,

the grain boundaries no longer hamper clrrier motion through
the cell, but still impede motion across the cell surface to
the top contact grid fingers.
made on

th~

If the grain diameters can be

order of the distance between grid fingers

{usually 1000 microns), then the cell will behave like a
monocrystalline cell (Ref. 5.52).
Whether by chemical vapor deposition or direct vaporization,
the deposition of monocrystalline silicon at 4
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microns/mi~ute

appears impossible, even when depositing on single-crystal
silicon.
mobility.

The reason for this involves silicon adatom
Adatoms are silicon atoms which have just been

adsorbed by the silicon surface.

These atoms must move about

the surface to fill in open lattice points to form a perfect
crystal.

If the deposition rate is too fast the adatoms are

buried before they have a chance to settle in and an amorphous
deposit results.

Deposition rates can be increased by heating

the substrate, thus increasing adatom mobility (Ref. 5.53}.
However, at intermediate rates, the formation
crystalline silicon wafer is possible.

of~

The study group has

found a source which reports growth of columnar grains (perpendicular to the deposition surface, and therefore favorable
for solar cell manufacture) on aluminum deposition surfaces
at 480-520°c.

The grain diameters were 4-6 microns and the

grain lengths on the order of the thickness of the deposited
film.

Most important, the deposition rate was 4 microns/

minute (Ref. 5.54).
An alternative is to deposit si1icon very slJwly (rates
on the order of 10- 2 microns/minute). This would require a
considerable increase in SMF deposition area.

Even though

the effect on factory costs of increasing this area is unclear,
this option appears unlikely.
Therefore silicon wafers deposited by CVD or DV at
4 microns/minute {or faster) would require further processing
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to produce 12.5% efficient solar cells.

Two general methods

are suggested to improve the crystal quality of that outout:
monocrystalline deposition surfaces, and heat treatment.
The first option deposits the silicon sheet onto a monocrystalline surface, so that the silicon wafer will duplicate
that monocrystalline quality as much as possible during
deposition.

However, because of the adatom mobility problem

discussed above, the silicon sheet will be polycrystalline.
The extent of this effect has not been sufficiently researched
to predict the quality of the output.

Also, there may be

technical difficulties in producing a monocrystalline deposition surface.

If this deposition surface is the cell

rear

contact on the cell substrate, then the cell rear contact
must be monocrystalline.

If the rear contact is vapor-

deposited onto the substrate (a likely possibility, as discussed later), then the substrate must be monocrystalline.
In general, it is

considera~ly

more difficult to produce

monocrystalline sheet than amorphous sheet for substrates.
In particular, the production of monocrystalline silica
(quartz crystal) substrates requires processes essentially
similar to processes for production of monocrystalline
silicon wafers (e.g. Czochralski growth, zone refining, and
cutting).

Therefore this option merely shifts the complexity

from making monocrystalline wafers to making monocrystalline
substrates.
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It is technically simpler to chemical-vapor-deposit the
silicon sheet (or the rear contact and
a permanent monocrystallfne surface.

t~en

the sheet) onto

After deposition, the

silicon sheet (and rear contact, if included} is peeled from
the surface, and the deposition surface is used again.

The

technical challenge is then in producing the deposition
surface, and maintaining its monocrystalline quality in spite
of the thermal and handling shocks in its

operat~>nal

use.

This limits the design to batch production, since ft is unlikely
that a continuously moving deposition belt, which must curve
around to return to its starting point, could maintain a monocrystal 1 ine surface.

Spire Corporation (Ref. 5.55) has used

a graphite deposition surface to enhance the growth of columnar
grains in the silicon wafer.

However, the use of specialized

or monocrystalline

surfaces can only partially

d~position

improve the crystalline quality of the output, and it is
doubtful that such output could lead to 12.5% efficient cells.
The second general method to improve the quality of the
deposited silicon is heat treatment after the deposition is
completed.

This general method includes three options:

annealing, RTR zone refining, and pulsed-beam recrystallization.
The first heat treatment option is annealing.

In thfs

process the polycrystalline silicon sheet is neate<I to just
below melting point, and left at that temperature for some
time.

This eliminates point defects in
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~he

crystal structure,

and increases the size of the crystal grains by allowing
migration and disappearance of grain boundaries.

However,

grain

c~nventional

~iameters

on the order of 100 microns using

furnare lnneals (750 to 95o 0 c, 30 minutes) are doubtful.

This

is because a grain field originally characterized by 3-dimensional disorder will not undergo transformation
mean diameter greater

tha~

~~

gra~r.s

film thickness (Ref. 5.SSj.

with

Ther~

fore melting and slow resolidification seems an ;nadequate
option.

If the deposition process for the

sil~c

be designed to produce columnar grains through th.

afer can
~~11

thickness, a furnace anneal may increase the diameter of those
grains; however, an end-result diameter of 1000 microns by
this method is also doubtful.

One advantage of the furnace

anneal technique, however, is that it can handle large areas
of silicon wafer at once.
The second heat treatment option is ribbon-to-ribbon
(RTR} zone refining, currently being researched by Motorola
(Ref. 5.56) and Spire Corp. (Ref. 5.57).

This technique,

Jepicted in Figure 5.10, uses C0 2 lasers or electron beams
(EB) to create a molten zone within a ribbon of polycrystalline
silicon.

The molten zone

i~

then moved along the ribbon,

leaving monocrystalline ribbon behind--a process analogous
to zone refining.

Thus wafer production could be a two-step

process: (1) chemical vapor deposition of

p~1vcrysta:1ine

silicon in ribbons; (2) laser or EB remelt for refinement.
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Laser or Electron Beam

Monocrystalline
Si Ribbon
Polycrystalline
Sf Ribbon

Ribbon Motion
Gas Jet Cooter
FIGURE 5. 10 :

Melt Zone
RTR ZONE REFINING

r.otorola reports solar cell efficiencies greater than 10%
using this technique. and projects efficiencies up to 17%

(Ref . 5. 56) .
crystal growth

of this proces
gradient .

However, this
~atP.

RT~ ~rocess

is

governed by

the

equation explained earlier , and the rate

is therefore limited by the

attaf~able

thermal

If the ribbon is 7.5 cm wide and the thermal gra -

dient is 2000° K/cm, corresponding to a zone tr ~ vel rate of

7.5 cm/min, the proce s s requires that 41,300 ribbons be rP.fined simultaneously (assuming a 90 S duty cycle) for the production of one 10-GW SPS
can

be

~er

year.

This

lar~e

requirement

reduced by using wider ribbons, although the stability

of the molten zone becomes more difficult to maintain for
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w:der

r~bb~ns.

Also, the thermal grad;e"t (and therefore the

zone travel rate) could be increased (perhaps by as much as a
factor of Z).

Even with those improvements, the RTR process

would still require much equipment.
The third heat treatment option is pulsed-beam recrystal1 ization, currently under study by Spire Corporation.

This

research is investigating the effects of short laser or electron
beam pulses to melt the silicon locally.

The properties of

this tdermal condition are not fully understood, but the temperature of the region being proLessed was calculated to be
approximately 70oo 0 c and is even thought of as a high density
plasma rather than a melt {Ref. 5.58).

These pul3ing tech-

niques produce a short-duration burst of low anergy electrons
or photons.

Reported pulsing parameters for electron beams
have been a drration of 10- 7 seconds, a fluence of 0.2 cal/
2 and a mean electron energy of 10-20 keV, well below the
~
125 keV threshold for lattice displacement in silicon (Ref.
5.55).

Pulsing parameters for laser annealing varied more

wide1y:

pulse durations from 10-60 nanoseconds and photon
energies from 0.1-10 J/cm 2 • A transient temperature condition

is produced in the film, including a steep thermal gradient,
conditio~s

ideal for recrysta11ization.

The recrystallizatior.

begins and proceeds toward the surface as the thermal condition
collapses.
withi~

The entire region returns to arubient teMperature

a few mi:roseconds.

. ..

There are several advantages to this technique.
the thermal gradients

cre~ted

First,

are extremely steep, and there-

fore the travel speed of the recrystallization interface is
very high.

This a11ows rapid recrystallization of large

areas of silicon wafer (when compared to the RTR zone refining speed).

Second, since no large molten areas are

created, the structural integrity of the silicon wafer is
not jeopardized.
Third, since the process actually

recrystallizes the

material, it could operate on low-crystal quality input.
Althcugh this has not yet been experimentally achieved,
pulsed-beam recrystallization could possibly produce polycrystalline siiicon sheet with large-diameter (e.g. > 100
microns) grains, starting from

small-gra~n

diameter) polycrystalline material.

(e.g.

<

1 micron

The best experimental

results reported to date are the production of "full-filmthickness columnar crystallites that have a cross-section
of at least 30 microns in a polysilicon film deposited on
a fo-eign, noncrystalline substrate " (Ref. 5.65). The recrystallization sequence used in

~hat

experiment by Spire

Corp. consists of a oulsed-beam recrystallization, to enhance
formation of columnar grains through the silicon wafer,
follo~~d

by a scan recrystallization. to increase the diameter

of the columnar grains.

In the scan recrystallization, the

beam (electron beam or laser) is tracked rapidly across the
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silicon surface.

Optimal parameters for this two-step re-

crystallization process are being developed experimentally.
This two-step sequence is also described in Ref. 5.55.
The pulsed-beam

re~rystallization

process might fn fact

work best on amorphous silicon sheet, because the recrystallization then benefits from the potential energy released by
the atomic structure's conversion from amorphous to crystalline (Ref. 5.64).

This would allow high deposition rates for

the silicon wafer production, reducing SMF equipment
requirements.
In summary, there are two basic
duction of silicon solar cell wafer.

~pproaches

to the pro-

The first is the pro-

duction of high-crystal quality wafer (monocrystalline, or
close to it).

Processes

~uch

as Czochralski ingot growth,

dendritic web, zone refining and cutting, edge-defined filmfed growth, and deposition onto monocrystalline surfaces,
operate with that goal.
S~Jdy

In studying these candidates, the

group decided that the production of high-crystal

quality wafer is difficult to automate on a large scale.
The second approach is the production of relatively lowcrystal-qual ity (polycrystalline) wafer, followed by further
processing to enhance the crystalline quality.
~apor

Chemical

deposition and recrystallization, anu direct vapor-

ization and recrystallization, are examples of such processes.
In studying these options, the study group found that, by
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decoupling the tasks of wafer creation and crystal-quality
enhancement into two separate steps, this approach

~as

better suited for large-scale in-space automation.
For the production of silicon wafer in the reference
SMF, the study group chose direct vaporization of tne silicon,
followed by the two-step (pulsed-beam, then scan-beam) recrystallization of the silicon sheet.

The study group feels

that this sequence can produce silicon wafers suitable for
the manufacture of 12.51 efficient solar cells.

The decision

in favor of OV was made because of the simplicity of the
process, and because of its high degree of adaptation to
the space environment.

The recrystallization sequence was

chosen because of the encouraging results of the experiments
by Spire Corp.

The study group feels that these processes

can become advantageous in space, given solid research and
development to increase their
current state of the art.

capabiliti~s

well beyond the

However, the study group emphasizes

that these processes are the most advanced tec11nologies proposed, barely in the experimental stage at this time.

Their

promise is therefore not guaranteed, and a final choice
cannot yet be made.
To investigate the feasibility and requirements of the
direct vaporization of silicon, the study

~roup

ran an ex-

perimental program during the follow-on contract effort.
These experiments and their results are discussed in
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Addendum I, •oirect Vaporization Experiments," at the end of
this report.
Doping processes are used to mix dopant atoms into the
silicon wafers, in concentrations of 10 17 to 10 18 atoms/cm 3 •
The bottom 45 m krons of the silicon wafer thickness are doped
with a p-material

sue~

as boron; the top 5 microns are doped

with n-material such as phosphorus.

Total requirements for

dopants for one 10-GW SPS are less than a
t~ree

candidate doping processes:

t~~.

There are

diffusion, ion implantation,

and co-deposition.
Diffusion is done after the production of the silicon
wafer.

Usually a p-type material is first doped (by diffusion

or otherwise} into a blank silicon wafer.

Then a layer of

n-type material is applied to the top of the silicon wafer,
and the silicon is heated:

one current diffusion process

heats the wafers to 1273°K for one hour (Ref. 5.4}.

The n-

dopant then diffuses into the silicon wa· er.
The diffusion process, although used on Earth, poses
problems in SMF use.

The dopants are usually applied to the

wafers in liquid solutions, a diffi:ult task in zero-g.
liquid

solution~

The

could be applied with a device similar to a

paintbrush, but some of the liquid would be lost to evaporation
unless the process were enrlosed in a container.

Also, the

solution would have to wet the surface rather than forming
beads.

Applying the dopants

dS

solids (by CVD or DV}, though
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possible, complicates the process considerably.

Also, control

orer diffusion depth and dopant concentration is difficult.
Rather than a uniform dopant concentration, the process tends
to produce a concentration profile, with the largest dopant
concentrations at the surface of the wafer.
Ion implantation takes place both during and after the
production of the silicon wafer.

In this process dopant ma-

terial is ionized in an ionization chamber.

The dopant ions

are then accelerated out of the chamber by a potential difference, and travel with large velocities to the silicon wafer.
On impact, the ions penetrate the silicon, implanting themselves in the crystal structure.

The velocity of the ions

controls the depth of penetrat;on, and the number of ions
produced is controlled by the operation of the ionization
chamber.

Therefore the process provides control over dopant

concentrations and profiles.

Sometimes the ion deposition

process is used with a low ion travel speed to coat the
silicon wafer with dopant, prior to diffusion.
Besides this careful control over dopant profiles, ion
implantation has several other advantages.
technology.

It is an established

According to one source, ion implantation has

"excellent uniformity, reproducibility, and ability to control impurity profile" (Ref. 5.59).

Other descriptions in

the literature (Ref. 5.15) suggest that the process can be
automated on a large scale, an advantage in SMF use.
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However, ion implantation carries some complications and
disadvantages.

One problem is that the maximum depth of

penetration of the ions is on the order of a few microns.
This is because deeper penetration requires very large ion
energies, and the damage to the lattice from the resultant
impact can degrade the solar cell quality.

Also, at those

energies, control over dopant profiles is less accurate.
Therefore ion implantation is currently done to depths of

1-2 microns.

For the SMF process, the ion implantation of

the p-dopant (boron) in the

bot~om

45 microns of the silicon

wafer must be done during the deposition of the silicon.

To

avoid the mixing of p and n layers during the two-step recrystallization described above. then-dopant (phosphorus)
should be implanted after the recrystallization.

If the

baseline junction depth of 5 microns is too large for easy
deposition of the phosphorus,

the junction depth can possibly

be reduced to 2-3 microns; a number of current cells use
shallow junctions.
A minor disadvantage of the ion implantation process is
that it requires closing the current loop between the ion
source and the silicon wafer, since the ion stream carries a
flow of electr1cal charge from oie to the other.
Another more significant disadvantage is that the implantation process crPates point defects (due to ion impacts) in
the crystal lattice.

These defP.cts act similarly to grain
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boundaries, reducing the efficiency of the cell.

However,

pulsed lasers and electron beams have been used to anueal
ion-implantation damage.

Several sources indicate that suet.

a pulsed-beam anneal is superior to a conventional furnace
anneal with respect to the performance of the completed device.

Sheet resistances obtained have been shown to be

identical or lower than with 75o 0 c or 10oo 0 c JO-minute furnace
anneals (Refs. 5.58, 5.59).

Laser anneals can provide com-

plete recovery of electrical activity with little or no
degradation of minority carrier diffusion length whereas a
thermal anneal of 90o 0 c and 1100°c can only partially restore
the carrier concentration and reduce the minority carrier
diffusion

le~gth

by a factor of 5 or more (Ref. 5.60).

Al-

though there is a redistribution in the doping profile which
tends to reduce performance (Refs. 5.58, 5.60) (i.e. the
dopants "spread out" slightly)

there are indications that

this phenomenon is a function of pulsing parameters, and
adjusting these parameters may minimize this problem
(Ref. 5.58).
If the p-dcpant is ion-implanted .during the silicon deposition, the subsequent recrystallization of the wafer will
eliminate the ion implantation damage.

However, the damage

caused by then-dopant application (especially if the dopant
is implanted to a depth cf 5 microns) would require a pulsedbeare anneal of the n-layer after the implantation.
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Co-deposition is a general name for the inclusion of
dopants directly in the silicon-wafer production process.
As described abuve, ion implantation is partially a form of
co-deposition, since the p-dopant is implanted during Si
deposition.

The concept of co-deposition can also be applied

to other wafer production systems.

In floating substrate,

ceramic plate dipping, or dendritic web processes, the pdopant can be mixed into the molten silicon prior to crystal
production; the n-dopant must be added later by another method.
I~,

chemical vapor deposition, the dopants can be added

during the deposition process either by low-speed ion implantation or by direct vaporization, using many dopant atom
sources over the deposition area.

Chemical vapor deposition

of the dopants {as well as the silicon) may be possible provided that the deposition surface temperature and the pressures
of silicon-bearing and dopant-bearing gases can be adjusted
to produce deposition of both in the proper concentrations.
In the direct vaporization of the silicon wafer, dopants can
be co-deposited by ion implantation (as described above), by
DV (using separate dopant sources), or by blending the dopants
into the solid silicon material sources before the DV of the
wafers.

However, blending the dopants into the silicon would

require ferrying boron and phosphorus

to the Moon {or pro-

ducing them locally), then mixing them into the metallurgical
grade silicon output.

These dopants would have to be in
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sufficient concentrations to yield the required 10 18 atoms/cm 3
after the zone refi"ing of the silicon at the SMF.
For both CVD and DV processes for silicon wafer production,
both p and n dopants could be co-deposited by switching dopants
after 45 microns of silicon wafer deposition.

However, this

would make the later use of recrystallization impossible. since
this would blend the p and n layers.
Co-deposition is difficult in Czochralski growth, zone refining and cutting, and EFG processes.

This is because all of

these processes involve the crystallizatinn of the output from
a melt.

At the liquid/solid interface,

silica~

atoms tend to

crystallize faster than any other atoms (impurities or dopant),.
and the dopant therefore tends to be left behind.

This ten-

dency might be offset by increasing the concentration of do,ant in the melt, so that enough of it will crystallize into
the nutput; however, this has not yet been attempted.

In any

case, only the p-dopant could be included in this manner, and
the n-dopant would have to be added after wafer production.
Despite its possible simplicity, complete co-deposition
was not selected for the reference SMF, because of its technical uncertainty (it is not

a current technology) and its

potential incompatibility with the suggested recrystallization
process.

The study group chose instead the ion implantation

of the p-dopant during the deposition of the silicon wafer,
and the later ion implantation of the n-dopant.
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In between

the two processes is the recrystallization of the silicon
wafer, eliminating the p-dopant implantation damage.

To re-

pair the damage from the later n-dcpant implantation, the
study group chose a shallow pulse-beam anneal.
was due to the

confide~ce

This decision

in ion implantation (an existing

technology), and to the promise of high efficiencies reachable
by annealing the resulting point defects.

5.2.5:

Application of Electrical Contacts:

As

des~ribed

in

Sec. 2. 1, the solar cells require rear contacts and top contacts, the rear contact a continuous sheet two-microns thick;
the top contact a one-micron thick

~grid

fingers" pattern.

The material for these contacts must be a good conductor,
and must make a good electrical contact with the silicon
wafer.

Among lunar materials aluminum satisfies these re-

quirements.

Although alternatives could be brought from

Earth (such as silver or copper alloys), this would increase
the mass of Earth inputs by at least 1000 tons per 10-GW SPS
(the mass of the contacts if made from Al).

Since several

processes exist to make such contacts from aluminum, alternatives are not justified.

Table 5.5 presents three candi-

date processes for the application of aluminum solar-cell
contacts.
Electrostatic bonding involves the separate production
~f

the aluminum contacts as sheets (for the top contact,
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TABLE 5. 5: APPLICATION OF ELECTRICAL CONTACTS
ALTERNATIVE PROCESSES
Process
Electrostatic
Bonding
Etching Methods
•Direct Vaporization

Disadvantages
Advantages
oTechnology exists for o Requires separate
production of contacts
thicker sheets
oDifficult to handle
thin aluminum sheets
o Established tech no- oRequfre bath processes
i
logy
o Require Earth inputs
oExisting technology o Requires many mate ri a 1
o Conceptua 11 y simple
sources
oSome
waste of material
o Contacts can be deposited directly on- oRequires clea.~ing of
shadow mask
to silicon wafer or
Requires sin~cring of
substrate
contacts

*Chosen for the reference SMF
patterned sheets), followed by the electrostatic
sheets to the surfaces of the silicon wafer.

bo~ding

of these

Alternatively, the

contacts can be bonded to the substrate or optical covers, and
the silicon wafer can then be deposited or bonded to the cortacts.

Although this process has been used to apply thicker

contacts to solar cells, it is unlikely for SMF use for several
reasons.
us~ally

First, it

r~quires

separate production of the contacts,

by processes such as fine rolling, etching methods, or

direct vaporization.

The rolling process can produce five-

micron thick aluminum 'Ref. 5. 16).

The other processes can

produce one and two micron thick sheets, but in addition can
produce them directly on the solar cell surfaces (as described
below).

Therefore separate contact production and bonding

steps add unnecessary complexity to the contcct application
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process.

Second, even if one and two micron thick sheets are

produced, handling of these contact during bonding operations
1s a complicated task requiring delicate equipment (Ref. 5. 16).
Etching methods are the most

commonl~

used technf qLes today.

These methods use chemical baths and/o: electrolysis baths to
apply thin coatir.g of conductor to the solar cell surfaces.
aluminum sheet rear contact can be
trolysis.

The

applied in one step by elec-

However, the top contact requires a series of chemical

or photochemical steps to produce deposition of aluminum only in
the "grid fingers" pattern required.

One such "etch-resist"

technique uses a contact mask and a chemical bath to alter the
surface chemistry of those areas not to be covered by Al grid
fingers.

These areas then resist the subsequent electrolysis

bathwhfch deposits Al on the unaltered surfaces.
Although this is an

es,ablish~d

solar-cell-contact tech-

nology on Earth, in SMF use it carries the severe disadvantage
that it requires liquid baths.

The problems in dealing with

liquid processes in zero-g were discussed in Sec. 5.2.4.

In

addition. the etching processes require chemicals not availablt
from the Moon. and would therefore require Earth inputs to load
the baths and to replace operational losses.

These disadvan-

tages make the etching metiiorls unlikely candidates for use in
the SMF.
Direct vaporization (DV) has been described in Sec. 5.2.4.
The DV of aluminum is an established commerci .1 process for the
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production of thin sheets of Al (roughly 50 microns thick)
for tht coat1ng of surfaLes.
material from a
beams.

soi~d

an~

DV involves boiling off atoms of

material source, using lasers or electron

The boiled-off atoms of material (at a pressure of t·ough-

ly 10- 6 Torr) travel to a deposition surface and resolidify,
coating the surface with material.

The deposition surface

be kept cool to encourage the deposition, and the energy

m~st

release~

into the surface by the gaseous-to-solid phase change of the
deposited mate:ial must therefore be carried away.
For the deposition of aluminum rear
is simple direct vaporization.

contacts~

the process

For the top contact, a nshadow

mask" is required to produce th~ "grid fingers" p3ttern.
between the Al atom source and the
mask intercepts
coated, and

let~

th~

dep~sition

atoms traielling to

surface, the shadow
to be left

region~

through the atoms travelling to

stfnea to be covered by grid fingers.

The d·

can be either the silicon wafer or the cell

Plac~d

t~~se

po~ition

substr~te

un~

areas desurfaces
or optical

cover, as required by the chosen cell production sequence.
The DV of Al contacts shares a numbe1 of advantages with
the OV of silicon wafers (discussed in Sec. 5.2.4).

It is an

existing, conceptually simple technology, requiring no Earth inputs and no pressure vessels (only baffles to avoid
of equipment and other processes).
dir~ctly

Contacts can be

onto solar cell surfaces, simplifying
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coPtamin~tion

deposi~ed

p~oduction.

The

process is well adapted to the space environment, in that its
principal requirements are vacuum and energy, both cheaply
available in an SMF.
The DV of aluminum contacts also shares two disadvantages
with the DV of silicon wafers.

First, to ensure

~

uniform thick-

ness of r.oating, many Al atom

~ources

must be used, with over·

lapping deposition patterns.

Second, since the Al atoms derosit

themselves on surfaces other than the desired deposition surface,
and because some atoms escape past the bafflts to space, some
wastage of material is expf ted.

In particular, Al atoms coat

the shadow mask used in top contact deposition.

This mask must

therefore be cleaned before reuse, requiring specialized cleantng
equipment.

This cleaning equipment can be either a

~hemical

bath

(n?t suited to space use) or a mechanical brushing system {which
creates Al flakes, and therefore requires a chip-handling system).
Spi~e

Corporation also reports that a pulsed electron beam

sintering of the top

el~ctrical

contacts is necessary when the

contacts are vapor deposited in order to produce good mechanical
and electricJl behavior (Ref. 5.59).

The transient temperature

elevation used can be much lower than that used for retrystal1 ization and ion implantation damage anneal.

Good results

ar~

obtained when the silicon-aluminum eutectic temperature (578°c)
is exceeded, but the pulse is so short that only a shallow
interface is created.
Because of the advantages listed above, in particular the
high level of adaptation to the space environment, the study
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group chose the direct vaporization process for the application
of solar-cell electrical contacts, followed by a top contact
sintering step.
5.2.6:

Production of Substrate and Ootical Cover:

As de-

scribed in Sec. 5.2.1, the solar cells include 75-micron-thick
optical covers (on the sunward side) and 50-micron-thick substrates (on the shadow side).

The function of these layers

is to provide structural integrity and radiation protection
to the silicon wafer.

The materials used must also have co-

efficients of thermal expansion close to that of silicon, to
avo;d

delam~nation

of the cells due to thermal cycling.

In

addition, the optical cover must be transparent to those light
frequencies in the solar spectrum which operate the solar cell
efficiently.
On Earth, materials used for optical covers include tanta1um pentoxfde, silicon monoxide, silicon oxide-titanium oxide,
silicon nitride, and cerium-doped borosi1icate glass.
materials include the above, plus
grade 'dirty' glass.

c~~oos;te

Substrate

materials and lower

As discussed in Sec. 5.2.l. the availabil-

ity of 1unar materials limits the choice of materials for the
optical cover to fused silica (Si0 2 ), or possibly to SiO (this
option ~quires further research). As per the JSC-GD study
suggestion (Ref.
tical covers.

~.2),

the study group assumed fused silica op-

To simplify precess requirements and equipment,
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the substrates were assumed

~be

made of s10 2 as well.

Research on the production of SO-micron and 75-micron thick
S10 2 layers is difficult, hampered by contradictory opinions by
experts and the proprietary character of much research in this
area.

t ... t

of the problem is that these layers have thicknesses

seldom produced to date.

For example, these glass layers are

too thick to be considered 'coatings'.

Therefore some coating

technologies (e.g. the oxidation of silicon to form a roughly
1-micron thick coating of S10 or Si0 2 on surfaces) cannot produce layers 50 or 75 microns thick. Other coating techniques
which use chemical bath dipping are unsuitable for space use
because of the problems in handling liquids in zero-g (discussed
in Sec. 5.2.4).

At the other end of the scale, glass sheet man-

ufacture technf ques usually produce sheets with thicknesses 100
microns or more.

As a result most of the earlier development

in gla5s layer production is inapplicable to the optical cover
and substrate production.

Most of the research on 50 to 75 mi-

cron thick glass has therefore been for solar-cell applications,
and is therefore very recent and/or proprietary.
Nevertheless, several processes are suggestrd for the production of sclar-cell glass layers.

These candidates are listed

in Table 5. 6.
Sheet eroduction and electrostatic bonding involves the separate production of thin glass sheet, followed by its attachment to the solar cell wafer and contacts by electrostatic
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TABLE 5.6:

PRODUCTION OF SUBSTRATE AND OPTICAL COVER
ALTERNATIVE PROCESSES

Process
Sheet Production and
Electrostatic Bonding

Disadvantages
Advantages
oRequires handling of
oExtension of esthin sheets
t~bl ished technology
oAdds to equipment
oCompatible with
complexity
various production oMay require Earth
sequence options
inputs
eMay require pressure
vessels
oMay waste some materials
*Direct Oepos~tion
oSimplify processes olfttle solid data
Methods
and equipment
available
oMay waste some material
oMay require Earth
inputs
oM~y re1uire pressure
-~~---~~~~~~~~~.L~~~s_e_l_s~~~~~~-*Chosen for tn
eference SMF
bonding.

bonding of Si0 2 to silir.on and aluminum
is an existing experimental technique, developed for solar cell
Th~

applications.

!le~trostatic

The production of thin glass sheet is the more

difficult challenge.
A number of techniques are used on Earth:
spray-on, DV, CVD.

floating substrate,

The floating substrate method (analogous to

the floating substrate method of silicon wafer production described in Sec. 5.2.4) involves pouring molten

~lass

onto molten

metal; this is a commercial process used to make olate glass.
Although this

t~chnique

could possibly be adapted to make 50

to 75 micron thick sheets (much thinner than current output),
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the difficulties in handling the molten materials in zero-g
(described in Sec. 5.2.4) make this option unlikely for SMF use.
The spray-on technique involves the deposition of small
globules of molten glass onto a deposition surface, where the
particles form an amorphous layer.

Sometimes the glass par-

ticles are suspended in an inert gas for transport to the surface.

To enhance the formation of an amorphous layer of glass

(rather than the production of a white glass powder), the surface must currently be at a temperature of at least 1070°K
(Ref.5.17).

Therefore the deposition surface must be a refrac-

tory material.
The direct vaporization (OV) technique (analogous to the
direct vaporization process described in

Se~.

5.2.4) is more

commonly called 'sputtering' in glass technology.

It uses lasers

or molecular beams to boil molecules away from a source of solid
glass.

When these beams hit solid

SiO?,~the

silica dissociates

~

into SiO and

o2

at roughly 1970°K.

These gaseous molecules

then travel to the deposition surface and recombine and solidify
{Ref. 5. 18).The chemistry of the deposition process must be
carefully controlled.

To enhance deposition of Si0 2 rather
than SiO, the process is operated with an excess of o2 in the

deposition chamber.

Other factors involved are the temperature

and thermal gradient at

surface; DV of Si0 2 currently requires a thermally controlled refractory surface. The effect
t~e

of deposition surface temperature is at present unclear, and
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some sources express concern that the process may produce a
white powder rather than an amorphous layer.
Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) can
thin glass sheets.

al~o

be used to produce

CVD (described in Sec. 5.2.4) involves the

passage of a m:terial-bearing gas (or gases) over a hot deposition surface.

The gas(es) dissociate on the surface, forming

the required layer.

In the case of Si0 2 , one suggested method
uses silane (SiH 4 ) and oxygen as the gases (Ref. 5. 19). At a
deposition surface temperature of roughly 1000°K, the silane
dissociates.

Therefore current CVD of Si0 2 requires a thermally
controlled refractory surface. Depending on the concentration

of

o2

present, the process can form a layer of Si (low

o2 ),

SiO, or Si0 2 (high o2 ). Current Si0 2 deposition rates using
this method are 2-3 microns/min for thin {2-3 microns) layers.
Of the four glass-sheet production techniques described,
three (spray-on, DY, CVD) appear feasible in an SMF.

They are

compatible with large-scale automated production, and benefit
from the cheap energy and vacuum available.

Therefore the SMF

could produce thin Si0 2 sheets for the cell substrates and optical covers by an extension of current technology. Another
advantage of the separate production of glass sheet for substrates and optical covers is the resulting versatility in production sequenr.es.

For example it allows deposition of elec-

trical contacts onto the glass surfaces rather than the silicon
wafer, foilowed by bonding of the various layers; or the cells
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ca~

be produced in successive deposited layers, starting with

either substrate or optical cover.
However, the separate production of glass sheet also carries some disadvantages.

First, it requires handling of large

areas of thin glass sheets between their production and their
bonding to the solar cells.

Handling and storage of 50- or 75-

mfcron thick sheets of Si Oz requf res delicate equipment to avoiii
breakage. Furthermore, the needed production rates (roughly
13,000 m2/hour for each sheet thickness) require large amounts
of handling equipment.
One possible problem is the bonding of the glass sheets to
solar cells which do net have SiilOoth surfaces.

While the solar

cells themselves are expected to have smooth faces, several
likely interconnection

options {described in the next section)

apply interconnects to the surfaces of the cells.

These inter-

connects therefore protrude above the faces of the solar cell
panels.

The applied glass sheets would then rest on the pro-

truding interconnects rather than on the cell surfaces.

There-

fore there would be a layer of vacuum between the optical cover
and silicon wafer, leading to partial reflection of the

incomi~g

sunlight (from the glass/vacuum and vacuum/silicon interfaces),
lessening the efficiency of the cell.

Assessing the extent of

this degradation would require experimental measurement.

It

may be possible to bend glass sheets down to the cell surface
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between the interconnects; in-house experiments conducted by
one of the study group members suggest that a thin glass sheet
(roughly 180 m1crons thick) at room temperature can be bent
to a minimum radius of curvature of roughly 15 cm befcre
breakage (Ref. 5.61).

Thinner glass sheets at higher tempera-

tures could possibly be bent to tighter radii.

However, this

possibility would need further experimental research.
The glass sheet production options each have individual
problem areas.

The CVD option carries the disadvantage that

it requires Earth inputs and pressurized containers.

The

spray-on technique may require the same, if an inert suspension
gas is used.

The DV process wastes scme of its lunar inputs

(silica and oxygen) if pressurized containers are not used.
However, these problems would also exist if these options were
used for direct deposition of glass layers onto silicon wafers
and electrical contacts.
Direct deposition onto wafers and contacts is the major
alternative to separate glass sheet production and bonding.
The critical issues are the achievable deposition rate, and
the deposition surface temperature required by the Si0 2 deposition process. If the deposition temperature is above the
melting point of the Al contacts (9J0°K), direct deposition
is highiy unlikely.

As mentioned above, current spray-on

techniques require higher deposition surface temperatures, in
the 1000 to 1500°K ra.1ge, to produce amorphous glass layers.
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Some consultations referenced above (Refs. 5. li, 5.18, 5.19}
indicate that the DV and CVD processes, as applied to s10

2
are so new that predictions about their requirements in 1990
are nearly impossible at this time.

However, certa1n recent

consultations suggest that some of the anticipated problems
may not be severe.

Corning Glass Corporation (Ref. 5.62) indi-

cates that DV of oxides of silicon almost always produces
optical quality layers (in contradiction to the fears of producing white powder, discussed earlier).

Also, deposition

surface temperatures for OV need not be high.
encountered by Corning were rather the reverse:

The problems
excessive

heating of the surface by the deposition process, leading to
high thermal stresses and separation of the glass layer.
This effect, and the suitability of a low-temperature surface
(e.g. room temperature) were confirmed by Professor Donald R.
Uhlmann of the MIT Dept. of Materials Science and Engineering,
has deposited Si0 2 experimentally. Another source (Ref.
5.64) suggested that ~ossibly the only method t6 avoid de-

wh~

lamination of the glass and silicon layers was to develop a
glass with the same coefficient of thermal expansion as silicon.
The study group feels that the thermal stress problems can be
alleviated by active thermal control of the deposition surfar.e.
This decision admittedly includes some technical risk.
The DV and CVD options share some of the advantages and
disadvantages of other DV and CVD processes described earlier
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(Secs. 5.2.4, 5.2.5, 5.2.6).

Direct vaporization is con-

ceptually simple, r(quiring relatively simple equipment.

In

the OV of Si0 2 , as discussed earlier in this section, dissociation and recombination of Si0 2 takes place, requiring extra
oxygen and careful process control.

This complicates the

equipment required.
DV is well adapted to the space environment, in that its
principal requirements are energy and vacuum.

Since DY pres-

sures are low, pressurized containers are not required, and
can be replaced by baffles.
The principal disadvantage of DV of Si0 2 fs the lack of
data available on the process. Therefore technical uncertainty.
is high.
position

Another disadvantage fs that DV requires a large de~rea;

therefore many material sources with overlapping

deposition patteins are needed to achieve uniform deposition.
Also, 1f

pr~ssurized

containers are not used, some wastage of

the lunar inputs (S10 2 and o2 ) can be expected.
Chemical vapor deposition of Si0 2 offers the advantages of
low material waste, since the deposition area is enclosed in
pressurized containers.

CVD of Si0 2 is also compatible with one
candidate silicon refining process, the silane/silicon process
(see Sec. 5.2.4).

This is because this refining process pro-

duces silane (SiH 4 ) as an intermediate step; silane and oxygen
are the material-bearing gases suggested for the CVD of Si0 2 •
As in DV of Si0 2 , the principal disadvantage to CVO is the
lack of solid information on the capabilities and requirements of
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the process; technical uncertainty fs therefore high.

Also, the

process requires hydrogen frum Earth, to load the sytem and to
replace operational losses.

To avoid wastage of this hydrogen,

the deposition areas must be enclosed in pressurized containers.
The process itself requires careful control

to achieve

the chemical reactions required on the deposition surface.

By-

products are H2 , o2 , and H2o, and these must be controlled as
well, since their reactivity creates a risk of explosion. The
byproduct water must be broken up into hydrogen and oxygen, and
the H2 and o2 must be separated. The hydrogen is recirculated
to the silane/silicon process, and the oxygen to the Si0 2 CVO.
For the production of solar cell substrates and optical
covers, the study group chose direct deposition by DY for the
reference SMF.

This decision assumes that in 10 years of re-

search and development, the technical uncertainties and contradict ions described earlier can be resolved by experimental work,
and that a large-scale automated DV of Si0 2 process can be
developed. Should developmental problems occur, there exists
the alternative of separate production of glass sheets, followed
by electrostatic or laser bonding (Ref. 5.64).

The study group

feels that the equipment requirements and costs for each option
would not be very different.

The direct deposition by DV,

chosen for the reference SMF, is the simpler option, minimizing
mechanical handling operations.
To investigate the

feasibi~ity

and requirements cf the

direct vaporization of silica glass, the study group ran a
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set of experiments during the follow-on contract effort.

These

experiments and their results are described in Addendum I,
"Direct Vaporization Experiments," at the end of this report.
5.2.7:

Cell Interconnection and Array Buildup:

As in the

Boe1ng-JSC baseline SPS, the lunar-material SPS transmits the
f~om

power output

the solar-cell arrays to the transmitting an-

tennas through three busbars.

This requires series intercon-

nection of the cells to build up the output voltage to roughly
40 kV, and parallel interconnection to gather power outputs and

A sug9ested inter-

to provide damage-tolerance to the arrays.

connection schematic is shown in Fig. 5.11. Solar cells are
Sets of Soler Cells
{Parallel Connected)
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SCHEMATIC OF SOLAR-CELL INTERCONNECTION
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series-connected in sets of 18 cells (vertical in the figure).
The sets are tied in groups of 14, parallel-connected at their
ends.

Thus each solar cell 'panel' is 18 cells long by 14 cells

wide, and behaves electrically like rne large solar cell, with
the voltage output 18 times that of a single cell, and the power
output of 252 cells.

The panel

i~

also damage tolerant:

if a

cell is destroyed (by a handling accident or a micrometeorite)
the panel loses 18-cells-worth of power, but the output voltage
remains the same.
The solar cell panels are built into damage tolerant arrays
by series and parallel connections as well.

output voltage .51 volts, roughly

Since each cell has

78,000 cells (or 4330 panels)

must be connected in series to generate the needed
are

ro~ghly

40 kV.

There

78 million panels in one 10-GW SPS, arranged in

18,000 'strings' of 4340 oanels each.

The task of the

SM~

is

to produce 'segments' of the SPS arrays, 14 panels wide by 541
panels lcng (also called 'packages').

The 541 panels in each

le· gthwise line are series-connected.
The development of large-scale automated interconnection
of solar cells is in its infancy.

To date fabrication and in-

terconnection of solar arrays has been done by skilled labor;
consequently current cells are not designed for ease of automated production.

Also, there

i~

virtually no information

available on automated interconnection processes, because the
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research done to date on such processes is proprietary.
available references (Rers. 5.6. 5.21) do not go
details, or they discuss solar cell

The

int~ eo~4pment

designs which would

~e dif-

ficult to produce f" an SMF.
There are therefore no well-developed candidate processes
for solar-cell interconnection.

cell-contact designs, each of
techniques.
a 11

Rather,

~htch

ther~

are several solar-

suggests interconnection

These contact designs are

li~ted

in Table 5.7.

In

four opt 1ons. the basic design of the er 11 con tac ts 1 s un-

~han ged:

the rear

rear surfece of the

~ontact
silica~

is Al sheet over most or all of the
wafer; the top contact is a pattern

of "grid fingers" leading to a 'collector bar' at one edpe of
the cell (both fingers and bar are on the top surface of
waf!r).

t~e

However, the differences are the methods by wt.fch these

TABLE 5. 7: SOlAR-CELL CONTACTS
ALTERNATIVE DESIGNS
Contact Type
Wraparound Cell
Edge Tabs
Contact Pegs

*Direct
Interconnection

*C~osen

Advantages
oE.;tablishea techno logy
oEstablighed techrH>l ogy
oSuitable for largescale automated
production

Disadvantages

---

c Di ffi · 11 t to adapt
to a1.itomated pro du c. ~ . •.>n
~Dif,'icult to adapt
·to automatet. production
oNo experimental data
oRequires delicate
handl i -~g of pegs

oSuitable fvr large- ONc e<perimental data
oRequires bonding to
scale automated
fragile wafers
production
oconceptually simple
oProduce structurally
sounder !)anels

for the reference SHF
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·-

contacts are made available outside the cell for interconnection.
Wraparound cells have a connection from their top surface
collector bar, around the edge of the cell, to a contact on the
back

o~

the cell.

Thus the back of the cell has the sheet rear

contact vv . most of the surface, and the contact from the collector bar on the rest of the surface.

This allows intercon-

nections on the backs of the cells only.
in common

today.

~se

production.

This type of cell is

However, it has disadvantages for mass-

Although the contact can be brought to the back of

the substrate, the rear contact is still sandwiched between silicon wafer and substrate.
provided with

~

The rear contact must therefore be

connection around the edge of the substrate to

a contact on the back of the cell.

The study group could not

devise a simple method to produce wraparound contacts automatically, on a large scale.
cells are

~roduced

cut into cells; the

This is particularly difficult if the

in large sheets by deposition methods, then
wraparo~nd

contacts would have to be added

to the 177-micron thick cell edges, after the cutting.

For

mass production, this appears overly complicated.
Edge tabs are used in many cells
in the Boeing-JSC Earth

b~seline

project from the edge of the

today~

and ar 0 also used

SPS {Ref. 5.1).

c~ntacts,

The edge tahs

allowing interconnection

either with separate interconnectors or rirectly between the tabs.
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If each solar cell is produced separately, the contacts must be
produced with tabs attached, then applied to the other solar-cell
layers with the tabs protuding.

This is a complicated process;

in any case production of 20 billion separate cells per year is
unlikely.

If the cells are produced in multi-cell sheets and

cut a part, the tabs must be attached to the edges of 2-micronthick contacts, without shorting the contacts together (they are
50 microns apart).

The study group could not devise a reliable

method to do this.

Neither could the group develop a method

to vapor-deposit the contacts and tabs together, then free the
tabs from the silicon and glass layers.
Because of the unsuitability of wrararound cells and edge
tabs for mass-production, the study group devised two alternatives:

contact pegs and direct interconnection.

Contact pegs can be used to provide electrical pathways
through the glass layers of

t~e

cells.

The 'pegs' are actually

shaped more like coins, .5 mm in diameter by 60 or 90 re1crons
thick.

They are electrostatically bonded to the back contact

and collector bar, before the deposition of the Si0 2 layers
(substrate and optical cover). These glass layers are then
deposited, covering the cell surfaces and forming glass bulges
over the contact pegs.

T~ese

bulges are then burned off (or

ground off), exposing the 01•ter surface of each peg (hen~e the
60 and 90 micron dimensions of the pegs, 20% thicker than the
glass layers, to guarantee the exposure of peg surface). The
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pegs then provide electrical pathways from the top and rear
cell contacts to the top and rear surfaces of the cell.
Separate interconnects can then be electrostatically welded
to the pegs.

If the rear contact pegs are positioned at the

end of the cell opposite the top collector bar pegs, a short
interconnect can be welded from tne collector peg of one cell
to the rear contact of the next cell to connect the cells in
series.

The parallel connections at the ends of the panels

c:n be made by aluminum strips welded to the collector pegs
of the last row of cells in one panel and the rear contact
pegs of the first row of the cells in the next panel.

The

resulting cell interconnection cross-section is shown in
Fig. 5.12.
The principal advantage of this alternative is that it
can

b~

automated on a large scale.

Many contact pegs can be

applied simultaneously by electrostatic welders to sheets of
solar cell material, prior to the cutting of these sheets into
individual cells.
The principal disadvantage of this option is that, to the
best knowledge of the study group, it is an untried concept,
and it therefore carries technical uncertainty.

Another dis-

advantage is that it requires handling of the small aluminum
pegs (.5 mm in diameter collector bar) and 50 or 90 microns
thick).

Also, the pegs must be welded to the contacts on

the silicon wafers, a delicate process because of the fragility
of the wafers.

Similarly, the interconnects must be welded to
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Optical C'1ver
Stltc:on Wafer

Optical Cover
·---- _

·---~ --- Substrate
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Rear

Collector Peg

Substrate

Interconnect

FIGURE 5.12: CROSS SECTION OF CONTACT PEG
SOLAR CELL INTERCO~NECTION
the solar cells;· however, the cells benefit structurally from
the glass layers, and this step is therefore less delicate
than the peg application.

Finally, the process requires burning

off the bulges in the Si0 2 layers, a technically uncertain idea.
Determination of the effects of such a process (thermal stresses,
sputtering of glass, oxide layer formation on the pegs) would
require experimental work.
Direct interconnection was devised by the study group to
avoid some of the problems presented by the contact peg method
of interconnection.

In this alternative, the solar cells are

cut from the sheet and interconnected before the deposition
of the glass

layer~.

The rear contact/silicon wafer/top

contact sandwiches are cut from the produced sheet.
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Cell

interconnects are then electrostatically welded directly to the
top collector bars and to the rear contacts.
The optical covers and substrates are then direct-vaporized
onto the cell surfaces and the interconnects, in the fashion
described in the preceding section.

However, the interconnects

between panels are masked, so that Si0
them.

does not deposit on
2
This preserves their flexibility, required for later

packaging.
fro~

Silicon

The cell interconnection cross-section resulting

this sequence is shown in Fig. 5.13.

Optical Cover

~afer

Wafer
Interconnect
Substrate

...,<;,.---- · 1mm

)

(TO SCALE)

FIGURE 5.13: CROSS-SECTIOM OF DIRECT
SOLAR CELL INTERCONNECTION
The direct interconnection alternative offers several advantages.

It can be automated on a large scale, since many

interconnects can be applied simultaneously as the sheets are
cut into

i~dividual

cells.

This option is also conceptually
· ;.\

.'Au ...

,3

Ot rOOR QUALITY
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simple.

It does not require contact pegs, and the interconnect

geometry is relatively simple; the interconnection can be done
in one step.

This option Jlso does not require the burning

off of Si0 2 layers. In fact, the glass layers over the interconnects {shown in Fig. 5.13) serve to reinforce the solar cell
panels, improving their structural properties.
Direct interconnection also shares some disadvantages with
the contact peg option.
concept.

It is an untried, technically uncertain

It should therefore be experimentally developed.

The

direct interconnection process also requires the electrostatic
bonding of interconnects to the rear contact/silicon wafer/top
contact sandwiches.

While this is analogous to the welding of

pegs to the contacts in the contact peg option, the difficulty
is higher in the direct interconnection, because the welding
is done to solar cell sections after they have been cut loose
from the sheet of solar cell material.

Therefore the direct

interconnection option requires delicate handling of the fragile
silicon wafers, after cutting, during elactrostatic bonding.
Because of its conceptual simplicity and advantages for
use in mass-production, the study group chose the direct interconnection option for the reference SMF.

This assumes that by

1990 an automated system can be developed capable of handling
the fragile wafers during interconnection.

In this task the

design benefits from the zero-g environment, where weight
forces and weight-induced friction forces are absent.
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The research team also designed an automated system to
build the cell panels into array segments.

Preliminary designs

of the cell interconnection and the array buildup equipment
are presented in Chapter 7, "Production Equipment Specifications."
5.3:

STRUCTURAL MEMBER PRODUCTION

5.3.1:

Structural Member Alternatives:

baseline SPS includes structural

m~mbers

cnord tribeams, as shown in Fig. 5.14.

The Boeing-JSC earth
made from continuousIn the earth baseline

er............, ••••
1
• ' · ' • 10•.

MAnAWi

..1700CUft!ITI IPO\YSUU'ON! -llrc:J
•talCUUCOVIA

FIGURE 5.14:

BOEING-JSC BASELINE STRUCTURAL BEAMS

SPS, these beams are made from graphite/epoxy {ri/E} composite
covered with glass fabric.

The tribeam longerons are brought

together to a point at the ends of the beaTis and capped by end
joints.

Joint clusters fasten beams together by their end

joints to form the SPS structure.
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The manufacture of end

joints and joint clusters is discussed in the next section.
Alternatives for structural member materials are listed in
Table 5.8.

In general, structural member materials fall into

two categories:

those that expand thermally, such as pure metals,

and those that expand very little, such as composites and glassy
products.

The relative merits of expanding or nonexpanding

structure

for the SPS are difficult to assess.

expanding structure

s~~~li

TABLE 5.8:
Structural Member
Material
.--~~~~~~~~-·~

Foamed Glass

I

Composites

I

fies the design and lessens the cyclic

STRUc~·URAL

MEMBER ALTERNATIVES

Arlvantages

Disadvantages

~~~~~~~~~---,~~~~~~~~~~~---.

olow coefficient
of thermal expansion
oRelatively lowmass structural
members
oCompatible with
SMF waveguide
production p~ocess
olow coefficient
of thermal expansion

!

oMay require Earth inputs
oStructural properties
of mate~ial uncertain
oRequires structural
member redesign
oRequires dust-handling
. systems for machining
oMay require Earth inputs
oStructural properties
of materials uncertain
oRequires complex
production
oHigh coefficient of
thermal expansion
oHigh-mass structural
members

oEstablished tec~
nology
oVersatility of
production
oCompatible with
other SMF processes
oCompatible with
beam-builder
------'__.._
*Chosen for the reference SMF

*Metal alloys

L

Although non-

__
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_ ____,

loads on joints and members, the materials needed are more complicated and more expensive in procurement (e.g. composites vs.
aluminum).

Therefore more research in this area is needed be-

fore economics can suggest a clear choice.

Such an evaluation,

however, is outside the scope of this study.
The study group chose aluminum alloy as the material for
the structural members produced by the reference SMF.

Assessing

the relative advantages of the various candidate materials is
complicated, however, and the other alternatives discussed below
should be researched further in later studies.

Foamed glass is

discussed in some detail, since it is the material chosen for
waveguide manufacture in the reference SMF (discussed in Sec.
5.9

below).
Foamed glass is the material suggested for lunar-material

substitution in the JSC-GO study (Ref. 5.22).

The continuous-

chorJ tribeams shown in Fig. 5. 12 would be replaced by thinwallPJ (1 cm) tubes, with diameters 50 cm for primary structural
membP.r3 and 25 cm for secondary structural members (Ref. 5.23).
The

ma~~

~?

these members would be 2.0 times the mass of the

eartt-L5s~l~ne

to

'~:i~t

graphite-epoxy structure.

The glass is foamed

crack propagation, since pure glass tends to shatter

when impacted (either by a handling accident or by a meteorite).
The principal advantage of foamed-gl3ss is its

coeffi. t o f th erma 1 expans1on,
·
c1en
c 1ose t o th a t o f glass (2.9 x 10- 6
m/m°C).

l~w

This minimizes structural deformations during SPS
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eclipse.

Also, the foamed-glass structural members

ar~

rela-

tively low-mass when compared to the other alternatives (discussed below).
Foamed glass is currently produced on Earth by the Pittsburgh Corning Corp. (Ref. 5.24), and used primarily for thermal
insulation.

The production details are proprietary, but the

principal steps fn the making of foamed glass are presented fn
Fig. 5. 15.

Glass (similar to window glass) is first crushed

and ball-milled into powder (5-micron diameter particles).

The

glass powder fs mixed with small quantities (roughly 1% of the
glass mass) of foaming agents, such as carbon, various sulfates,

Glass

Foaming Agents

"'
BALL

0

MI LUNG

I

--~-

ANNEALING

FIGURE 5.15:
and water.

-

,,.....___.~.

POWDER

~

MIXING

FOAMING

~

1

-,
MACHINING

.._

~----·- FO~~~~U~LASS

BASTC STEPS IN FOAMED GLASS PRODUCTION

The mixture is placed in stainless steel molds and

heated in a foaming furnace at 970-1170°K.
melts, trapping the foaming agents.

The glass first

As the temperature rises,

the carbon reacts with the sulfates and water, releasing
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co 2 ,

H20 and H2 s. These gases form bubbles, foaming
the glass which expands to fill the molds. The foamed glass is

gaseous CO,

then transferred to an annealing furnace.

There the foamed

glass is slowly cooled (12-14 hours); this length of time is
necessary to avoid shattering due to uneven thermal stresses.
Once cooled, the foamed glass is machined to the desired shapes.
A number of variations on this basic production scheme are
poss1ble.

First, foamed glass can be produced from a variety of

glassy materials, such as pumice, volcanic cinders, and obsidian
(Ref. 5.25).

Therefore natural lunar glass could be used.

This

glass is available by crushing the fine lunar soil (<90 microns)
oarticles down to 5 microns, then electrostatically separating
the glass (Ref. 5.26}.
Second, the foaming agents can be varied, both in type
and relative percentages.

However, the total mass of foaming

agents required appears to stay around 1% of the glass mass,
and all the options include carbon.

Although carbon is avail-

able on the Moon in parts-per-million concentrations, there is
no guarantee that the proposed lunar refining processes will
provide carbon (or the other required foaming agents) as outputs.

The study group concluded that foaming agents would have

to come from Earth.
Third, variations on the stainless steel molds are pcssible.
British patent No. 1112083 describes an installation to produce
sheet foamed glass by floating the glass powder on molten tin
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during foaming.

Due to problems in handling molten-metal baths

in zero-g (described in Sec. 5.2.4), t.his option is unlikely
for SMF use.

Another variation is the shaft furnace (Ref. 5.25)

shown in Fig. 5. 16.

This method involves the formation of a

monolithic block by foaming onto a bed of foamed glass in a
shaft furnace.

The shaft furnace acts both as a foaming and an

annealing furnace (the input area being maintained at foaming
temperature, while later in the shaft

the glass is subjected

FOAMING ZONE
HEATERS
FOAMING

FOAMING
LAYER

MIXTURE

..JL !

ANNEALING

ZONE

HEATER

FoAM GLASS

:~ r-BLOCK
I
!1
I'

~

~..:. ..__...-._=.J
.

FIGURE 5.16:

.

SHAFT FURNACE GLASS FOAMING METHOD
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to steadily decreasing temperatures).

When necessary the fur-

nace channel cross-section can be re-adjusted tB produce
glass as complex shapes (i.e., tubes, shells).

foo•1£~

Such a furnace

could lJnceivably be adapted for use in zero-g by usinq gas
pressure (rather than gravity) to feed the foamed glass along
the furnace.
The production of foamed glass is therefore an existing
technology, with some options
advantage of the

prore~s

ad~~table

to space use.

Another

is that ft is a likely candidate for

waveguide production {see Sec. 5. 9

~elow),

and therefore both

productions might share equipment.
Foamed glass has a number of disadvantages, however.

First,

as mentioned above, the process requires foaming agents wh
include elements not found on the Moon.

~-

One suggestion to

remedy this problem is the substitution of a stirring process
to foam the glass

wit~

bubbles of lunar oxygen.

But consulta-

tions with Dr. David Rostocker of Pittsburgh Coring Corp. indicate that this technique is unlikely to succeeci in practice.
A viscosity of 10 6 poise would be required in order to prevent
oxygen-bubble coalescence, and at this viscosity it would be
extremely difficult to stir the glass in order to distribute
the bubbles evenly.
Another alternative, suggested by the MSFC COR, is the
sfntering of beads of natural lunar glass to form a foamed-glasslike material.

This would eliminate the foaming stage, removing
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the need for foaming agents.

This alternative should receive

further study.
Second, another

di~advantage

of foamed glass is the lack

of data on the structural properties of the material.
foamed

gl~ss

is not used for structural

application~,

Current
but for

insulation {nstead, and is therefore produced in densities
(e.g. 136 kg/m 3 ) below thDse req~ired for SPS structural members (e.g. 1250 kg/m 3 ). The shatter resistance of foamed glass
and its response to

lon~

quiring experimental
Third,

periods in space are also issues re-

~esearch.

substitu~ion

of foamed-glass members for the earth

baseline tribeams also requires a redesign
members, since the foamed
substitution also requires

gla~s

th~

~f

the structural

is in the shape of tubes.

The

redesign of the end joints,

which must fit onto the tubes rather than onto tribeam longerons.
Finaliy, the machining of foamed glass produces abrasive
dust (.Ref. 5.28) and this ;·equires abrasion-resistant cutting
tools.

This process

al~o

renuires dust-handling systems, since

free-floating dust in zero-g can contaminate and jam equipment.
Composite materials can be used to produce structural members.

The elements used in the graphite/1!poxy earth-baseline

material are not available on the Moon, but a number of

pa~ti~l

or total lunar-material substitutions have been suggested by
the JSC-GD study (Ref. 5.22).

Table 5.9, adapted from Table
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3-15 of that study,

lfst~

these options and their relevant pro-

perties.
The first lunar-material option (90i Unidirectional S-glass,
251 Resin) is unlikely because it requires 85% of the earth base-

line struttural member mass in earth inputs, and therefore does
not offer a

significant improvement in transportation cost over

the earth baseline.

The other two alternatives (Unidirectional

S-glass in aluminum matrix, or in titanium matrix) require only
lunar materials.

The latter option would require the produc-

tion of titanium on the Moon.

However, this material is not

required for any other SMF products, and its use fn st.ructural
members

wo~lrl

thereiore add to the complexity of the lunar re-

fining operations.

Alumin~rr,

on the other hand, is used in a

wide variety of SMF outputs (e.g. so:ar cells, DC-DC converters,
radiators, kl;Jtrons; see Table 3.3 in Sec. 3.4), and aluminum
production is therefore required on the Moon.

The S-glass in

aluminum matrix is therefore the most likely composite candidate
for structural member material.
The

pri~c~pal

ever, is that no
tural behavior or
iable 5.8

nas

experi~ental
th~ir

work hJs been done on their struc-

production.

The properties listed in

are theoretical, and there has been no verification

of the actual
grou~

disadvantage of the proposed composites, how-

so~e

behavior of th-

~materials.

doubts that

propo~ed

!h~

Also, the study

matrix materials (i.e.

aluminum, titanium) can bond to the S-glass fibers solidly enough

I•

90

TABLE 5.9:

POSSIBLE COMPOSITE

STRUCTURAL MEMBER MATERIALS

Ea11.b
Base lino

Material
J>l'opcrly

roselble Lunar Material SubstltuUo:\s

Unfdf recUonal
Untdl rectlonal
Grrtphlte
90% Uni
. s-Otnss
Polysulfone S-Gloss
S-Gloss
l12u/7ou3/120 25% ncsft\ Aluminum Mntrlx 'ritnnium Malrlx

(GPn)

143.l

47.3

80.3

04.0

p

(g/cm3)

l.7GG

1.993

2. 57

3.31

ax

(J1m/m/

-.o.oo

+5.90

E

Axinl

• C)

-0.380

-t-4.16

1. 00

0.85

EqulvnJcnt
Mass Hcqutrcd

From Enrth

.

Ji'rom Moqn

0

·rota I

1.00

~

0
2.00

0
2.85

3.41

2.00

2.85

EAxlal =modulus of elasticity

= de11sity
= axi~l coefficient
~Adapted

of thermvl expan~fon

from Table 3-15, Ref. 5.22)

;

!

to produce the required properties.

A bonding agent may be re-

quired between the glass fibers and the matrix material, complicating production and possibly requiring an earth input for the
bar.ding agent.
For composite materials made on Earth, the matrix material
is applied as a liquid.

As described in Sec. 5.2.4, handling of

liquids in zero-g poses problems.

This problem could be avoided

by producing the composite material on the Moon; however, this
increases the transportation cost if any earth inputs are required, complicates the Moon-to-SMF transportation system
(which must carry the composites), and requires that the composites survive launch stresses.
produced at the

SMr

by

The composites could also be

vapor deposition of the matrix, but

this option also complicates production.
Metal alloys

are a more conventional alternative for struc-

tural member materials.

Lunar materials available to the SMF

ar~

aluminum, titanium, iron, and magnesium; alloy5 of these metals
can all be used in structural members.

Alloying the metals does

not significantly alter their stiffness properties.

The purpose

of adding other elements is to improve fracture toughness, to
lessen the effect of fatigue and to make the structural members
resistant to damage from handli1.g impacts ("ding-proof").
Section 3.2.3 presents a
ness

~alculation

matching the stiff-

ot the earth-baseline members and aluminum (or Al alloy)

replacements.

Leaving the cross-section shape and dimensions
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the same as those shown in Fig. s.14, but changing the thickness to match the El values of the Al and G/E members, the Al
thickness required is 1.77 mm, 1.8 times the thickness of G/E.
The needed mass of aluminum is 2.2 x l0 4tons (without wastage
Jllowance), 2.8 times the mass of the earth-baseline structural
members.

However, as discussed in that section, the study group

has doubts about the applicability of the equal-stiffness criterion for material substitution, and feels that the Al mass
calculated may be too high.
A similar calculation for titanium or titanium alloys
(E = 107 GPa, density = 4.54 tons/m 3 ) leads to a titanium thick-.
ness of 1.14 mm (1.2 times the G/E thickness) and a needed mass
of titanium of 2.4 x 10 4 tons (3.04 times the earth-baseline
mass).

Therefore titanium requires a higher structural member

mass than aluminum.

In addition, titanium has the disadvantage

(discussed above) that it is not required for any other SMF outputs, and would therefore add complexity to the lunar refining
operations.

Aluminum, on the other hand, must t ' produced for

a variety of other products.

Therefore titanium

s little to

offer over aluminum except a lower coefficient of thermal expansion {9.5 x lo- 6 m/m°C for Ti; 25.5 x 10- 6 m/m°C for Al).
For iron or iron alloys {E = 186 GPa, density = 7.9 tons/m 3 )
the needed thickness is .66 mm (.7 times the G/E thickness),
leading to a required mass of iron of 2.4 x 10 4 tons {3.02 times
the earth-baseline mass for structural members). The coefficient
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of therma 1 expansion of iron is 11.7 x 10 -6 m/m°C.
As listed in Table 3.3 of Sec. 3.4, iron fs required in the
SPS for DC-DC converters and klystron parts, and is therefore
produced on the Moon.

In fact, fron is relatively easily avail-

able from lunar materials, since ft exists on the surface in
very pure form, though in low concentrations.

This iron can be

magnetically separated from the soil by simple equipment.
also occurs in various lunar compounds.

Iron

In general, iron is

more easily refined than Al or Ti, because the free energies
of compound formation are usually smaller for iron than for Al
or Ti; therefore less energy is required to break the iron compounds.

A discussic- of the effects of the availability of

various lunar materials appears in Chap. 13, "Possible System
Tradeoffs".
For magnesium or magnesium alloys (E = 43 GPa, density =
1.7 tons/m 3 ) the needed thickness is 2.8 mm (3.0 times the G/E
thickness) and the required mass is 2.2 x 10 4 tons (2.8 times
the G/E mass).

Magnesium is listed in Table

~.3

as a consti-

tuent in Al alloy for structural members and joints.
therefore be

produc~d

It would

on the Moon if the structural members

used Al of Mg as principal material.

However, if Al alloy is

used, the expected input of Mg to the SMF (listed in Table 4.5,
Sec. 4.6) is 180 tons per 10-GW SPS.

If production of Mg on

the Moon increases the complexity of the refining, then this
requirement could be sati:.fied from Earth.
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Magnesium would

have to come from the Moon if structural members were mdgnesium
alloy. The coefficient of thermal expansion of Mg ts 25.7 x
10- 6 m/m°C. Therefore magnesium structural mem~ers would mass
as much as aluminum structural members, would have approximately
the same thermal expansion, but would reduce the system design
optiGns by requiring lunar production of Mg.
Thus the leading metal-alloy candiaates for structural members are aluminum alloys and iron alloys.

the production of

metal-alloy structural members has several advantages over the
production of foamed glass and ccmposites.
established technology.

First, it is a well

Many processes for metalworking

are

highly developed, and there is a large body of knowledge on
metal manufacture in general.

Also, the behavior of the

~inished

products is easier to predict (relative to foamed glass and composites), based on the detailed knowledge of metal usage, particularly in the aerospace industry.
Second, the candidate processes and equipment {described in
more

deta~l

later} for the production of metal-alloy structural

members {e.g. alloying furnaces, vapor depositors, continuous
casters, rolling mills, cutters, welders) are versatile:

their

settings or inputs can be varied to prorluce differer.t outputs.
for P.xample, an alloying furnace can produce a range of alloys,
for specialized purposes; vapor depositors produce a variety of
sheet thicknesses and alloys; rolling mills can produce many
sheet thicknesses of different alloys, for a variety of purposes.
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The processes to produce foamed glass and composites are more
limited in their range of output.
Third, the metal-member processes are compatible with other
SMF processes, in that they can share pieces of equipment.

For

example, alloying furnaces can also feeJ die casters to make
complex parts; vapor depositors can also coat waveguides; rolling
mills, cutters, and welders can produce ribbon and ·sheet for the
production of wires, pipes, and radiators.

Thus this structural-

member production equipment can be partially combined with other
SMF processes, reducing equipment

co~plexity

and number of

machines, and increasing the equipment utilization rate.
Fourth, the production uf metal-alloy structural members
can use beam-builders as the final production stage.
~uch

devices are now in development,

un~ertainty.

thi~

recuces

Although beam-builders are now

~eing

Since

technical
designed to

handle composite materials as well, these are earth-variety
comp~sites

(e.g. graphite/epoxy), and these machines would re-

quire modifications to handle lunar composites (e.g. S-glass in
Al matrix).

Beam builders are versatile machines, and can pro-

duce tribeams or other shapes in a variety of sizes, by changing
the beam-builder

setting~.

In general. if the SMF produces

metal-alloy ribbon for beam-builders, the ribbon can be formed
into a variety of
other satellites.

st~uctural

shapes for use in both SPS's and

By varying the alloy compositions, electrical

or magnetic properties of metal members can be put to use (e.g.
for communications and radar antennas).
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Metal alloys also have several disadvantages.

They have a

relatively high coefficient of thermal expansion (although Ti
and Fe are close to the composite S-glass in Al matrix).

As

mentioned above. the exact effect of the coefficient of thermal
expansion (CTE) of the structure on the cost of the SPS is at
present unclear, and the use of thermally variable structure
may or may not be a disadvantage.

Rather, the relatively high

CTE of metal alloys is listed as a disadvantage because ft brings
in a partial redesign of the SPS. not in its geonetry but rather
in its thermal behavior.
Another disadvantage is that metal-alloy

structural nem-

bers appear to be more massive than the other alternatives, although the mass calculations based on equal stiffnesses may be
overly conservative --

~ee

Sec. 3.2.3).

Even if the mass esti-

mates are accurate, the effect of increased structural rnass on
SPS cost is at present unclear, as discusserl

~ec.

2.2.1.

Therefore, although an increased structJral ;,ass in the SPS can
be expected to raise program costs, this mignt not be a significant cost-driver in the lunar-material scenario.
The study group decided that the reference SMF produces
m1:tal-alloy

~tructural

members, because of the advantages listed

auove, in particular the versatility of the production equipment
and the commonality of that equipment wfth other SMF precesses.
The SMF produces rolls of ribbon, to be shippei to beam-builders
at the assembly site for SPS's or other satellites.
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A more difficult decision was the choice of aluminum over
iron

as

principal metal in the structural member ribbon.

One

factor in the decision is the advantage in having structural
members and joints made of the same material.

This is not

be-

cause of corrosion (galvanic action does not happen in vacuum)
or weldability (EB welders can bond dissimilar

m~terials),

but

because of differential expansion problems due to thermal cycling
during SPS eclipse.

This cycling would lead to fatigue of the

bonds between members and joints.

Although there are no clear-

cut advantages in aluminum members over iron members, there may
be two advantages to aluminum joints.

First, they are easier

to machine than iron joints, and this simplifies production processes at the SMF.

Second,

the study group anticipated that the

joints would require parts brought from Earth (due to manufacturing complexity}, and that Al alloy parts might mass less than
steel parts.

In fact, since the joints account for only 16 tons

of each 10-GW SPS (see Sec. 3.2.10), economics may well jictate
that the entire joint$ come from Earth.

However, the masses of

Al and steei joints depend on specific joint designs, a task beyond the scope of this study.
likely to

~ignificantly

The differences in mass are not

alter the cost of the SPS program.

Therefore the study group could not identify any clear-cut
advantages separating Al and Fe for structural members.

The de-

ciding factor was the feeling of the study group th3t if the
structural member designs in the SPS were reoptimized for Al
alloys and for steels, rather than the earth-baseline G/E, the
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structural mass would be less for Al alloys than for steels.
Therefore the study group chose Al alloy as the material for the
structural member ribbon produced by the reference SMF.
5.3.2:

Basic Options in Al Structural Member Productio.

first decision in the development of ribbon
is the choice of aluminum alloy.

The

production options

Favorable criteria include

minimum number of different alloying elements, to reduce equip-

ment complexity; alloying elements available on the Moon, to
avoid the need for Earth inputs; high yield strength and
ness, to make the structural members damage-resistant.
alloys with the desired characteristics and

mini~um

har~

Two Al

number of

different lunar alloying elements are 5052 (2.5% Mg, 0.25% Cr)
and 6063 {0.7% Mg, 0.4% Si}.

Consultation with Dr. Robert Waldron

of the Lunar and Planetary Institute indicated that the refining
process~s

suggested by the JSC-LPI study (Ref. 5.3) could produce

magnesium with minor alterations, but that obtaining chromium
would be more difficult.
Al 6063

alloy.

The study group therefore selected

There are several basic options for production

of ribbon from this alloy.

These alternatives are presented in

Table 5.10.
~~~-i!l!_o~Q

anj fabrication is possible, since all the

elements required are available on the Moon, and if the Moon-SMF
transportation is provided by rocket, rather than catapult {e.g.
mass-driver), the structural member ribbon could be Pntirely
fabricated on the

~oor..

However,

thi~
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alternative would limit

TABLE 5.10:

BASIC OPTIONS IN STRUCTURAL

MEMBER RIBBON PRODUCTION
Option
Lunar Alloying and
Lunar Fabrication
Lunar Alloying and
SMF Fabrication

*Conventional Al Alloy
Ribbon Production

DV of Al Alloy Ribbon

Disadvantages
o Conceptually
olimits transportation
simpler
options
oAdds complexity to
lunar operations
o Conceptually
oSMF should include
alloying equipment
simpler
anyway
oAdds complexity to
lunar operations
o Established tech- o~1assive equipment
no logy
oFew machines
ocompatible with
o~her SMF processes
o Many material sources
o E'xisting technology.
o Compatible with
requir~d
wavequide production
O Well ada!)ted to space
environment
Adva1~tages

*Chosen for the reference SMF
the system's opt1ons.

Therefore the study group decided that the

fabrication of structural member ribbon wi11 take place at the
SMF, to

keep open the possibility of catapult transportation.

Note, as discussed in Sec. 4.5

that the physical shapes received

by the reference SMF are slabs, rods and bags of powder, assuming
rocket transportation.

However, the reference SMF could handle

catapult payloads instead without extensive modifications; therefore the reference SMF design leaves the catapult option open.
Lunar alloying and SMF fabrication is another option.

The

aluminum alloy could be alloyed on the Moon prior to shipment,
si~ce

the

need~d

materials are available there.
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However, to

preserve the options cf switching to other alloying elements
from Earth, and of making other alloys including Earth elemenis
for other SMF pro1ucts, the study group decided to include
alloying processes and equipment in the SMF.

This also has the

advantage that it lessens the complexity of the lunar operations,
possibly reducing the personnel requirements and the associated
transportation costs to and from the lunar surface.
Therefore the task of the reference SMF is to produce rolls
of .74-meter-wide, 1.77-mm-thick ribbon of Al. 6063 alloy, from
solid rods of aluminum, silicon, and magnesium.

Two basic

options for this ribbon proJuction are conventio •. al methods
and direct vaporization.

The study group chose tte :onventional

methods of production for the reference SMF.

However, the com-

parison between the two alternatives is complicated, and neither
option has a clear-cut advantage over the other.

In the early

stages of the study, the research team intended to design first
an SMF using conventional ribbon production, then an SMF using
DV of ribbon, and to compare the two.

However, the preliminary

design and costing of the reference SMF indicated that the cost
was driven primarily by the des1gn tf the solar-cell production
equipment.

Also, preliminary design of the two ribbon pro-

duction options indicated that their difference in cost is
probably not significant.

The study group therefore concen-

trated its efforts on solar-cell production design, leaving
the

evaluatio~

of the DV of Al alloy ribbon for later studies.

Conventional Al alloy ribbon production uses a string of
processes:

melting and alloying of the aluminum; casting
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into solid slabs; rolling of the slabs to ribbon thickness; end
trimming and welding to form long ribbon; packaging of the
ribbon.

These processes therefore require a melting and

a~loying

furnace, a slab

caster,~

rolling mill, an end

and welder, and a packaging system.

trim~er

Alternative equipment de-

signs are discussed in the following sections.
As discussed in Sec. 4.5, if raw materials are launched
from the Moon by chemical rocket, they can arrive at the SMF
in specialized shapes such as rods and slabs.

This suggests

the option of feeding slabs brought from the Moon directly to
the rolling rrill, thLts avoiding the need for a fundce and slab
caster.

However, as mentionerl above, the study group decided

to include alloying equipment in the SMF to increase the
versatility of the facility, and to reduce lunar processing
complexity.

Given a set of melting and alloying furnaces and

associated slab casters at the SMF, the use of this equipment
to produce pure Al slabs (for other SMF products) as well does
not significantly increase

t~a

when designed

l~rge

~mall,

has a

SMF cost (thi5 equipment, even
oroductian capability).

Therefore the inputs required for pure-metal or alloy prod uc ts ( al um i nu m, i r on , mag nes i um ~ a n d s ,. "1 e of the s i 1 i con )
are sha9ed as rods sized for input int·i furnaces.

This choice

also preserves the option of launching materials from the Moon
by

catapult (e.g. mass-driver), sinr.e the rod inputs can be

repl:ced by pellet inputs with relatively minor modifications
to the equipment.

These

mod~fications

Sec. 5.10.
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are described in

There are three principal advantages in conventional
production.

ribb~n

First, the technology is very well established,
The

reducing the technical uncertainty of proposed designs.

design of earth furnaces is strongly affected by the presence
of gravity; hence space-specific furnaces must be developed.
The availability of vacuum and energy in space makes electronbeam welding a likely substitute for more conventional welding

techniques.

However, the remdining equipment designs are

~ot

very dependent on gravity or atmosphere, and can therefore be
adapted to space use without extensive modifications.
the space-specific' furnaces and welder<: .;
technology (i.e. refractory

""t:

Even

much of their

coating~

sys terns) with earth equipment.

The· ef o:·e

body of knowledge of earth machinery

"''~:-?

.' the sizable

r•. ,'"'

b .,,·i:ilied t.:' r.i.Jbon

production in space.
Second, the c -nventional equipment has high thr( .;h;rnt

rates and therefore requires few machines.

Preliminary design

indicates that the total structural member ribbon requirement

for one 10-GW SPS per year can be produced by one smali
furnace, one slab caster, one rolling mill, and two end trimmers,
welders, and packagers.

The required productiOi; of 6.5 x 106

meters (23,000 tons) of Al alloy ribbon per year
i

~arth

fs

very small

production standards.

nird, the equipment used in ribbon production can
shared with a variety of othEr SMF processes.
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~e

As menti~ned tn

the last section, alloying furnaces can also feed die CdSters
~1

make complex parts; rolling mills, trimmers, and welders

car. produce ribbon and sheet for wires, pipes, anri radiators.
This reduces the complexity and number of machines in the SMF,
and makes more efficient use ,f the equipment.
The important disadvantage of the convt ·tional equipment
is that it is more massive (especially the furnaces, caster
and rolling mill) than the equipment for the
alternative.

direc~

vaporization

This increases the initial cost of transportation

of the SMF from Earth.
Be~ause

of its Vtrsatility and

SMF prccJsses, coo

co~patibility

with other

'Q:1a1 production of Al alloy ribbon was

chose( for the reference SMF.

Howevet, the DV option described

below is also a likely candidate, and both options deserve
further study.
Direct vaporization of Al all.Qi'.

rih~on

is a more tech-

nologically advanced alternative to conventional ribbon production.

The basic process is similar to the 9V processes

descriDed in solar-cell proouction

(see ~ection

5.2).

5.15 shows a simplified OV ribbon production $JStem.
or lasers boil A1 atoms away from a solid source of
Th~

Figure
EB guns

alumin~m.

atoms travel to a deposition btlt and solidify, forming a

sheet.

The all?ying elements ate boiled off in

arid co-deposited
another option

i~

~ith
th~

the Al,
ion

formi~y

same manner

the requireG allov;

implantation of the
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t~e

allo~-·~g

,..1r,

N9 Source

-+-- Si 4iource

Al S~urct
(soltd)

(so ltd)

EB Guns or

Roll_ Vtndfftg

S,stH

Deposttton Belt
Teflon Rol 1
FIGU~E

ele~ents

5.17:
(se~

SIMPLIFIED VIEW OF DV OF AL ALLOY RIBBON

section 5.2.4).

The

depositi~n

belt must be de-

signed to remove the thermal energy of the gaseous-to-solid
phase change of the deposited mater i a 1s.

As the be 1 t travels

through the de?osit1on section, the sheet builds up to the
needed thickness.

It is then peeled from the belt as a con-

tinuouJ ribbon and wound onto a roll.

To avoid vacuum-welding

of the Al alloy surfaces, teflon film is wound between
successive layers of ribbon.
shipped to
roll

c~res

t~e

The rolls of ribbon are then

assembly site for SPS's or other sate11 ites; the

and teflon film are later returned to the SMF for

reu!.e.

~.
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The principal requirements of the system are energy and a
good vacuum {deposition pressures are on the order of lo- 6 Torr).
One source (Ref. 5.29) suggests that Al can be deposited at
rates up to 50 microns/sec by using

~200-kW

EB guns.

Another

source {Ref. 5.30) indicates that deposited metals have
mechanical pro?erties similar to those achieved by casting,
r,11~ng,

ana annealing.

Therefore the ribbon thickness needed

for the structural member ribbon is 1.77 mm (as calculated in
3~2.3),

section

and the deposition time is 35 seconds.

For

the production of one 10-GW SPS per year, the required output
is 825 meters of

rib~on

per hour, assuming a 90% duty cycle.

If 7 deposition belts travelling at 2m/minute are used, the

depositirn length of each belt is 1.2 meters.
There are several advantages to DV of ribbon.
is

existina technoloqy.

First, it

Commercial DV processes produce metal

sheets and coatings, though not yet at the 50 micrrn/sec rate
mentioned above.

Some research should be done,

hc~ever,

on

possible effects of zero-g on the solidification of the
deposited material.
Second, the DV equipment could be shared with
the

wave~u~1e

3.2.5,

wave~·

surfaces.

production processes.

part of

As described in section

ides require a layer of aluminum on their interior

These could be applied by the

ribbon production.

Although solar-cell

~V

equipment used in

r~oduction

processes

also require DV of Al, the needed deposition rates are far
1 owe r • a nd _r1 e s c. 1a r - c e 11 h~ ;1 d1 i ng d : f f i c u1t i e s s ug ge s t us i ns,

a dedicated prodJction line for solar cell production, rather
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than routing solar cell material through OV units shared with
ribbon production.
Third, direct vaporization is well adapted to the space
envir~nment,

energy.

because its principal requirements are vacuum and

These are cheaply available in an SMF.

The principal disadvantage of DV is that it requires a
number of material sources with overlapping deposition patterns
to achieve uniform deposition.

OV of alloys from separate

sources of materials requires a number of alloying element
sources interspersed with the Al sources, to achieve uniform
composition.

all~y

5.3.3:

Melting and Alloying:

Given the

choice-~

conventional

methods of structural member ribbon production, there are a
number of alternative designs for alloy-producing furnaces.
-hese candidates are

1

isted in Table 5.11.

The study group

chose the induction furnace, which requires minimum moving
parts and has good control over its conten:5.

The other alter-

natives described below have specialized uses which may make
them useful in certain space applications.
The solar trougt1 collector furnace is showri .;n Figure 5. 18.
It is a continuous-flow device for heating materia1s of various
compositions by concentrating solar radiation.

The furnace

uses a parabolic-cross-section reflector trough to concentrate
sunlight into a focal zone with a football-shaped cross-section.
This focal zone is surrounded :J a pipe covered by a lightabsorbc .. t coating.

Inside the pipe, particles of luna"' matP.ria1

fluidized in a nonreactive gas (such as drgon) are heated as
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TABLE 5.11:

MELTING ANO ALLOYING OF AL ALLOY
ALTERNATIVE FURNACES

Type of Furnace

Advantages

Solar Trough Collector Furnace

Rotating Furnace

oUses direct solar
heat
o Low-maintenance
device
o Accepts varied input shapes
o High throughput
per furnace
o Accepts var 1e d
input shapes

Disadvantages
oNot likely for melting
material
oRequires accurate
pointing

oDifficult to control
alloying elements
oRequires safety
systems
oRequires maintenance
Solar Paraboloid
oUses direct solar oReQuires accurate
Furnace
heat
pointing
o High throughput
oDifficult to control
per furnace
alloying elements
o Accepts varied
oRequires safety
input shapes
systems
oRequires maintenance
~Induction F~rnace
oAccepts varied
oCan only handle cerinput shapes
tain materials
oAlmost no moving
parts
oGood control
over contents
o High throughput
per furnace
~~~~~~~~~~-"......:.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--'
*Chosen for the reference SMF
they

tra~el

down

t~e

pipe.

This tyµe of furnace can·reach

temperatures of about 1500°K. a limit imposed by the geometry
(Ref. 5.31).
The study group has investigated methods to determine the
temperature cf particles travelling through the pipe as a
fu11ction of residence time, density of particles, characteristics
of gas and particles, and flow velocity.

This is a complex

problem involving both radiative and convective heating and
varlable viscosity of the gas (temperature-dependent).
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FIGURE 5.18:

SOLAR TROUGH C0LLECTOR FURNACE

some simplifying assumptions are po~sible (treating the gasparticle mixture as a continuous fluid, for example), the final
design of such a furnace would p;obably require both ground
and Shuttle prototypes.
T~e

principal advantage of this design is that it uses

direct solar heat, avoiding the need for less efficient energy
conversion systems.

This furnace is a1so a low-maintenance

device, with very few moving parts.
t~e

furnace can handle

vari~us

Another advantage is that

input shapes, such as particles

of material catapulted from the t1oon, or rods of material
brought hv rocket (provided the rods fit inside the pipe).
~·

due

"?ver, this design is not likely to be a melting furnace,
problems with molten

~articles

sticking in the pipe.

The device could be an efficient, low-maintenance device fer
preheating materials, but that option would require an

additional furnace to melt the material.

Another disadvantage

is that solar reflector furnaces require accurate pointing
towards t:1e Sun (typically ±1°).
A rotating furnace is shown in Figure 5. 19.

It consists

of a rotating molten-metal container, non-rotating feed and
output systems, and non-rotating heating coils
container.
is

~pun

ti~1es,

s~rrounding

the

During the operation of the furnace, molten material

to the outside of the container.

Solid metallic par-

fluidized in a non-reactive gas (such as argon) are

injected through non-spinning feed pipes and thrown towards the
outside of the spinning c3ntainer.
out through a
par~1cles

mel

no~-spinning

The argon is pumoed back

pipe, not shown in the figure.

hit the molten material,

in turn.

stick

The

to the melt, and

Although tile feed system shown handles particles,

rode can be fed at an angle through the cover plate, directly
en+ering the melt.
Since the molten metal is in a centrifugal force field,
it will separate into a layer of dense metal and a layer of
less dense liquid or semiliquid slag, with the slag floating up
toward the rotdtion axis.

In view of the expected high

purities of the inputs (see sec.
form.

4.4), very little slag should

The liquid metal is pushed up (toward the rotation axis)

through

channe~s

i11 the container, by means of magnetic pumps

(which can both heat and mcve the material).

The molten metal

leaves the container through an axial, spinning pipe.
then
.·~

~,vws

It

through a rotation bearing and into a non-spinning

... ~ich leads it: to the next step in its processes.
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FIGURE S. l9:

CROSS-SECTION OF ROTATING FURNACE

slag flows into a sump, whence it leaves the furnace by being
ram-forced up non-rotating tubes and/or by being pushed into
the tubes by a pressure differential.

The slag then leaves

the furnace through an axial pipe through the non-rotating cover
rlate.
The dimensions and production estimates (Ref. 5.32) listed
in the figure indicate that a compact furnace can produce a
high throughput of molten Al.

Given the listed production rate

of 460 kg/hr of Al, one furnace could produce the required
23,000 tons of aluminum for structural member ribbon (for one
10-GW SPS) in 2.1 days.
that

i~

Another advantage of this design is

can handle inputs in varied shapes (e.g. particles,

rods).
Unfortunately, the density gradient which separates liquid
metal and slag also tends to separate out the alloying elements
if they are added to the melt in the container.

This makes

control of the alloy composition difficult, unless the alloying
elements are mixed with the molten Al after it is pumped out of
the rotating furnace.

Another disadvantage is that the con-

tainer is a moving part filled with moaten metal, which
a safety hazard in case of rupture.

poses

The furnace also requires

maintenance on the moving container and the feed and output
systems.
The solar paraboloid furnace (see F·igure 5.20) combines
the energy efficiency of solar collectors with the liquidmetal handling ability of the rotating furnace.
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The paraboloid
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View of
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rIGURE 5.20:

SOLAR PARABOLOID FURNACE

geometry concentrates the

li9~t

onto a rotating container.

This

more efficient geometry can produce temperatures up to about

sooo°K.

The furnace operates in the same fashion as the

rotating furnace, but
the power source .

wi~h

R~tating

sunlight replacing electricity as
container, feed and output systems

are conceptually similar to those of the rotating furnace .
Like the solar trough collector, this hybrid design has
the advantage of direct use of solar heat, and the disadvantage
of a roughly ±1° pointing requirement.

Like the rotating furnace,

the solar paraboloid furnace has the advantages of a high
throughput per furnace and t he ability to accept inputs in
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varied shapes, and the disadvantages of difficulty in controlling
alloying elements and the requirements for safety systems and
maintenance.
The induction furnace is based on the principle that a
rapidly alternating magnetic field induces currents in metal,
causing resistive heating and melting

that meta 1.

Earth-

based induction furnaces usually consist of a cylindrical coil
surrounding a container of metal.
of a transformer, and the metal

The coil acts as the primary

charg~

as the secondary.

'

wontainer.

Ideally, the melt would completely '

There are compromises between fur· ...u .. e capacity, heat loss,
and coupnng between coil and metal.

Placin·g insulation betwe8'1

metal and coil reduces heat loss, but lessens the electrical
coupling and thus results in less efficient heating.

There

are tradeoffs between furnace capacity, frequency and power of
electrical current, and output rate.

The following examples

(Ref. 5.33) are From current steel-producing technology:
5 kg capacity fuYnace using
30 ~~at 10,000 ~z produces 30 kg/hr
450 kg
II
II
It
450 kg/hr
350 k1·! at
960 Hz
"
4500 kg
II
II
It
1800 kg/hr
1250 k\o! at
180 Hz
"

As the list above shows, there are economies of scale in
energy consumption.

In general, the typical losses in current

induction furnaces (Ref. 5.33) are:
12% of input power
5%
"II
II
11 r,
,,
II
10%
II
623

Motor generator loss:
Capacitor and Conductor loss:
I2 R coil loss:
Radiation loss:
Useful heat in ~etal and slag:

II

II

It
It

II
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II

However, by 1990 a well-designed induction furnace can be
expected to be 80% efficient.
Magnetic induction can move the material
it.

a~

well as heat

If the electrical current through the induction coils is

not only alternated but pulsed as well, an electromagnetic force
is produced on the currents induced in the material.

This forLe

pushes on the material, and it can be used to contain or handle
the melt.

The coil geometry and the pulsirg sequence determine

the direction and magnitude of the force applied.

With careful

design, the same coils can heat and handle the melt.

Current

experimental induction equipment can levitate a lump of material
against the force of gravity and melt it while suspended (one
such device is in the M. I.T. Dept. of Materials Science and
Engineering, in the Induction Laboratory).
The basic design of a space-specific
shown in Figure 5.21.

ind~ction

furnace is

This non-rotating furnace consists pri-

marily of a heat-resistant container surrounded by magnetic induction coils.

Although magnetic induction coils can be used

for containerless melting and movement of materials, in this applicatio. magnetic forces are used to build pressure gradients
in the melt, and the pressurized melt therefore requires a
containment vessel.
The

i~duction

coils serve two functions.

and melt the material in the container.
forces and motions in the melt:

Sc

v~d,

First, they heat
they induce

an overdll volumetric force

towards the output of the container, which forms a pressut·e
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FIGURE 5,21:

MAGNETIC INDUCTION FURNACE

gradient in the melt; and a stirring motion near the output end.
The pressure gradient (increasing from input to output) moves
lighter-density slag and gas bubbles away from the output end
of the container.

The st1

'ng

motion blends in alloying ele-

mer.ts let in through a secondary input valve.

Formation of slag

can be enhanced by introducing slagging agents into

th~

furnace.

This furnace design actually allows several heating options.
The container could be heated by resistance coils, leaving the
magnetic coils for melt-handling alone.

o~

sunlight could be

directly focussed on the container (with adequate protection
for the magnetic coils) using a paraboloid solar collector.
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Magnetic induction

furna~es

such as the one in Figure 5.21

rave several speciaiized requirements.

Since the magnetic field

inside the coils heats most metals, container walls and insulation
must be made of refractory materials (a mix of 703 MgO and 30%
A1 2o3 is often used on Earth).

(Although refractory coatings are

required in all furnace containers, they are often supported by
a metallic shell in resistance or arc furnaces.)
the container walls and

in~ulation

In addition,

in induction furnaces must

allow the magnetic field through them and into the melt.

The

coils also produce powerful field5 outside the furnace, requiring
the use of nonmetallic support structure.

The coils themselves

must be electrically insulated to prevent arcing, and this insulation

m~st

and

be cooled (most earth-based induction furnaces u::e

1.

..

be refractory.

Finally, the coils generate heat

water-cooled coils).
There are four principal advantages ir tne use
furnaces in an SMF.
shapes.

~f

induction

F;rst, they can accept a variety cf input

Particles of input material can

~e

pumped into the

furnace suspended in a nonreactive gas such as argon.

The

particles impact the melt and stick in it, while the argon
pumped out through a filtered outlet.
be fed continuously into the melt
thi~

by

i~

ur rods of material can
mechanical means.

In

option the furnace can operate in vacuum, open to space,

since melt cortainment is magnetic.

However, J low pressure in
the input section (on the order of 10- 4 atmospheres) can reduce

corro~ion

and boiloff

proble~s

at the
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liau~d-surf~ce/container

I

Flexfble Seal

Vacuuir

Input Rod .

FIGURE 5.22:

wall interface.

INDUCTION FURNACE PRESSURE SLEEVE

This can be provided by a pressure sleeve, as

shown in Figure 5.22.

The furnace does not require a pressurized

environment outside the sleeve, however.
se·con d, 1nduc ti on

furnaces have almost no moving parts

(only feed systems, input valves for alloys, cooling systems for
the coils).

This reduces wear and simplifies maintenance.

As

in all container furnaces, the furnace cannot be shut down without first draining it, since solidification of the melt usually
destroys the container lining (because of differential contraction of melt and container).

However, in an induction

furnace coils can be separate from the container, allowing
removal and repair of individual coils without shutting down
the "urnace.
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•

The third important advantage is the high level of control
over the contents of the furnace.

The stirring action in the

alloying section thoroughly blends the alloy constituents, producing uniform composition.

Gas bubbles and impurities are re-

moved by the induced pressure gradient, and the input surface is
controlled without recourse to physical containment or centrifugal force.

Also, the output molten material can be pressure-

fed down a pipeline to the casting devices, pushed by the
furnace's magnetic force.
Fourth, induction furnace throughputs are similar to those
of the rotating furnaces described above.

Therefore a compact

induction furnace can easily handle the Al alloy requirement for
structural member ribbon.
The principal disadvantage of the induction furnace is
that it can operate only on certain materials.

Since the mag-

netic fields must induce currents in the melt, the molten material must be electrically conductive.

Furthermore, to heat

and control the whole melt, the magnetic

fiel~s

must penetrate

throughout the molten material; therefore materials whose magnetic properties resist this penetration cannot be melted by
induction.

For example, although the conductivity of molten

silicon is sufficiently high, its magnetic properties do not
allow deep penetration of the magnetic fields.
although s1licon in thin

slabs

or

r~ds

Therefore,

can be zone refined by

ir.duction (see sec. 5.2.3}i larger melts of silicon in an induction furnace require very powerful fields, and are therefore
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unlikely.

Fortunately, the SMF does not require the melting of

large loads of silicon.

Meta.s such as aluminum, iron, and mag-

nesium, and thin rods of silicon can all be melted by induction.
Based on the advantages and disadvantages of the options
described above, the study group chose the induction furnace for
the melting and alloying of aluminum for structural member
ribbon.

5.3.4:

Slab Casting:

The most advantageous process identified

by the study group for the conversion of molten Al alloy to slabs
is continuous casting followed by slab tutting.

The caster consists of a

caster is shown in Figure 5.23.

Coolant
400°C

Cooling
Jacket

t

The continuous

/

Coolant
200°c

Solid

Molten
Alloy __..

Al Alloy

500°C

800°C

Cooling
Jacket

I

\

Coolant
400°C
FIGURE 5.23:

Cool a.,·~
200°c

CONTINUOUS CASTER
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rectangular-cross-section mold between two cooling jackets.
Aluminum alloy is pressure-fed through tne mold.

Cooling fluid

is fed through the cooling ·jackets, removing heat through the
mold surface from the solidifying alloy.
solid continuous slab.

The alloy emerges as a

For the production of structural members,

the slab cross-section is sized at .70 m wide by .02 m thick.
The .70 m width expands to the required ribbon width of .735 m
during later rolling.

The 2-cm thickness is the result of

trading off the ease of liquid metal injection and the ease of
rollin; the resultant slabs.
If the caster is sized for 1 kg/sec production of Al
alloy (2.7 cm/sec slab output speed), preliminary design calculations (Ref. 5.34) indicate that if liquid sodium is used as
a coolant, a cooling fluid mass flow rate of 2.8 kg/sec is required through the jackets.
at .8 meters.

The length of the mold is estimated

Because of its hi9h conductivity and resistance

to corrosion by aluminum, graphite was chosen as the mold
material.

The hot coolant coming from the caster is routed

through radiators for cooling, then reused.
The inlet Al alloy pressure is estimated at 690 kPa
(100
C't

by

psi).

This can be provided either by the induction furnaces

electromagnetic pumps (as shown in Figure 5.24).

In such

a pump an electric current and a magnetic field are passed
through the liquid metal, perpendicular to each other, thus
creating a force on the fluid along the pipe.

Other options

include magnetic induction pumps (similar to the induction
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FIGURE 5.24:

MAGNET COILS

ELECTROMAGNETIC PUMP FOR MOLTEN METAL

furnaces) which are heavier than electromagnetic pumps, and
graphite turbopumps, which require more maintenance and more
complicated repair.

Electromagnetic pumps are a highly reliable

current technoloQy (Ref. 5.35).
The continuous caster is also well-establisned current
technology, commonly used in the metals
slabs and billets.

·~dustry

to produce

It has & high throughput per machine: at

1 kgisec, the caster shown above produces the 23,000 tons required for the structural member ribbon in one 10-GW SPS in
roughly 300 days (on a 90% duty cycle).

Continuous casters are

highly reliable devices with duty cycles better than
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95~.

Liquid sodium cooling systems are common in the nuclear power industry, and have duty cycles near 100% (Ref. 5.36).
Although a rolling mill could directly receive the output
of the continuous caster, this output is cut into slabs for
several reasons.

First, this decouples the operations of the

two machines, allowing one to be maintained while the other
operates.

Second, some of the slabs are stored as a backlog, to

maintain production while the caster is down.

Third, this leaves

open the option of using a reversing rolling mill (which requires
discrete slabs) rather than a continuous rolling mill (which can
handle continuous input).
To cut the caster output into slabs, either mechanical or
beam cutters can be used.

Mechanical cutters {such as shears)

were rejected because of the large loads in cutting 2-cm-thick
Al alloy, which requires massive equipment.

Also, the smoothness

of a mechanical cut is poorer than that of a beam cut; a smooth
cut eases the rolling mill feed process and leads to smoother
edges fn the rolling output.
Beam cutters (either electron beams [EB] guns or lasers)
work by boiling away a fine slice of the material.

Since they

must boil this material as well as expose surfaces, their power
requirement is higher than for mechanical cutters.

However,

this is not a serious disadvantage at the SMF, where energy is
cheaply available.

Beam cutters also benefit from vacuum, which

is necessary for EB guns, and useful for lasers (gases tend to
jefocus laser beams).

For the cutting of metals, EB guns were
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selected over lasers, because lasers are less efficient and require more maintenance and repair than EB guns (Ref. 5.37).

The

basic components of an EB gun are shown in Figure 5.25 (adapted
from Ref. 5.38).
In an EB gun, electrons are boiled off at a filament
cathode and accelerated by a potential of up to several hundred
thousand volts through a cylindrical anode.

The electrons ·are

focussed by an electromagnetic lens to a point on the workpiece.
Deflection coils provide lateral movement of the focal point.
The "bias" device serves as an on-off switch.

EB guns work best

when there is no gas to interfere with the beam or to cause
arcing.

Typical current EB gun efficiencies are 50%, meaning

that 50% of the input electrical power goes into the electron
beam (Ref. 5.39).

Electron beam guns require a closed current

loop, to return the electrons in the beam to the cathode.
Therefore they can only be used on conductive materials, or the
local buildup of charges at the beam impact point will repel
the electron beam, and the buildup of positive charges in the
cathode will eliminate the potential difference

accelerating

the electrons.
EB guns are virtually maintenance-free, requiring only
replacement of the filament cathode.
filament life is up to

~O

For EB welders, current

hours (Ref. 5.40); the more powerful

ES cutters have far shorter filament life, but

th~

expects that 8 hours will be achievable by 1990.

~tudy

group

filaments

mass 1-2 grams and can be replaced automatically by a mechanism
which switches two cartridges, reloading the unused one.
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5.3.5:

RollinQ:

produce ribbon

There are two types of rolling mills which can
from the Al alloy slabs.

A regular rolling mill

consists of a series of rolling stands, as shown in Figure 5.26.

RoLLERS

SLAB
INDIVIDUAL ROLLING STAND

HORIZONTAL ROLLER

!
SLAB~BOB088888 8VERTl CAL

INPUT

Rou.ER

J

ROUGHING ROLLERS

FINISHING ROLLERS

RoLLING t1JLL

FIGURE 5.26:

REGULAR ROLLING MILL
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0uTPUT
RIBBON

Input slabs travel through one stand after another, and are red~ced

in

t~ickness

only once.

by each stand.

Each stand rolls the slab

Such mills have high production rates.

The other option is the reversing mill, in which slabs
are routed back and forth through the same stand several times,
and are reduced in thickness by each pass through the stand.
This requires a rolling stand with movable rolls, which tighten
their gap between passes.

Although reversing mills dre more

complicated than regular rolling mills, they are more versatile
and require fewer machines.

These mills have lower production

rates than the regular rolling mills.
Consultations with industry (Ref. 5.27) indicate that the
expected yearly production at the SMF is so low by rolling mill
standards that regular rolling mills are not necessary.

The

lower-mass reversin: 1iills are therefore used in the reference
SMF.
Input slabs can also be hot-rolled or cold-rolled.

How-

ever, if a cold Al alloy slab is rolled to more than 120% of its
input length, cracks appear in the material.

To avoid this

problem, slabs can be annealed between passes or can be
hot

throug~out

the process.

r~lled

The final rolling pass should be

done cold to improve the structural µroperties of the output.
The study group chose to hot-roll the input slabs.

Slabs

therefore travel directly from the continuous caster to the
rolling mill, without cooling, or are taken from intermediate
storage and preheated before input into the mill.
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The rolling

mill
11,

elongate~
~ince

the input Al alloy slabs by roughly a factor of

it reduces the thickness from 2 cm to l.77 mm.

also widens the slabs from 70 cm to 73.5 cm,
of structural member ribbon.

a~

required width

The length of the input slabs is

arbitrary. set by handling convenience,
at least as long

th~

It

they are wide.

altho~gh

slabs are usuall:

An 80-cm-long slab would then

p~oduce

roughly 8.8 meters of ribbon.

5.3.6:

End Trimming, Welding, and Packagi..!!.9.:

To be sent to

the SPS assembly site, the structural wember ribbon must be
packaged for ease of transport and ease of insertion in beambuilders.

Since current beam-builders wcrk from rolls of Al

alloy, the study group chose rolls as the output shape.
To produce continuous ribbon for this output, the individual
pieces of ribbon produced from the slabs must be welded end-toend.

Therefore the ribbon pieces must be end-trimmec to create

straight-cut weldable edges (the rolling orocess produces uneven
ends on the ribbon pieces).
left untouched.

The side edges of the ribbon are

As in the cutting of slabs (see section 5.3.4),

the cutting options are beam cutters

a~d

mechanical shea· s.

Since

the ribbon is thinner than the slabs, a mechanical cutter can
produce a clean weldable edge.

However, the study

gr~~p

chose

EB tutters because they are lighter, more reliable than the
other options, and well adapted to the space environment.
The ends of the riLbon pieces are then welded together.
Welding options are beam welding (EB or laser), arc welding, and
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elect~ostatic

bonding.

Welding processes which use fluxes are

not likely for SMF use, since fluxes are usually
available on the Moon.

1..

aterials not

The options listed above requirP. no

fluxes. but may require welding rods

r.~de

of the material being

welded; such rods could be manufactured at the SMF.
wor~

Beam welders

in the same fashion as beam cutters but with less powerfui

beamst melting the material rather than boiling it.

Bott

and electron beam welders are used on Earth to produce

las~r

ve~y

high

quality welds (meaning that the welds have nearly the sam··
structural properties as the material).
Arc welding involves applying a large
pieces to be joined and a rod of the same
struck between rod and pieces.

currer.~

mater~~~-

b~tween

the

An arc is

The arc melts the material and

the rod is fed into the weld, filling the yap between the pieces
with molten material.

On Earth, arc welding rods are commonly

coated with fluxes to prevent coitamination of the weld by the
surrounding atmosphere--the flux sets up a gas barrier which
shields the weld 1one.

In space, the available vacuum prevents

contamination, and flux is unnecessary.
leaves a "bead" of excess

mat~rial

However, arc welding

on the weld, which must be

removed to obtain a smooth surface.
Electrostatic bonding is done by applying a voltage between
the two pieces to be welded, then bringing them into contact
along the entire weld surface.
fusing the pieces together.

A spark

ju~ps

a~ross

the gap,

This techrique is relatively

simple, but it does not produce uniform welds across large
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surfaces

· long

edge~.

Also, it requires that the edges be

precisely aligned along the entire width of the ribbon at the
momen~

of contact.
Due to their high-quality outpi:t and compatibility with

the space environment, the study group chose electron beam
welders for the production of structural member ribbons.
Another factor favoring the choice is that similar (though mare
powerful) units are used for the

en~·

trimming;

tracking and control equipment can be used.

ther~fore

similar

In the actuai

welding procedure, the ends of the ribbon pieces are first tackweldec together in several places across their wiJth; then the
edges are entirely welded.

The tack-uelds resist the thermal

deformations of the edges during welding, keeping the ribbon
ends aligned during the process.
After end-to-end welding, the ribbon is wound onto a roller.
To avoid vacdum-welding of tht Al alloy surfaces to each other,
an inert material such as
s~ccessive

t~flor, ~ust

be inserted between

layers of st··uctural member ribbon.

to stabilize the

ribbo~

~urface

oxygen, o. running the ribbon

are oxidation

throug~

options

Othe~

(usin~

jets of

an airlock), and the use

of special rclls to keep successive layers of ribbon from
touching each other during winuing and transportation; these
latter options were discarded due to their complexity.
Once

th~

beam-builde~s,

roll of ribbon reaches the diameter used by
the last ribbon piece is wound without welding

it to the next piece, and the roll is
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replac~d

~it~

ar 2mpty

roller.

After the full roll is loaded into. a beam-builder and

unwound, the roller and the teflon insert are returned to the
SMF fo!" reuse.
•

5.4:

END JOINT ANO JOINT CLUSTER PRODUCTION
The requirements for end joints and joint clusters for a

10-GW SPS are estimated at 8 tons of end joints (4000 pieces)

and 8 tons of joint clusters (1500 pieces), as listed in Table
3.1.

For such low requirements, SMF production can compete

economically with import from Earth only if the SMF processes
required are minimal.

The SMF therefore produces only those

parts of the end joints and joint clusters which can be produced
by

ca~ting

alone (since other SMF products require casting also).·

Any joint parts requiring machining are brought from Earth.
This suggests designs for the end joints and joint

cluster~

in

which most of the mass is concentrated in a cast "body," with
•Ll.llC:

----,~-,~-~
\..Ulll.,
I . . . u \.C:U

-ur

prec1"se funct1"ons (e • g • snap-locking, angular

adjustment) left tc liohter parts, brought from Earth and
fastentj onto the cast pieces.

The assembly of the joint pieces

can ther. be done by a machine attached to the beam-builder at
the assembly site.
Cn earth, there

ar~

many casting processes used to

complex shapes (Ref. 5.44).
casting~

prod~ce

Many of these processes (e.g. sand

permanent-mold casting, investment casting, and

plaster-mold casting) use gravity to pour the molten material
into the mold.
feed replaced

Many of these, however, could have the gravity
by

a pressure-feed.

Sand casting, however, is
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unlikely for SMF use because it would require handling sand in
zero-g; handling of powders in space shares most of the problems
of handling liquids, as discussed in section 5.2.4.

Investment

casting requires the production of a pattern for each piece to
be cast, and is therefore unsuitable for large-scale production;
in addition, the patterns are

used in a sand-casting

~sually

process, itself an unlikely option.

Plaster mold casting re-

quires production of a mold for every piece cast, and is therefore unsuitable for large-scale production; the molds also require earth materials.
When permanent-mold casting is pressure-fed rather than
gravity-fed, it is called die casting.

The study group chose

this option for the production of complex metal parts at the
SMF.

The process (as used on Earth) is illustrated in

Figure 3.27.

Molten metal is poured into a piston chamber.

The

piston then pushes the metal into the mold (or "die"),
pressurizing the molten metal until it solidifies.

The pressure

reduces the size of any included air bubbles, improving the
structure.

Once the casting is solid,

t~e

mold opens and the

part is ejected.
Die casting can be used to make Al or Al alloy parts only
in a special variation called cold-chamber die casting.
because molds are usually made of ferrous alloys, and

This is

molt~n

aluminum on hot die surfaces tends to remove some of the ferrous
metal.

To avoid this, molds are kept cool (relative to the

molten metal).

The liquid metal therefore solidifies on contact,
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)

PISTON

ISTON CHAMBER

FIGURE 5.27: BASIC DIE ChSTING PROCESS

leaving the

~old

active cooling.

surface intact.

T~e

mold therefore requires

This technique also requires high feed pressures,

so that the molten metal will flow throughout the die before
solidifying.
Only minor modifications to this process are required for
space use.

The molten metal must be pressure-fed from the

pipeline into the piston chamber, using the
pumps described in section 5.3.

electr~~agnetic

The opening from pipeline to

piston chamber must be closable by a valve since the liquid
metal in the pipeline is continually under pressJre.

The

electromagnetic pumps are limited in their output pressures,
and are therefore not strong enough to feed the mold directly.
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The space environment offers two advantages for die casting.
First, the molds can be opened to vacuum during each

~asting

cycle, and there is therefore no air or gas to be trapped in the
castings during solidification.

Second, molds and piston chambers

on Earth are sized for gravity as well as pressure forces, and
therefore space-specific designs have lower mass.
The present state of knowledge on the effect of zero-g on
solidification processes

mak~~

a prediction of the output quality

of in-space die casting impossible.
an advantage or disadvantage.

Zero-g could therefore be

Experimental research is needed

in this area.
Whether on Earth or in space, die casting is a wellestabl ished technology, capable of high output (up to 100 pieces
per hour), and relatively easy to automate.

One piston

cha~ber

can feed several molds, either by indexing the molds or by using
a set of valves in the feed pipes.

The process can

produce

complex shapes with fine sections.
Die casting also has certain disadvantages.

The machinery

is massive even in zero-g, because the melds and mold-moving
equipment must contain high pressures, on the order of 70 MPa
(10,000 psi).

The equipment includes complex moving parts such

as the piston feed, molten-metal valves, opening and closing
systems for the molds, and ejection and handling systems for
the castings.
Cold-chamber die casting was chosen for the reference SMF
because this process is easy to automate and versatile, and
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because its high productivity mitigates the high mass and
procurement cost of the equipment.
Another option which should be mentioned is powder
metallurgy.

Suggested by some researchers as a possible in-space

prodLc.:ion process, powder metallurgy needs further research to
a$Se·~:.

its potential.

Currently the process requires massive

rquf p~ent to generate the high pressures requires to fuse the
1qetal powders.
~·arts

Another difficulty is that production of alloy

requires prior production of alloy powder, adding com-

plexi ~ y to the process.

Also, the handling and containment of

p1wder is difficult in zero-g.

Given a production layout for an

SMF which includes furnaces producing molten alloys, casting is
the simpler option.
in

~owder

However, if the SMF were to receive inputs

form, and no furnaces were needed, powder metallurgy

could bP. a favorable option.
5.5

BUSBAR PRODUCTION
As descrik-d in section 3.2.6, the busbars in the earth

baseline SPS are aluminum sheets 1 mm thick.
as possible, for maximum conductivity.

The Al is as pure

For convenience in manu-

f,1cturi11g and handling. the reference SMF manufactures the busbars as s:rips .7a m wide and 660 meters
SPS bay).

Th·~~fore

lo~g

(the length of one

2120 such strips form the required

length of 1.4 x 10 6 meters.

The .74 m width is chosen so that

busbar strips can be produced using exactly the same equipment
as ( - tte

structur~l

member ribbon {see section 5.3}, although

production

prc~edures

for these two outputs differ slightly.
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For busbar strips. the furnace produces pure (99.6+%} aluminum
rather than alloy; the rolling mill flattens the slabs to l mm
rather than 1.77 mm; and the rolls of busbar strip produced by
the roll winder each hold 660 m of strip, rather than whatever
length of structural member ribbon is appropriate

~o

the

beam-bu i 1der·.
Therefore the same production equipment can be used for
both outputs by alternating materials and production procedures.
However, the furnace and continuous caster must be drained
before switching from pure Al to Al alloy (or vice versa);
since this takes time and involves some loss of material, the
furnace and continuous caster should switch input materials only
occasionally.

If near-continuous production of both is required,

intermediate storage of slabs can feed the roll:ng mill, trimmer,
welder, and winder, or two furnaces and two casters can produce
both kinds of slabs simultaneously.
5.6

ELECTRICAL WIRE AND CABLE PRODUCTION

5.6.l:

Conductor Production:

As listed in Table 3.1, 670 tons

of wires and cables are produced by the SMF for one 10-GW SPS.
Th7;

::~~ludes

280 tons of insulation on the cables and wires

(see section 3.2.8).

These wires and cables serve as connectors

between strings of panels and as "interbay jumpers" in the SPS.
In addition, the klystron solenoids and the DC-DC converters
require 2780 tons of insulated wire for coils.
Given the production of 1 mm-thick pure Al ribbon for
busbar strips, as discussed in the section above, it is a
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relatively.simple matter to route this ribbon through a ribbon
slicer.

This slicer cuts the ribbon lengthwise into 1-mm-wide

strips.

Each of these strips is

can serve as electrical wire.

there~ore

1 mm by 1

m~,

and

The square cross-section is an

asset in coil-winding, since it leads to greater coil density.
As for the wires and cables
not affect performance.

~n

the SPS, wire cross-section should

If necessary, the width of the strips

can be increased, producing wires of rectangular cross-section,
with a variety of cross-sectional areas.

Or the 1-mm square

strips can be bunched together during the insulating process to
form cables.
There are two basic options for slicing the Al ribbon into
strips:

slicing rollers or beam cutters.

These options are

shown in Figure 5.28. The rollers use a blade-and-slot configuration to slice through the ribbon.

Slicing rollers offer

simplicity, low power requirement, small need for Earth inputs
(mostly lubricants).

However, the roller system is analogous

to a rolling mill, and the equipment is massive.
are not

a~

sharp as those cut by beams.

The cut edges

Also, the slicing

rollers must be changed to cut different strip widths.
Beam cutters vaporize a fine strip of material.
versatile;

They are

programming changes can alter the strip widths, or

the beam can cut across the ribbon to trim the ends.

Beam

cutters can also be used as welders, and can share spart parts
with beam welders.

However, electron beam cutters require

periodic filament replacement, and the filaments must come from
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Beam Cutters

Ribbon

Slicing
Rollers

R1bion
BEAM CUTTERS

SLICING ROLLERS
FIGURE 5.28:
Earth.

SLICING OPTIONS

Also, the vaporized material can be a significant kerf

loss, since the strips produced are only 1 mm wide.

In

addit~on,

this kerf vapor coats surrounding equipment, and may require
special containment.
The study group chose slicing rollers because of the relative advantages listed above, and because the high productivity
of the equipment mitigates its relatively high mass.
Once sliced, the wire strips are wound on spools and
either sent to the insulation winder or to intermediate storage.
Although the strip could be directly fed to an insulation winder,
this would put the entire production line at the mercy of a
breakdown in the slicing operation; also, the insulation winders
are high-speed machines, usually faster than ribbon slicers.
avoid vacuum welding of the wire on the spools, the spools are
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To

designed to keep successive windings from touching each other.
Another option is to do the slicing and winding in an oxygenbearing atmosphere which oxidizes (in milliseconds) the surface
of the wire, stabilizing it; however, this alternative would
require feeding the

ribh~ l

to the slicer through an airlock, an

excessive ccmplication.
5.6.2:

Insulation Production:

The choice of lunar materials

for electrical insulation is limited.

The constituents of the

plastics and most cloths used on earth are unavailable on the
Moon.

The only likely material is glass cloth, woven from drawn

S-glass fibers.
fibers.

Only certain types of glass can be drawn into

Silica glass is too brittle, and softens at too-high

temperatures.

One type of glass suitable for fibers is S-glass,

a mfxture of 65% Si0 2 , 25% A1 o3 , and 10% MgO. S1nce Si0 2 , Al,
2
Mg, and 0 are all SMF inputs produced by lunar refining, S-glass
can also be produced on the Noon, in 6.4-cm diameter rods.

The

task of the reference SMF is to convert these rods into glass
fibers, then weave those fibers into insulation cloth.
Glass fibers are pulled through dies from a melt of
sofL(ned glass.

One method investigated was the melting of S-

glass in a rotating furnace.

The molten glass would then be

fed to dies and drawn into fibers.

Although this method was

abandoned in favor of a simpler, more space-specific alternative,
it serves to illustrate the technical aspects of melting materials
unsuitable for inductive heating, such as S-glass.
furnace is shown in Figure 5.29.

The rotating

Similar in design to the
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- PRESSURE V~ss~L

ZIRCONIA PIPELINE
RoTATING CoNrAINER
CZJRCONIA)

ELECTRODE

s- GLASS P.ODS
11oLTEN S - GLASS

FIGURE 5.29:

CENTRIFUGAL FURNACE FOR S-GLASS

rotating furnace for metals (see

sec~ion

5.3.3), the S-glass

furnace consists of a rotating container and a set of nonrotating
feed and output systems.

Solid rods of S-glass are fed into

the soinning melt, and melt in turn by conduction.

The melt is

kept at the required temperature either by resistance heating
coils built into the rotating container wall, or by a current
pa~sed

through the melt between electrodes (as shown in the

figure).

In either option, the power must be fed to the

rotating container through sliprings or brush contacts.
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The suggested re·fractory material for the container wall is
stabilized zirconia (Zr0 2 ). This material is commonly used in
industry in a mixture with

~lumina

and silica called ZAS.

Zir-

conia alone is superior to ZAS in abrasion and corrosion resistance, but its unusual thermal expansion properties make it
impossible to use in brick form.

In space, where the loads on

the refractory are less, it should be possible to use thin walled
containers and pipes, thus avoiding the thermal expansion problem.

However, it is likely that the furnace and pipe11nes will

need to be replaced approximately once every year due·to abrasion
of the zirconia, and the study group feels more experimental

re~

search is needed to find better refractory materials.
Unless the S-glass is melted in an environment with oxygen
under pressure, the 510 2 fraction will decompose and form SiO
and o2 . The furnace is therefore surrounded by a container
filled with an oxygen-argon atmosphere which keeps the Si0 2 from
decomposing. The atmosphere is also used to drive the molten
S-glass through to output pipe by pressure differential.
argon reduces the fire risk from the oxygen.

The

However, at high

temperatures oxygen corrodes most electrodes (such as graph·ite)
very rapidly.

While electrodes are often replaced on Earth, in

space this would add to the Earth imports and furnace down-time,
and thus adversely affect the cost of the furnace.
i

Platinum-

ri di um-ruthenium alloys are a possibility, but research is needed

to find alloys that can withstand high temperature

o2 .

As mentioned above, this rotating furnace was rejected in
favor of a simpler, non-rotating system.
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The key factor allowing

the switch was the
pulling.

In the

relati~ely

low temperature required for fiber-

furnace, the S-glass must be heated

rotatin~

until its viscosity is low enr.ugh for the glass
the output pipe and around the input rods.

t~

flow through

However, glass fiber

pulling should be done from a cooler, far more viscous melt.

It

is theretore possible to use those viscous forces to keep the
soft glass in place, eliminating the need for centrifugal force.
The study group devised such a system for use in the reference SMF.

As shown in Fig. 5.JO, the glass fiber producer

consists of a tube of interior diameter slightly over 6.4 cm.
One end of the tube is capped by a multi-hole die.
end can be opened or closed by a piston.

The other

Rods of S-glass are

inserted into the tube and heated at the die end by resistance
coils in the tube wall.

The viscous molten glass fills the

end of the tube, and the

~iston

slowly pushes the rod into the

S-glass Rod
I

Multi-hole Die

/·
Piston

Tube

FIGURE 5.30:

Molten
Glass

I I

Glass
Fiber

GLASS FIBER PRODUCER
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Spool

melt as needed.
onto spools.

Glass fibers are drawn

thro~gh

The entire device is surrounded by

the die and wound
Because

va~uum.

of its simplicity and level of adaptation to the soace environment, the study group chose this option for the reference SMF.
The spools of glass fibers and the spools of Al wire are
loaded into an insulation winder which weaves
tion around wires or cables.

gla~s

cloth insula-

This device is similar to tubular-

weave :loth-making machines commonly used in industry t. Jay.
1

The insulated wire is then respooled for intermediate storage,
for use in further processes, or for shipment to asse!11t- 1 •· s i tgs
for SPS's or satellites.
5. 7.

KLYSTRON ASSEMBLY PRODUCT I ON

5.7.1:

The Klystron Assemblies:

Figure 5.31

sh~ws

a klystron

Col 1,ecto.r

Solenoid
Housing,
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assembly.

It cons1sts of a klystron module connectca by

heat p1pes to a radiator sheet.

~ix

The production of one 10-GW

SPS per year requ;res 2.04 x 10 5 such assemblies per year, or

roughly 700 assemblies per day on an 80% dut) cycle.
The klystron 1tself is a power amplifier
microwave frequency range.

operat;~g

It .eceives a reference RF

(which sets the frequency and pnase of the
power at var1ous voltages up to 40 KV.

~F

in

th~

in~ut

output), and DC

The klystron tube con-

sists of four principal sect1ons:

electron gun, body cavities,

focusing

These sections are schematized

soleno~~.

and collector.

in Fig. 5.:, ...
A fine beam of electrons is ?roduced by the electron
and directed through the body cavities

~Jn

towards the collector

plates (which are at a positive potential with respect to
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the

klys~ron

bcdy).

The purpose of the focusing solenoid is

to maintain the linearity of the long thin electron beam
overcoming its natural tendency to scatter.

On entering the

input (first) cavity, the electrons are subjected to a fl rctuating

electroma~netic

field -- supplied by the

source -- at a frequency of 2.45 GHz.

referenc~

RF

The effect of the field

is to alternately accelerate and decelerate electrons (depending on which point of the RF cycle an electron is subjected to)
resulting in

~lectron

bunching.

By selecting a suitable geo-

metry for subsequent cavities, the tube can be 'tuned' to increase the extent of the bunching effects, i.e. to amplify the
effect of the weak RF input.

At the output cavity the micro-

wave energy is extracted from the electron beam.
this

point~

Ideally, at

the current modulation of the beam is at a maximum.

The spent beam is co 1 1ected by the collector plates.

In _ddition to the four sections mentioned above, the klystron requires housings surrounding solenoid and collector.
These protEct the components from contamination and from microphonic noise, both of which reduce the klystron efficiency.
Figure 5.33 is a conceptual view of the 70
the earth baseline SPS (Ref. 5.42).

K~

klystron fGr

However, no detailed de-

sign exists for such a tube, and the preliminary design shown
is intended for production on

~arth,

from lunar materials at an SMF.

not large-scale production

For the klystron produced at

the SMF, lunar material substit:•tions are made as per the suggestions in tha JSC-GD study (Ref. 5.43}.
ties and collector ar.:i sole'loid ho si11"
1
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The

s~l~noid

. ·:; .'.\ 1 •
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REF:
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PART

4-1, •soLAR PowER SATEL~ITE -- SYSTEM DEFINITION Sruov•
II~ VoL. IV, BoEING CoMPANY~ NASA CoNTRACT NAS9-15196

FIGURE 5.33:

BASEl.INE KLYSTRON CONFIGURATION

solenoid poles are pure iron.

The solenoid coil windings are

Al wire insulated with glass cloth.
where no
by

l~nar

1

substitutions for

It is also assumed that

klystr~n

components are made

the JSC-GO study. thQSe parts are brought

fro~

Earth (i.e.

tungsten collector plates).
Sinre the klystron is 85% efficient (Ref. 5.1), each 70 KW
klystron requires one or more radiators.

In the earth baseline

design. two radiator; (one copper, one aluminum) are used, one
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for the cavity and solenoid sections, one for the collector
(Ref. 5.43, Figure X-7).

For ease of manufacture, the SMF

produces one aluminum radiator for both sections.

Careful

placement of heat pipes en the radiator sheet may make the use
of one radiator possible.

lf two separate radiators are re-

quired due to a difference in operating temperatures, the
radiator sheet can be cut into two during finai assembly of
the klystron and radiator.

In the earth baseline design, the

steel heat pipes from klystron to radiator are filled with
mercury.

For ease of manufacture, the heat pipes produced by

the SMF are made from pure aluminum (rather than the steel
suggested by the JSC-GO study).
rodes Al, another heat

pi~e

Since mercury strongly cor-

fluid must be substituted.

The

study group assumed that a suitable heat pipe fluid compatible
with aluminum could be developed; there appears to be no current substitute for
5.7.2:
design

mercu~y.

Klystron Production:
f'~

As mentioned above, no physical

a 70 KW SPS klystron exists, making the task of man-

ufacluring process definition highly speculative

at this time.

The study group approached the problem from two viewpoints.
First, in order to obtain some indication of essential production steps, details of the manufacture of a low power, X band.
two cavity klystron were studied, and the findinqs applied, by
extrapolation, to the hypothetical 6 cavity tube.
study

~earn

consulted industry about
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Second. the

the automated manufacture

and assembly of complex machinery.

The team then estimated the

feasibility, cost, complexity. and productivity levels of an
automated power tube assembly operation by these

meQ~s.

A com-

parison of production methods currently used fn the power tube
industry (Refs. 5.44, 5.45), and the anticipated requirements
for an SMF reveals some important differences.
At present time, power tube manufacture is a largely labor
intensive process -- skilled labor being used widely in machining,
assembly, and testing operations.

Production rates of any

given klystron design may be of the order of only 100 to 200
tubes per year.

In contrast,

~he

SMF production requires auto-

mated units with klystron production rates of about 700 tubes
per day.

Additionally, manufacturing techniques currently in

use are largely based upon the use of copper alloys, and changes
or adaptions must be made to allow the use of lunar derived
materials in the SMF.

Finally, the product of today tends to

be of relatively low power output (less than 50 KW) compared
to the SPS klystron (70 KW output).

Therefore klystron design

should be adapted to automated production from lunar materials.
The main klystron solenoid cavity will be die cast from
lunar derived Al.

The casting will

~~elude

that of the cavfties.

which would normally be milled separately on earth.

Although

die casting can produce components to within .Bi of their nominal
dimensions,

it is anticipated that some final machining of the

cavities will be required to come within the tolerance require-
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ments.

Additionally a polishing

will be necessary,

pr~cess

since surface finish is a contributor to good tube efficiency.
To allow for cooling of the cavities, cooling channels must
be drilled transversely across the webs between the cavities.
The baseline design allowed for the use of a heat pipe -cooling
system opeatfng at 500°C with a mercury coolant fluid.

This _

would require an additional produrtfon step -- the plating of
of the coolant channels with a protective
tho~·•h

copp~r

coating.

tt.-

other liquid metals could be used in the heat pipe, all

have some adverse reaction with aluminum.

As

mentlone~

In the

section above, the study group assumed the development of an
alternative heat pipe fluid compatible with

alumlnu~.

This

removes the need for plating the coolant chdnnels.
[Note:

A modification to the coolant system currently

being suggested by the Boeing Company (Ref. 5.46) is to use a
300°C active cooling system (using

I

Dowtherm-A coolant) in

the solenoid cavity, and a 500°C active (nitrogen) cooling system for the collectors.

According to Boeing, in addition to

improved maintainability there is a 33% mass reduction.
active cooling system
in a failure analysis.

sho~s

The

advantages over a heat pipe system

However, the study group decided to

stay close to the baseline SPS

desi~n,

and therefore kept the

heat pipes.]
In both of the machining stages mentioned above, debris
removal must be done to prevent accumulations from clogging
machinery, and contaminating the workpiece.
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In a zero-g en-

vironment, any dust or particles left within the

cav~ties

will,

when the tube is in operation, be attracted by the predominant
electrostatic force of the electron gun, significantly reducing
the output of the tube.

To avoid this potential problem; 'clean

room' conditions throughout the manufacturing process are required.
Some machining of the klystron output cavity is anticipated
to ease the fitting of a
tube-waveguide interface.
tions of a pressure

s~al

cerz~ic

window, and a close tolerance

The ceramic window serves the funcfor the tube, and as a rneans of pre-

venting contaminants from entering the cavities via the waveguide.

Whether or not the window will be required for in-space

operation of tubes is uncertain.
The focusing and refocusing solenoids are coils of insulated
wire (produced elsewhere in the SMF, see Sec 5.6).

They are

wound onto the cavity block by conventional wire-winding equipment.
In order to complete the magnetic circuit, soft iron pole
pieces must be flush fitted to the ends of the solenoid and the
klystron body.

The pole pieces are cast, machined (if necessary)

and electron beam welded into position.

In the reference SMF,

the study group chose to die-cast the solenoid pole pieces.
Molten Fe is produced from input rods of lunar iron by an iron
furnace.

This furnace is also used to produce SENDUST alloy

for DC-DC converter cores (see Sec. 5.8).
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The furnace design

is similar to the aluminum furnace described in Sec. 5.3.3.

The

molten Fe is pumped through a refractory pipe to a die caster.
This die caster produces 448,000 solenoid poles (800 tons total)
for one 10-GW SPS.

This output is very low by earth-based die-

caster standards, and this unit is therefore a small device.
At this

point the klystron radiators and heat pipes are

attached to the solenoid cavity block.

The production of these

radiators and heat pipes is discussed in the next section.

The

design of the interface between the heat pipes and the solenoid
cavtty block needs further

inv~stigation.

Klystron production stages beyond these employ components
obtained from Earth.

To minimize wastage cf earth components,

cold testing of the cavities (using an RF probe) is done at this
point:

the units failing the test are discarded without loss

of earth imports.

In fact, each production stage is followed

by quality control in order to minimize losses.
After the fitting

~nd

assembly of a variety of earth com-

ponents (e.g. high-voltage ceramic seals, modulating anode collector, cathode connector, heater·, output waveguides, vacuum
ion connector, cavity tuning components, internal cabling,
assembly hardware, electron gun, collector), the whole klystron
is encased within solenoid and collector housings.

These ·

housings are pure aluminum, and they are each die-cast in two
parts, so that they can be assembled around the klystron, allowing the passage of heat pipes.

Consultations with Mr. Art

Kelly of Raytheon Company's Microwave & Power Tube Division in-
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df cated that the housing for a power tube needs to be or. the
order of 1 cm thick to prevent microphonic noise
hence castings are used rather than formed

probl~ms;

s~eets.

The completed klystron is conventionally taken
stages of final processing.

throug~

3

First, in 'bakeout• the tube is

heated to its working temperature in an attempt to liberate
any gases which may have been trapped within the metal from
which the tube is formed.

The purpose of this outgasing is to

ensure that no gases are liberated when the tube is in operation
which would reduce the internal vacuum level and thus allow
breakdown and arcing.

The necessity for 'bakeout• in space

operations is not clear, since the tube could be operated without a ceramic window, allowing the ambient vacuum to pump away
any gases libtrated within the tube during operation.

This re-

mains a matter for the tube designer, and for some in-space
testing.
Second, in processing, the cathode and the collectors

are

subjected to steadily increasing voltages

(up to the working

values) in an attempt to 'age' the tube.

This stage would pro-

bably be necessary in space manufacture as well.
Third, tests on the klystron -- with working voltage applied -- are made in order to verify tuning, operating effictency, etc.

Should it be possible to produce an extremely

reliable, highly automated system, it

may be acceptable to

employ random sampling methods -- in order to avoid the hour-
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long testing of every tube.

Klystrons meeting the quality con-

trol requirements would be sent to output storage -- ultimately
for dispatch to the SPS construction site.

The current tube

wastage rate (due to manufacturing flaws) is around 7%.
In general, the feasibility of the design of a highly automated klystron production facility looks promisir.g.

The tube

itself would have to be specifically designed, though, for ease
of manufacture in space (notably with a reduction in the overall
number of components).

Many of the expected operations are

current Earth processes (casting, drilling, machining, winding,
fastening).

Conventional welding techniques would be replaced

by the more space-specific {and more accurate) electron beam
welding.

Raytheon Co. {Ref. 5.47) has produced an experimental

all-aluminum magnetron using EB welding.

The magnetron; though

simpler is design than the klystron, requires assembly techniques
and tolerances on the same order.
5.7.3:

Klystron Radiator and Heat Pipe Production: Given the

production of 1-mm-thick pure Al ribbon for busbars {see Sec.
5.5), it is relatively simple to convert pieces of that ribbon
to 1-mm-thick pure Al radiator sheets.

The ribbon must first

be end-cut and edge-trimmed to rroduce straight-edged rectan-·
gular sections.

These sections are then welded together to

form the radiator sheets.
Earth baseline klystron radiators have a combined {collector
and solenoid radiators) area of 2.57 m2 (Ref. 5.43, Figure X-7).
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They can therefore be replaced by a sheet of Al 2.15 m x 1.44 m
(20% margin addej

LO

allow replacement by a single radiator).

Therefore the .74 m wide ribbon coming from the rolling mill
is end-cut into pieces 2.15 m long, and edge-trimmed to width

.72 m.

Two such pieces can then be welded edge to edge to

produce the radiator •.
As in the structural member ribbon production, to make the
edges straight-cut and smooth for welding, beam cutters are
used on the ribbon (see Sec. 5.3.6).

EB welders are also used

to weld the edges of the pieces together, because the hf gh
quality of the weld makes the flow of heat
easier.

ac~oss

the seam

As is the structural member ribbon production, the

welders first tackweld the edges together in several places
along their length; then the edges are entirely welded.

The

tackwelds resist thermal deformations during welding, keeping
the edges aligned during the process.
The next step is the application of
face of the radiator sheet.

h~at

pipes to the sur-

On Earth heat pipes are commonly

sealed tubes, lined with a wick, or striated along their inside
surfaces.
case

~he

The heat pipe fluid boils at the 'hot'
klystron),

tr~vels

'cold' end (the radiator).

~nd

(in this

down the tube, and condenses on the
The fluid is then returned to the

'hot' end in liquid form by capillary action 1n the wick or
striations.

The heat transfer is accomplished fn the phase

changes at the ends of the pipe, and the entire pipe stays at
roughly the same temperature.
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Although a wick can be manufactured at the SMF from glassfiber cloth (glass-fiber cloth is used for electrical ins•!lation -- see Sec. 5.6), this would require two extra production
steps, the manufacture of the wick and its insertion into the
finished heat pipe.

Striations are a simpler alternative, since

the1r production takes one step which can possibly be combined
with the pipe-forming process.

The problem with striations is

that it is very difficult to extend them across a joint in the
pipe.

The striations on each side of the joint would have to

be precisely lined up before joining, to produce uninterrupted
capillary paths.

This is unlikely fn automated production.

Special joints can remedy the problem, but these are difficult
to manufacture and would therefore have to oe brought from
Earth.
The study group therefore devised a striated heat pipe configuration with uninterrupted striations from radiator to klystron.

To eliminate

differ~ntial

expansion between heat pipe

and radiator, the heat pipe material is pure aluminum.

The

pure Al heat pipe can then be formed from the available 1-mm
thick Al ribbon (used for busbars, electrical wires, and
radiators).
The principal component of the heat pipe is the 'heat pipe
segment,' the striated continuous piece from radiator to klystron.

Its production steps are illustrated in Ff£. 5.34.

First, 1-mm thick, .74 m-wide Al ribbon is sliced into strips
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.lS meters wide.

This step can be combined with the slicing

of electrical wire (see Sec. 5.6), using the

s~me

equipment.

The strips are end-cut every 3.5 meters, forming 3.5 x .25 x
.001 m pieces.

These pieces are then striated along their

center sections by striating rollers (a design similar to the
slicing rollers).

R1asoN Cu"JNG

STRIATION

fORM RoLLI NG

c

)

.125
FINAL

FIGURE 5.34:

M

CRoss-S~cTJON

BASIC STEPS IN HEAT PIPE SEGMENT PRODUCTION

One end of eacn piece is left unstriated; this will become the
closed end on the surface of the radiator.
are then form-rolled to the

cross-secti~n

The pipe segments
shown.

tip, however, is left unrolled and remains flat.
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The unstriated

The other components of the heat pipe are the
itself and a 'heat pipe ribbon', with
.001 meters.

Fig. 5.35.

dimension~

The assembled configuration is

i1

1

~adfator

sheet

1.6 x .125 x
~strated

in

The radiator end of the heat pir:.: segment is welded

onto the radiator sheet, closing that end of the pipe.

Beyond

the edge of the sheet, the heat pipe segment is bent over, to
reach the expected position of the klystron (relative to the
radiator).

The heat pipe segment is

th~n

closed (from the edge

of ·he radiator sheet to the klystron end of the pipe) by welding

(Only one of six
heat pipes shown)

Heat Pipe
Ribbon

CrossSecti on

Heat Pipe· Segment
Heat Pipe
Segment

Radiator Sheet
FIGURE

5.35:

Cross .. secti on

KLYSTRON HEAT PIPE DESIGN
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the edges of the heat pipe r1bbon to the heat pipe
and the end of the heat pipe
sheet.

~egment,

to the edge of the

~1bbon

~adiator

As in earlier pr·!cision welding (see Sec. 5.3.6), elec-

tron beam welders are used to assemble the heat pipe.
This heat pipe design offers a number of advantages 1n manufacture, particularly the use of Al ribbon already available,
relativ~ly

inputs.

simple assembly procedure, and the

However, as mentioned above, it requires the

ment of a cooling
mer~ury,

absence of Earth

~luid

~evelop

with a bciling po:nt close to that of

but which will not co·rode aluminum.

Also, the

he~t

pipe uesign, though conceptually similar to striated heat pipes
used on Earth,

5.8:
5.8. 1:

sh~uld

be tested and refined as needed.

DC-DC CONVFRTER ASSEMBLY PRODUCTION
The DC-DC

Con~erters:

earth baseline and lunar

Th~

material SPS's both feed DC power from the solar array
transmitting antennas through power busses
40 KV.
0C

The system therefore requires DC-DC
to the necessary voltages.

. 5 • 48 ,

converter~

at roughly

pa ges 52 - 6 7 ~· •
to step down the

This is done by first changing

the input power to AC through a 20 KHz

switching circuit using

silicon controlled rectifiers or power transistors.
is then stepped down by a transformer.
then

the

This power must be fed to the klystrons at a range of

vo l ta ges from '. 0 KV down to 3 0 V ( Re f

40 KV

opera~in9

t~

rectified and filtered back to DC.

Th~

voltage

The various outputs are
The

co~version

effi-

ciency is expected to be on the order of 90-95%, and the DC-DC
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converters therefore require radiators to release waste heat.
The eJrth baseline SPS uses aluminum radiators 360 m2 in area
(Ref. 5.48, page$ 66-67), with dimensions 9 x 40 meters.

Coolin1

fluid is routed from the DC-DC convert:r to the radiator throug~
a series of pipes along the surface of the radiator.
Switching circuits, rectifiers, filters, control systems,
heat exchangers, and coolant pumps are too complicated for SMF
manufactcr~,

and therefore come from Earth.

The SMF produces

the transformer core and windings, and the DC-DC converter
For the production of each 10-GW SPS, 461 trans-

radiator.

formers and 461 radiators are required (as listed in Table 3. 1).
5.8.2:
f~r

Transformer

P~oduction:

The lunar-material substitution

the earth-baseline transformer core material is SENDUST

{851 Fes

1

0% Si, 53 Al), as per the suggestion of the JSC-GD

stuJy (Ref. 5.43).

~onsultations

Systems Engineering Laboratory
tional

Magn~t

an~

with

t~e

MIT Electric Power

the MIT Francis Bitter Na-

Laboratory ider.tified one alternative, a ferrite

core made of powdered metal; however, this requires zinc from
Earth and a complicated manufacturing process.

In general, the

used of 20 KHz alternating as transformer input makes con1entional core materials

unsuitable~

For example, pure iron lam-

inated cores cannot be usP.d above 400 Hz because eddy current
losses are too great.
laminations .25 mm

Adding silicon to the iron and using

t~ick

decreases the

losses~

but it is unknown

whether i t decrea;es the losses enough to use at 20 KHz.
high frequency was picked for the earth ha.eline to reduce
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This

transformer mass.

However, little data is available

former materials in this

range.

freq~ency

the SENDUST core was a1ailable to the

5~udy

Each transformer core masses 2.2 tons.

o~

trans-

No information on
group.
The

lo~

production

rate for one 10-GW SP5 per year (461 cores/year or 1.3 cores/day)
allows slow production processes with human operation.
study group therefore chose to cast the cores in a
transformer core caster.
in

~

The

specialized

The SENDUST alloy is first produced

melting furnace similar to the furnace used to melt and

alloy aluminum (see Sec. 5.3).

This iron alloying furnace is

also occasionally used to produce pure iron for the klystron
solenoid pole pieces.

The molten SENDUST alloy is fed to the

transformer core caster by electromagnetic pump, through a
pipe made of graphite (to resist corrosion by the liquid iron).
The caster mold has dimensions roughly l x 2 x 3 meters, to
hold the entire core.
To accomodate the fluid

cool~ng

pierced by coolant channels.

system, the core must be

Since it is difficult to produce

large castings with long channels through them, the study group
chose to drill coolant channels through the cores.
quires

chip-~andling

systems.

Transformer coils are then wound onto the core.
made

~rom

This re-

These are

aluminum wires insulated with glass-fiber cloth, pro-

duced at the SMF (see Sec. 5.6).

Conventional equipment,

slightly modified for use in space, is adequate for the winding
process.
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The final step f s the assembl." , t the DC-DC converter parts
brought from Earth to the

ed transformer.

manufact~

Assembly

techniques depend on the design of the parts, but they should
not pose any

diffic~lties.

The completed DC-DC converters are

shipped to t.t. SPS assembly site.
5.8.3:

Production~

Radiator

Due to their large size and mass

(roughly 9 x 40 meters and 1.2 tons), the DC-DC converter radiators are shipped

~eparately

from the DC-DC converters, and the

two components are connected together at the SPS assembly site.
Given the production of 2.15 x 1.44 m klystron radiators at the

SMF (see Sec. 5.7.3),

it

is relatively simple to build the DC-

DC converter radiators from such Al sheets.

Since the total

requirement of DC-DC converter radiators for one 10-GW SPS is
low (461 pieces massing 550 tons},

it

is

econo~ically

necessary

to keep dedicated production proresses for these radiators to
a minimum.

Therefore use of klystron radiator production equip-

mtnt to make sections of DC-DC converter radiator is a significant advantage.

Therefore

pure Al sheet pieces. with dimen-

sions 2. 15 x l.44 x .001 Meters, are laid out in a rectangular
array, 7 sheets

17 sheets, and welded edges-to-edges to form
2
a continuous sheet 10.08 x 36.55 m (area 368 m ). As in the
by

production of klystron radiators, electron beam welders are
used to tack-weld and weld the pieces together.

Since the

simultaneous welding of 119 sheets together is technically difficult, the radiator is built up in sections.
The

radiator~

also require an array of pipes to channel
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cooling fluid across the radiator, as destribed in Sec. 3.2.9
and shown in Fig. 5.36.

The design of the pipes resembles the

design of the klystron heat pipes (see Sec. 5.7.3).

However,

unlike the klystron heat pipes, the radiator pipes are not
striated, and they are form-rolled to the cross-section shown
in Fig. 5.34 along their entire length, then end-trimmed by an
EB cutter fer end-to-end welding.
the radiator pipes are

prod~c~d

like the klystron heat pipes,

fr~w-

1-mm thick, .25-m wide Al

ribbon, sliced from the .74-m wide ribbon produced by the rolling
mill; and the radiator pipe is form-rolled by
ment as the klystron
Once

th~

same equip-

heat pipes.

form-rolled

and end-trimmed, the radiator pipes are

welded end-to-rri onto the surface of the radiator sheet. to
form nine
in other

par~

~ipes

preci~1or

along the length of the

welding process, EB welders

~adiator.

ar~

f.s

used to

attach the pipes to the sheet and to each other.
To join the er.ds of the pipes together. so that the radiator
may receive and return coolant fluid through two pipes, a manifold is attached to the pipes and to the radiator sheet at each
end.
caster

This manifold is also produced at the SMF
~sed

by

the die

for klystron housings, solenoid cores and poles, and

end joints and joint clusters (see Sec. 5.4).
cast from pure

Al~

Each manifold is

in five parts (to reduce the mold sizes re-

quired in the die caster).

The manifold parts are welded to the

radiator sheet, to the radiator pipes, and to each other with
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Radiator

DC-DC Converter Radiator:.
Aluminum Sheet

= 995

Mass/ra~iator

kg

Total Radfator Mass
• 1220 kg

Radfator Pfp_e:

Made from .25 x .001 m
Al Rf bbon
Total length/radf ator

.OOlra-V'-

.125 m

_. 310.5

Ill

·Mass/radiator • 21 o lg

Bant fold:

:'.

I

0

8.12 m

Hanf fold cast fn 5 pieces
from Al .001 m thick
2 Manifolds/rad~ator
Hass/radiator = 15 kg (est.)

FIGURE 5.36:

DC-DC CONVERTER RAliIATOR DESIGN
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EB welders.
The completed DC-DC converter radiators are shipped to the

SPS assembly

sit~.

Due to their large size, handling them

within the SMF is df fficultp suggesting that the assembly station for these radiators should be near

the SMF output load-

ing area, to minimize internal transport requirements.
5.9:

WAVEGUIDE PRODUCTION

5.9.l:

Waveguide Material Alternatives:

The earth-baseline

waveguides are trapezoidal cross-section boxes made from graphite/epoxy (G/E) composite.

The interior surfaces are coated

with a layer of conductive aluminum.

The trapezoidal cross-

section allows stacking of the box sections for transportation.
For ease of manufacture, the study group substituted retangular
cross-section boxes.

The cross-sectional dimensions are .093 x

.06 meters and the lengths of the boxes vary according to their
location on the transmitting antenna.
As discussed in the JSC-GD study (Ref. 5.43), the important
design criterion in waveguides is the close dimensional tolerance
required for proper waveguide operation.

The waveguides must

be able to maintain these tolerances during the thermal cycling
due to the transmitting antennas' once-a-day rotation in the
sunlight.

The JSC-GD study calculates a maximum permissible

coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) of 3.b x 10'6 m/m-°K for
waveguide material, to stay within allowable distortions during
thermal cycling.
Given this maximum CTE, the only lunar material with an
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acceptable CTE is silica glass (CTE

= 2.9

x

106

m/m-°K).

The

JSC-GO 5tydy 5u99Psts that waveguides be ~ade of foamed glass,
to avoid shattering of ~ure glass waveguides due to meteoritic
impact.

In foamed glass, the gas bubbles serve as crack-stop-

pers. containing the effects of the impacts.
For the purposes of this study, the research team accepted
the suggestion of the JSC-GD study, and included the production
of foamed glass waveguides in the reference SMF.

There are,

however, a number of other promissing material options wh1ch
require further study; these options are listed in Table 5J2.
TABLE 5.12:
Waveguide Options

WAVEGUIDE MATERIAL OPTIONS
Advantages

Disadvantages

All waveguides

oCan be baseline
brought from Earth
waveguides
Some waveguides
oCan satisfy CTE
from Earth, others
requirements with
from lunar materials simpler SMF operat ions
oEstabl ished techPure glass
no logy
oSimple manufacture
No earth inputs
Pure glass with
oExisting techno logy
woven fiber prooSimple manufacture
tection
No earth inputs
oResists Shattering
Composite with
fibers from Earth,
matrix from Moon
Composite, all
>•riar
*Foamed glass

oHigh transportation
costs
oMay not be possible
Requires earth inputs
o Requires extra repair
on SPS
oMay not resist
meteorite shattering

o Requires earth inputs
oSuch composite may
not be possible
oMay require complex
production
oResists shattering oSuch composite may
not be possible
oNo earth inputs
oMay require Earth
oExisting techinputs
no logy
oResists shattering o Some wastage of
material
o Requires dust-handling
systems

*Chosen for the reference SMF
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The first option is

to bring the waveguides from Earth.

They can then be baseline G/E waveguides.
3.2, the

wavegui~es

As listed in Table

for one 10-GW SPS (without growth margin)

mass 4314 tons, or 61 of the SPS mass.

In the lunar-material

SPS, the expected earth inputs are 8000 tons (see Sec. 3.3).
Therefore the additional

importatio~

would raise that input by 54%.

of waveguides from Earth

Since the cost of that increase

involves issues of transportation system design and propellant
availability, this tradeoff

is outside the scope of this study.

Second, it may be possible to use earth-origin waveguides
in some sections of the antennas and lunar-material waveguides
with higher CTE's in other locations.

The calculation of the

maximum allowable CTE in the JSC-GD study was done for waveguides near the center of the antenna.

However, the thermal

histories and dimensions of the waveguides vary according to
location on the antenna, and therefore waveguides in other locations may have higher allowable CTE's.

If this is the case,

some of the materials suggested for structural members {see
Tabie 5.8 and 5.9) may be suitable for some of the waveguides,
and their production processes may be simpler than those of
other options.

One possiblity suggested by Mr. Arthur Yarranton

of Raytheon Co. {Ref. 5.49) is the use of ceramic materials such
as alumina (CTE

= 6.3

x 10-6 m/m-°K).

Such waveguides are cur-

rently commercially available, and their production is relatively
simple.
however.

Their resistance to meteoritic shattering is unknown,
For those antenna sections with low CTE requirements
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the waveguides could be brought from Earth.

Since the cost of

this concept involves the transportation issues mentioned above
and requires extensive

calculations of the thermal

charact~r-

istics of the SPS transmitting antenna, evaluation of this option is beyond the scope of this study.
The third option is the use of pure glass made entirely from
lunar materials.

Such glasses can range in quality from pure

silica, to S-glass (65% Si0 2 , 25~ A1 2 o3 , 10% MgO), to natural
lunar glass (separated from lunar soil and sent to the SMF).
The structural requirements on waveguides are low, and therefore
any glasses with acceptable CTE's would probably be suitable.
CTE's for commercial glasses on Earth range from .8 x 106 m/m-°K.
(silica) to 100 x 106 m/m-°K. S-glass has CTE 2.9 x 106 m/m-°K.
One advantage cf this option is that production of pure glass
pieces is an established technology.

Some production processes

are unlikely for SMF use, such as floating molten

gla~s

on

molten metal {see Sec. 5.2.4); but glass sheet can be rolled,
or glass sections can be extruded.

Thus manufacture can be re-

latively simple, though achieving the required tolerances would
require careful machining and

asse~bly.

Another advantage is

that the process wnuld require r.o earth inputs, since the components of acceptable glasses (e.g. S-glass) are found on the
Moon.

The important disadvantage of this option is that wave-

guides made from pure glass will shatter when hit by meteorites.
This would

ther~fore

increase the need for replacemert of broken

waveguides during SPS operations, requiring production of re-
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placement waveguides, and

ad~in3

to the cost of SPS maintainance.

The calculation of that cost increase is outside the scope of
this study, however. and time constraints kept the study group
from designing a production sequence for pure-glass waveguirles.
A fourth option is the production of pure glass waveguides
covered with a protective layer of glass cloth.

Such cloth is

produced at the SMF for electrical insulation (see Sec. 5.6).
This option shares the advantage of the pure-glass option abnve,
and in addition may resist meteoritic shattering.

However, the

principal disadvantage is that this shatter-resistance is not
guaranteed.

The cloth cannot serve as a

as a shield against impacting

me~eorites.

cr~ck-stopper,

but only

The cloth may indeed

stop small particles, but it is possible that these small partitles would not causP the glass to shatter anyway.
l~r3e

cloth.

~nough

to

s~atter

Particles

the glass may do so right through the

Experimer:tal researd. is needed to assess this

poss i bi 1i ty.
The fifth material option is a composite material with fibers
from Earth and the matrix from the Moon.

If the lunar matrix

is a high-CTE material, such as aluminum or titanium, then the
earth fibers shou1d be graphite (negative CTE) to bring the
composite CTE down to the required value.
however, may require

SJ

This combination,

much graphite that it offers no sig-

nificant savings over bringing complete waveguides from Earth.
If the matrix is lunar glass (such as S-glass), then its CTE
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is low enough, and the fibers are included for shatter-resistance
(crack-stopping)
reasons.

rather than structural or thermal expansion

The fibers can therefore be a low percentage of the

waveguide mass.

There are three disadvantages to the earth-

f1ber/1unar-matrix composites.
puts.

First, they require earth in-

Second, there is no guarantee that a

bination of fiber and matrix can be found.

compatitl~

com-

Adhesion between

fiber and matrix is necessary if the material is to retain its
structural properties, and such adhesion is highly specu1at;ve
at this time.

The third disadvantage is that the conventional

process of dipping fibers into a matrix-material bath is un1 ikely for SMF use (see Sec. 5.2.4).

The production of the

composite would therefore require a more space-specific process
(e.g. vapor deposition), thus

co~plicating

fabrication.

The

issues of fiber-matrix adhesion and space-specific composite
production

need experimental research.

Because of the un-

certainties discussed above, the study group discarded this
option; however, this alternative deserves further study.
The sixth option is all-lunar composites.

Due to the

limited variety of materials available, the choices are few.
The only materials apparently suitable for fiber production
are glasses (such as S-glass) and metals.

Metal-metal composites

have high CTE's. Although metal-fiber/glass-matrix composites
coul~

have adequate CTE's, production seems unlikely since the

metal fibers melt at lower temperatures than the glass.
makes the bath process

This

unusable, although it is technically
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simple in lunar gravity.

It may be possible to vapor deposit

glass onto metal fibers without melting them, but this has not
been verified.

Therefore metal fibers are an unlikely possi-

bility.
If the fibers are made from S-glass, however, they can perhaps be imbedded in metal or glass matrices.

However, the

S-glass/metal matrices composites suggested for SPS structural
members have too-high CTE's (see Table 5.9).

The most likely,
S-glass in titanium ~atrix, has a CTE of 5.9 x l0- 6m/m°K. Fi-

nally, glass fibers could be imbedded in a glass matrix, provided that a process could be devised to apply one to the other
without destroying the fibers.

Possibly the fibers could be

made from a glass with a higher melting point than that of
the matrix glass.
The principal disadvantage of all of the lunar-material
composites is that they are apparently untried combinations.
rl 'J

d a t a was av a il a b1e to th e s tu dy g r o up on th e l i ke 1 i ho o d o f

fiber-matrix adhesion of these various combinations.

It may

therefore be very difficult to produce an adequate all-lunar
composite.
this option.

Due to this uncertainty, the study group discarded
However, should later research answer some of the

questions raised above, the all-lunar composites may be a likely
alternative for waveguides and other components.
The seventh option (chosen for the refer2nce SMF) is foamed
glass.

The characteristics of the material and its pruduction
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sequence were described in some detail in Sec. 5.3.1.

For the

prcduction of waveguides, this material shares some of the advantages listed

in structural member production;

isting technology, low mass of waveguides
options.

r~lative

low CTE, exto some other

Foamed glass also resists meteoritic shattering.

also shares some disadvantages:

it requires

earth-inp~t

It

foaming

agents, unless such agents can be produced from lunar materials;
and the w.achining operations produce an abrasive dust which
requires dust-handl;ng systems to protect the equipment.

In

addition, there is some wastage of material, due to kerf losses
in cutting operations (described below).
As mentioned above, the waveguides require an interior coat-.
ing of conductive aluminum.

Since pure Al is available at the

SMF, no substitution is necessary.
5.9.2:

Wave uide Manufacture:

Consultations with Pittsburgh

Corning :o. (Ref. 5.50) have confirmed the possibility of manufacturing foamed glass with the required coeffic1ent of thermal
expansion.
as low

a~

Foamed ylass is currently manufactured with CTE's
2.8 x 10 -7 m/m-°K. It is also possib 1e to manufacture

dense foamed glass suitable for machining to the required tolerances.

However, glasses with both properties (CTE and ma-

chinability) in combination are still in development.

At the

present time, information regarding the foaming of these
is proprietary.
basic processes

glas~es

The study group therefore assumed that the
~urrently

used for foamed-glass production (de-

scribed in Si.:. 5.3.l} could be modified to produce waveguide
materia".
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The method of waveguide

~ahufacture

which the foamed glass is produced.

on the shape in

Severul such shapes and

methods are illustrated in Fig. 5.57.
f~

depe~ds

Tha simolest method Yauld

m the glass around a fefractory mold, producing molded lhan-

nel sections.

The channel sections would then be

machi~ed

to

the appropriate tolerances, and coated on the inside wfth Al.
A machined slab of foamed glass, coated with Al, would then be
added to complete the

box.

wavegui~~

However, the molding of

foamed glass in such shapes is not in common practice today,
primarily because of difficulties in matching the coefficients
of thermal expansion of foamed glass and mold.
materials

~hich

Those mold

do have apµropriate CTE's tend to bond with

the foamed glats during cooling.

A>

It may be possible to coat

D1REcT r~LDING

\·

B) CUT SHEET

MOLDED CH~JINEL

MACHINED SL.AB

C) MILLED

BLOCK

MILLED CHANNEL

FIGURE

S.37:

POSSIBLE FOAMED-GLl\SS SHAPES_£._OR WAVEGUIDES
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thr mQlds prior to foaming to alleviate the bonding problem,
bilt

~uch

~oatings

would probably require earth inputs.

The second method is to produce thin
machine the

box

s~eets

gla~s,

of foamed

sides from the sheet, and construct the wave-

guide from the machined components (after Al-coating).
th~ molten-tin-~~th

met~od

Although

described in Sec. 5.3.l does produce

foamed-glass sheets, these sheets are thicker than required for
waveguidP.s.
i~~icat~

Cons~ltaticns

with

Pitt~burgh-Corning

(Ref. 5.50)

that direct product:Jn of thin sheets is difficult due

to breakage problems during cooling.

Sheets of fcamed

not commercially produced at the present time.

~

1

ass

are

Conventionally,

foamed glass is produced in blocks from which specific shapes
are machined.

For the production of this slabs,

thi~

leads to

wastage during block sawing and during slab machining; this
wastage is estimated at 30% of the block material.
to avoid

brea~age

In addition,

during cutting and handling, the minimum

thickness which could be practically produced is estimated to
be 2.5 mm (Ref. 5.50).
sugg~~ted

This is roughly

~.8

times the thickness

by the JSC-GD study (Ref. 5.43).

The third alternative is to produce large blocks of foamed
glass, then mill channe1s through the blocks.
w~t:.

After coating

aluminum, the channels are closed by coated

machin~d

slabs.

Though conceptuJlly simple, this approach generates a large
q~antity

of waste dust and debris.

handiing and

r~processing

Due to the difficulties in

such waste, this o;tion is unlikely

for SMF use.
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The study group chose the production of foamed glass blocks,
followed by the cutting and machining of individual slabs.
ter coating with aluminum, these
bled into waveguide boxes.
conventi~nai

2.5-mm-~h1ck sl~bs

Af-

are assem-

The study group felt that this more

procPss was more likely to produce foamed glass

with the requisite propertfes and

tolerances; since such glas-

ses are still in development 9 the study group felt that the
choice of advanced production processes would stretch the

tec~

r.ical uncertainty uncomfortably far.
Currently foamed glass is cut wfth saws made from hard alloys

s~ch

as tungsten carbide (Ref. 5.28).

This prucess pro-

duces an abrasive kerf dust, which requires special handling
syst(ms in zero-g; and sawing is limited in the surface flatness of the output.

Oes~ite

these drawbacks, the study group

chose sawcutting for the referen~e SNF.

The alternative of

laser cutting was discarded because of its large mass and
power requirement.

Electr~n

beam cutters, used in many

p~rts

of the S~f, ar~ unsuit~ble for foa~ed-glass cutting, since.
glass is a poor electric~l conductor, and the elPctrons cannot
be

returned to the EB gun cathode.
As described in Ref. 5.51. waveguides operating at a fre-

~uency

of 2.45 GH1

6.7 microns thick.

requ~re

an interior coating of aluminum

Althouqh the

slow-cut surfaces may be flat

enough to meet dimensional requirements, they are not smooth
enough for coatirg, due to the exposed bubbles on the surfaces.
There exist several methods to

produc~
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foamed-glass blocks with

smooth-glass surfaces (Ref. 5.25L

t:owever .. these techniques

are applied during the foaming, and are therefore unusable an
cut sheets.

Also, the smooth-9lass/foamed-glass interface is

subject to stresses during cooling, possibly requiring longer
cooling cycles.

The study group therefore decided to use

lasers tosmooth the surface by fusing or burning off irregular1t i es.

This concept carries some technical uncertainty. and

the smoothing operation might require addition of glass
to the surface (e.g. by vapor deposition) prior to laser

smoothing.

These issues need experimental research, particu-

larly because foamed glass with the needed properties has

~ot

yet been developed, and its properties in a smoothing operation

are therefore difficult to predict.
After the smoothing, the interior aluminum coating is
applied by vapor deposition, a process similar to the direct
vaporization of aluminum contacts in solar cell production
(see Sec. 5.24).

The Al is vaporized by electron beams.

The output faces of the waveguides

mu~t

then be slotted.

In SPS operation. these slots are the output ports of the
waveguides, releasing the microwaves to space.
r~quire

The slots

c1ose tolerances in dimensions and position.

There-

fore those slabs destined to be output faces are slotted by
laser.

Holes are also laser-cut through the waveguide input

faces.

reeder waveguides from the klystrons are connected to

these input holes at the SPS assembly site.

The coated sheets

are then assembled into \'1aveguide boxes by automated lfla.:hinery
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The sheets are fused
for adhesiv2s from

toget~er

£art~.

with lasers, avoiding the need

The finished waveguides are packaged

and shipped to the SPS assembly site.

5.10

MODIFICATIONS REQUIRED FOR PELLET INPUTS
As discussed in Sec. 4.5, the reference SM- designed in

this study assumes that

ra~

materials are launched from the

Moon by chemical rocket. and can therefore arrive at the SMF
in shapes convenient for inout into the factories (i.e. rods.
slabs, bagged powder).

These shapes would not be available,

however, if the lunar launch were done by catapult

(e.g.

mass-driver).
The lunar materials i.1put shaµes to the reference SMF are
listed in Table 5. 13 {repeatEd from Table 4.4).

Replacing

these shapes by pellet inputs requires relatively simple
modifications of the input sections of the SMF.
In the reference SMF, aluminum and iron rods (6.4 cm
diameter) are fed into induction furnaces of the type described
in section 5.3.3 (see Figs. 5.21 and 5.22).
n)ds by pellets, tho options are possible.

To replace these
In the first option

the pellets could be loaded into 6.4 cm-diameter tubes; the
tubes would then be crimped at both ends.

These tubes could

then be fed into the furnaces in the same fashion as the rods$
though slightly faster to account for their lesser density.
The tubes would be manufactured at the SMF from Al or Al alloy
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TABLE 5. 13: PHYSICAL SHAPES OF
LUNAR MATERIAL INPUTS TO THE REFERENCE SMF
Type of Input

Shape and Oimensions

lunar Inputs
Al uafnua:
For Al and Al alloy products

Rod. 6.< cm diameter
10 • length
Rod. 2.5 cm diameter
3 • length
Slab, 1 • x 1 m x .04 m

for SENOUST alloy
Sflf ca:

Sflfcon:
F~r solar cell production

fo

Slab, 1.Z m x .42 m x .04 •

furnaces

Roda 3.5 cm diameter
3 • 1engt'1
~s micron powder. bagged
Rod. 6.4 cm diameter
10 at length
Rod. 6.4 cm diameter
8 • length
Rod. 1.7 cm diameter
3 • length

Natural lunar Glass:
Iron:
S-Glass:
Magnesium:

ribbon (already available) or from Fe ribbon, produced by
routing molten iron from the furnace through a continuous
caster and the existing rolling mill.

This option would there-

fore require the addition of a continuous caster for iron
slabs, a form rolling and welding unit to produce the tubes,
and a tube-filling system.

This tube-filling system could be

either mechanical or pneumatic.
pellets would be fluidized
pumped through the tube.
mesh grating.

When

t~e

i~ an

In the pneumatic cas(. the
inert gas (e.g. argon) and

The peliets would be stopped by a
tube would be filled, the argon would

be pumped out, the grating retracted, and
both ends.
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t~e

tube crimped at

In the second option, the pellets

~ould

be fluidized in

an inert gas and pumped directly into the furnace.

The pellets

would enter the furnace with enough velocity to splush into the
melt.

The inert gas would be pumped out through a filtered

outlet.

This option requires sealing the furnace to avoid

loss of gass and providing a pellet fluidization system.

The production of Al 6063 alloy requires input of silicon
and magnesium.

The silicon could be

furnace (described below).

~iped

in from a silicon

Or the silicon pellets could be

sealed in tubes made of Al 6063 alloy, and fed to the furnaces
as rods.

This latter option could be used for magnesium

pellets also.

Finally, a small magnesium furnace

added, which would receive

~ellets

cou~d

be

fluidized in inert gas, and

would feed molten Mg to the Al alloy furnace.
For the production of SENOUST alloy, the iron furnace could
receive liquid aluminum and silicon from the aluminum and
silicon furnaces, or Al and Si pellets could be loaded into
tubes.

The tubes could be made of Al, Si, Fe, or SENDUST alloy.

Silica and silicon have magnetic properties which make them
unsuitable for melting in induction furnaces.

To produce thP

slabs used in solar cell production, the raw ma~erial pellets
would therefore be fed to a rotating furnace such as those
shown in Figs. 5. 19 and 5.29.
designed for pellet inputs.
f~rnaces

The furnace in Fig. 5. 19 is
The output of the silica and silicon

would be cast into slabs, either by continuous castei·s

or die casters.

In addition, the silicon furnace would feed
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molten silicon to the Al and Fe alloying furnaces.
S~F

would therefore require the addition to the
silica rotating furnaces, and slab

caste~$

Th1s option

of silicon and

for each material.

Since a lunar catapµlt could launch small bags of natural
lunar glass powder, no changes to the natural lunar glass input
are necessary.
In the reference SMF, S-glass rods are fed into glass fiber
producers (see Fig. 5.30).

Since these devices are piston-fed

tubes, they could be loaded with pellets prior to the piston's
travel down the tube.
or pneumatically.
require

an

The loading could be done mechanically.

In the pneumatic option, the tubes would

inlet door for the pellets and a filtered outlet for

the inert gas.

After loading of pellets

gas, the piston would begin its travel.
be the loading of $-glass pellets into
of S-glass fibers.

and

evacuation of the

Another option would
d

~ubular-woven

"sock"

This filled sock would then replace the

rods in the reference design.

These socks could be manufac-

tured by the existing insulation weavers.
Thus the replacement of the reference lunar inputs by
pellet inputs would not entail major modifications to the
reference SMF.

The study group feels that these modifica-

tions would not have a significant impact on the cost of
the SMF.
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CHAPTER 6
SMF
6.1:

LAYOUTS

OVERALL OPERATIONS LAYOUTS OF REFERENCE SMF

6.1.1

Overall Layout:

of the reference SMF.

Figure 6.1 presents the overall layout
The figure is an expanded version of

Fig. 1.3 describing the Space Manufacturing Facility concept.
The SMF consists of five major operations sections.

The

input/output station includes docking facilities and loading
and unloading equipment.

It receives all inputs to the SMF

and dispatches all outputs, and acts as a temporary warehousing facility.
The factories receive raw materials and expendables from
the input/output station and manufacture the required SMF products.

Personnel are required for supervision, maintenance,

and repair.
The habitation section provides the SMF personnel with
radiation-shielded living quarters.

These quarters include

facilities for exercise and recreation, and life-support.
The power

plant produces and conditions electrical power

from solar energy.

This power operates equipment in all sec-

tions of the SMF.
The production control section is an operations section
~ather

than an actual facility.

It controls all the operations

of the SMF, maintaining inventory, 3djusting production levels,
allocating the available resources as required by the production schedules.
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Although Fig. 6.1 is labeled

~s

an overall layout of the

reference SMF, other SMF designs would probably share most of
these features.

Other designs might separate input and output

stations, couple the outputs directly to the SPS assembly (if
the SMF and SPS assembly were both done by the same facility),
or use nuclear rather than solar power.

But the functions of

the basic components in the figure, and the interactions between the sections, are fundamental to the SMF concept.
More detailed layouts for the factories, including massflows between processes, are described in this chapter.

Sec-

tion 6.6 discusses layouts for the support equipment, including the input/output station and power plant.
6.1.2:

Factories Layout:

major operations within

Figure 6.2 presents a layout of the
the factories (the input/output sta-

tiJn is included for clarity).

Unlike Fig. 6.1, this layout

is specific to the reference SMF designed by this study.

Al-

ternative processes (such as those discussed in Chap. 5) would
lead to different layouts.
The operations layout in Fig. 6.2 traces the paths of the
SMF material inputs listed in Table 4.5 (see Chap. 4, "SMF
Inputs") as they are manufactured into the outputs listed in
Table 3.1 (see Chap. 3, "Specifications of SMF Outputs").

The

SMF output products are underlined in the layoJt.
Examination of Fig. 6.2 leads to several observations.
First, this reference SMF layout is simple:

there are few

Earth factories whose major operations layout fit on one page.
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There are two principal reasons for this

simplicity.

The

first is the small number of different types of SMF outputs.
Although the SPS contains a large variety of components, much
of this variety is in low-mass components.
brou~ht

can therefore be economically

These components

from Earth, leaving a

small number of types of products for SMF manufacture.

The

SMF products, however, account for roughly 90% of the SPS mass.
The second reason is that the SPS components manufactured
by the SMF are relatively simple.

Although the SPS does con-

tain some high"·· sophisticated components (such as switching
circuitry, attitude control systems, and klystron components),
that complexity is also concentrated in the low-mass components
which are brought from

Z~rth

rather than

manu~actured

at the

SMF.

The exception to this simplicity is the production of
solar cells.

h; will be shown by a later detailed layout,

this production is a complex
level of scrutiny

un~Prtaking.

(consid~ring

However, at this

only the major factory opera-

tions}, the solar cell production operations may be considered as one major

oper~tion.

Thus, much of the manufacturing variety and

comp1e~ity

can

be left on Earth, in the production of comp1ex low-mass components.

These components ai"'e then brought either to the Siir

for assembly processes or to the SPS finai assembiy site.
Another observation from Fig. 6.2 is that the reference
SMF operations layout can be conceptually split into three
sections:

solar cell production, waveguide production, and
6.5

the rest of the operations (collectively called "components
production~).

In general each of these 'factories' receives

one set of inputs from the input/output station and applies
man~facturing

processes to these inputs, without requiring in-

termediate inputs from the other 'factories• in the SMF.

The

exception is the use in the solar cell production and wavegu:de
production of aluminum slabs manufactured by the 'compo1ients
production' section.

However, these slabs could also be brought

from the Moon; manufacturing them at the SMF reduces the complexity of the lunar casting processes.
Each factory also returns a particular set of products to
the input/output station.

Thus the solar cell factory

prcduc~s

only solar cell arrays; the waveguide factory only waveguides;
and the components factory produces the remaining SMF products.
This conceptual splitting of SMF operations is possible
because the various factories do not share processes.

In

the design of the reference SMF, every effort was made to
combine processes into single pieces of
ample, several production

sequenc~s

equ~pment;

for ex-

in the components factory

share the rolling mills in the 'ribbon and sheet operations'.
However, after all such combinations were done, the processes
in the three factories remained separate from each other, even
when the materials being used were the same.

For example, the

aluminum contacts in the solar cells are too thin to be produced on the rolling mills in the components factory; they
~re

therefore vapor-deposited.

In general, the inputs to any

one factory differ from the inputs to the others.
6.6

For example,

aithough all three factories need some type of glass, the solar
cell factory requires optical-quality silica; the waveguide
factory can use natural lunar glass ( thus reducing

S-gl~ss

requirements); and :he components factory requires
for production of

~l~ss

~efining

fibers.

Detailed layouts of the major operation in the reference
SMF are shown in Secs. 6.3, 6.4, and 6.5.
clude

Thes~

l~yoijts

massflows of materials through the various

in-

processe~.

Section 6.2 discusses some general considerations in computing
massflows.

Explanations of the specific massflows appear in

the detailed layout sections.
6.2:

ESTIMATION OF

6.2. 1:

iSSFLO~S

Wastage in the Reference SMF:

The massflows in the

detailed layouts in the follo .·ng section are all based on
1

~he

production of one 10-GW SrS (without growth margin).

Th~refore
l~sted

the materials breakdown of the SMF outputs {as

in Table 3.3) is the starting point for the computation

of the uaterial

m~ssflows

in the reference SMF layouts.

The

types 1f material inputs needed are the same as the types of
materials required in the SMF outputs.

If there were no

wastage in the production processes, the quantities cf material inputs would also be the same as the cutput quantities
listed in Table 3.3.

However, some

wastag~

octurs in every

production process, the inputs and the internal massflows
must therefore include allowances for
Two types of wastage come into
is the loss of material

inp~ts

6.7

t~is

pl~y.

wastage.
'Process

wasta~e·

in the prope: functioning

cf the process.

For example, sawing operations waste kerf

from the cuts;

milling operations produce chips; and vapor

deposition processes lose vapor to space or to containment
other than the

surface~

depo~ition

surface.

These losses ap-

ply to every piece produced by the process, and can be predicted from t .e equipment designs.
The seconci kind of wastage is 'spoilage•,

th~

loss of

pieces of product due to failure in the manufdcturing process.
For example, a marhine control system malfunctions, and the
output is rejected by quality control systems; or a
indexing error

occurs~

type of wastage applies
expected. but
designs.
highly

ruini~g
o~ly

the workpiece within it.

to occasional p1eces.

statist~ca~ly ~redictable

Salvaging

auto~ated

~ay

mach~ne

ir some cases

~e

I~

This
is un-

from the equipment
possible but in a

process may not always be cost effective.

The referenL, SMF designed by this study was therefore
used to estimate wastage and to calculate massflows in the
layouts.
by

The losses in the processes were first calculated

estimating wastage at each step in the processes, and com-

puting massflows between each step accordingly.
culations

le~

These cal-

to two observations.

Fi rs t , for the products o f the c . .,11:1 pone n ts factory i n the
reference SMF (i.e.

struct~ual

member ribbon, klystron assem-

blies, busbar strips, DC-DC _r .erters,
cable~.

OC-DC converter

raai~~:t5,

electri~'l

end joints, and joint clus-

ters), the total process waste and spoilage

6.8

wires and

estimate~

from

materf~l

inputs to finished outputs ranges from 11 to 101.

In

other words, the process with the highest wlste (that of the
klystron assemblies) lose$ 10% of those SMF material inputs
destined to become part of the final assemblies.
Second, these wastage estimates are no
than the uncertainties

i~

mor~

significant

the SMF output quantities.

As de-

scribed 1n Chap. 3, these output quantitits were calculated
from lunar-material substitutions into the Boeing-JSC baseline SPS design.

Since both the baseline SPS design and the

lunar-material substitutions carry uncertainties, often

10~

or larger, the 1-10% wastage estimates do not significantly
alter the accuracy of the input quantities for
mentioned above.

th~

products

Moreover, the uncertainties in the wastage

estimates are dwarfed by the uncertainties in the product
quantities.
spoilage is

A careful determination of process wastage and
theref~re

unnecessary.

These two ohservations do net apply to the solar cell
array and waveguide

~roduction.

In both cases, the

proces~

wastage is significantly i1igher th:-. in the components production.

In solar cell production, the vapor deposition

processes have an

estimate~

deposition efficiency of 67%,

with the other 33% of the input material lost to space or
deposited on conta1nment surfaces other than the deposition
surface.

In waveguide production, kerf losses in cutting and

slotting foamed-glass sheets are estimated to waste 30% of
ti.e foamed glass.

Both solar cell production and waveguide
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production also have spoiiage losses, beyond the process wastage.
These obseriations led to allowable simplifications in the
computations of the rnassflows in the leyouts as discussed in
Sec. 6.3.7.

The rationale for the specific massflows is ex-

plained fn the detailed layout sections.
6.2.2:

~aste

Disposal:

In the early stages of this study,

when preliminary estimates of wastage were made. the predicted
figures were so low that the addition of

specialize~

repro-

cessing equipment to the SMF design seemed a needlessly costly
complication, for several reasuns.
is unrecoverable:

vapor

esca~ing

First, some of the waste
from deposition processes

is lost to free space, and substandard or broken solar cells
can be reduced to their component materials only with complex
separation and purification techniques.

Second, returning

metallic wastes (chips, trim, broken pieces) to the melts requires packaging of the waste for furnace insertion, or modification of the furnace designs to accept loose material as
inputs.

Third, the anticipated waste contains only traces of

earth materials, and therefore its loss adds only to the relatively lower cost of lunar

~aterial

transportation.

Fourth 9

the solid waste can serve as radiation shielding after only
a bagging operation, avoiding any need for reprocessing.
As the design of the reference SMF evolved, the processes
changed,

~'I

and higher.

their wastage estimates became more accurate
The reference SMF design presented in this
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report wastes 50,000 tuns of every 150,000 tons of material
inputs (or 331 of the input mass).

Of the 50,000 tons, an

estimated 36,000 tons are wasted in solar-cell production,
and another 6,500 tons are wasted in waveguide production.
In view of the high waste mass, particularly in solarcell production, modifications to the reference SMF should
be considered, either to reduce the wastage, or to reprocess
the waste.

A discussion of these issues appears in Chap. 13,

•Possible System Tradeoffs".

6.3:
5.3.1:

COMPONENTS PRODUCTION OPERATIONS LAYOUTS
S~ction

Organization:

The major operations layout of

the reference SMF factories is shown in Fig. 6.2 above.

The

lower section of that layout presents the major operations of
the components factory, which produces structural member ribbon, klystron assemblies, busbar strips, DC-DC converters,
electrical wires and cables, DC-DC converter radiators, end
joints, and joint clusters.

Each of the major operations of

the components factory {shown as boxes in Fig. 6

~,

be expandea into a detailed layout.

l

panied by explanations nf the

The layouts

sequ~nccs

will now
~

of processes.

accom(Note:

The singular forrn fs used for simplicity when referring to a
particulaf type of equipment [e.g. 'the furnace'] although
there may be several such pieces of equipment ln the SMF.)
The circles on some of the arrows in the layouts indicate internal storage

dev~ces

(described in Sec. 6.6.2).

The mass

figures listed in the layouts are the total massflows (inclu-
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ding wastage allowances) required for the production of one
10-GW SPS.

Section 6.3.7 presents the rationale behind these

massflows.

Since the reference SMF is sized to produce one

10-GW SPS per year, the figures in the layouts are yearly massflows through the machinery.

The equipment designs are p"e-

sented in Chap. 7, "Production Equipment
6.3.2:

Specifications~

Metals Furnaces and Casters Layout:

The box labeled

'Metals Furnaces and Casters' in Fig. 6.2 is expanded into a
detailed layout in Fig. 6.3.

At the upper left-hand

co~ner

of the detailed layout, iron rods (from the input/output
station) are fed into a melting and alloying furnace, which
alternately feeds two die casters.

In the first

cas~,

the

furnace feeds molten iron to a die caster producing solenoid
poles for klystrons.

These solenoid poles are then sent to

the klystron production section.
In the second case, aluminum and silicon rods are also
fed into the furnace to produce SENDUST alloy.

The alloy is

fed to a die caster to produce SENDUST transformer cores for
DC-DC converters.

The cores are then sent to the DC-DC con-

verter production section.
lower down in Fig. 6.3, aluminum rods {from the input/output station) are fed into a melting and alloying furnace.
furnace produces four output streams.

This

In the first case, mag-

nesium and silicon rods are ied 1nto the furnace as well, to
produce Al 6063 alloy.
tinu0us
are th

caste~

This molten alloy is fed to a con-

which produces 6063 alloy slabs.

The~e

slabs

sent to the ribbon and sheet operatior.s section.
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DETAILED LAYOUT

In the second case, pure molten aluminum is fed to the
continuous caster to produce aluminum slabs.

These slabs are

sent to three destinations: 3,0SO tons tc the solar cell factory, 165 tons to the waveguide factory, and 11,500 tons to
the ribbon and sheet operations section of the components
factory.
In the third case, molten aluminum is fed to a die caster
with a number of different molds. This caster produces solenoid

~ores

(o~e

part), klystron housings (collector and solen-

oid housings, two parts each), and manifold parts (five parts
per manifold).

The solenoid cores

the klystron production section.

a~d

klystron housings go to

The manifold parts are sent

to the ribbon and sheet operations section.
In the fourth case, molten A1 6063 alloy goes to the die
Cdster.

The caster produces end joints {one part) and joint

clusters (several shapes).

These end joints aid joint clusters

are SMF outputs; they are sent to the input/output station.
6.3.3:

Ribbon and Sheet Operations Layout:

Figure 6.4 ex-

pands the box labeled 'Ribbon and Sheet Operations' in Fig. 6.2
int~

a detailed operations layout.

At the left-hand end of

the detailed layout, Al 6063 alloy slabs (from the metals
furnaces and casters section) arc fed into a rolling mill.
This rolling mill reduces the slab thickness, producing 1.77 mm
thick Al 6063 ribbon (.74 m wide).
then

e~d-trimmed

The p1etes of ribbon are

and welded into long structural member rib-

bon which is then wound onto rolls for shipment.

During the

roll winding, a teflon sheet is sandwiched between successive
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DETAILED LAYOUT

layers of Al alloy ribbon,
vacuum-welding together.

t<L prevent ribbon su,faces from
The rolled-up structural membP.r rib-

bon is SMF output; it is sent to the ir.put/output station.
The roiling mill also receives pure {99.6+%} aluminum slabs
from the metals furnaces and casters section.
the rolling mill feeds three output streams.

From these slabs
In all three

cases, the rolling mill produces 1 mm thick Al ribbon (.74 m
wide}.

In the first case, the ribbon is end-trimmed

~nd

into long busbar strips, which are then wound on rolls.

welded
As

w1th the structural member ribbon above, teflon sheet is inserted into the busbar strip roll to keep ribbon surfaces from
vacuum-welding.
In the second case, the Al ribbon goes to a sheet trimmer,
which cuts the ribbon and trims its edges to form pieces of
sheet ribbon (.72mx2.15 m).

These are sent to sheet lay-

out and klystron radiator assembly (discussed later}.
In the third case, the rolling mill feeds the Al ribbon
to a ribbon slicer.

The ribbon siicer cuts the .74 m wide

ribbon into strips rar.ging in width from .25 m down to 1.0 mm.
These strips feed four output streams from the ribbon slicer.
First, heat pipe ribbon

.125 m wide

is sent through a

ribbon trimmer, which cuts the ribbon into 1 .6 m lengths.
These lengths of heat pipe ribbon are sent to the sheet layout and klystron radiator assembli
Second. heat pipe strips .25 m wide and 3.5 m long are
passed through a striator which scores one side of the strips
with fine grooves.

These grooves will eventually serve as

capillary return paths for fluid in a heat pipe.
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The striated

heat pipe strips are then form rolled to produce heat pipe
segments.

These segments are sent (without trireming) to the

sheet layout and radiator assembly operation.
Third, radiator pipe strips .25 m wide and 3.5 m long are
form rolled to the same cross-section as the heat pipe segments mentioned above (see F;g. 3.6 for cross-section).

These

strips are trimmed to 3.45 m length, and sent to the DC-DC
converter radiator assembly (discussed later).
Fourth, the ribbon slicer produces a range of widths of
aluminum wire, as small as 1.0 mm x 1.0 mm.

This wire is sent

to the insulated wire production section.
The sheet layout and klystron radiator assembly receives
pieces of sheet ribbon, heat pipe ribbon, and heat pipe segments from other parts of the components fJctory, and produces two output streams.

For the first output, pieces of

sheet ribbon are welded together into sheet pieces 1.44 m x
2.15 m x .001 m.

These pieces are sent to the DC-DC con-

verter radiator assembly.
For the second output, sheet pieces are produced as described above, but heat pipe segments and pieces of heat pipe
ribbon are welded to the sheet pieces, forming six heat pipes
extending from one surface of the sheet pieces.

The sheet

pieces with the heat pipes are the klystron radiators, and
they are sent to the klystron production section.
The DC-DC converter radiator assembly receives sheet
pieces. radiator pipe segments. and manifold parts from other
parts of the components factory, and assembles the sheet
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pieces into radiator sheets 36.55 m x 10.08 m x .001 m.

The

radiator pipe segments and manifold parts are welded to one
surface of the sheets,
fluid.
puts;

formi~g

a network of pipes for cooling

The completed DC-DC converter radiators are SMF outthey go to the input/output

st~tion.

Since the radi-

ators are too large for the SMF internal transport system,
this assembly facility is located near the input/output station, and the DC-DC converter radiators are moved by the loading/unloading manipulators.
6.3.4:

Insulated Wire Production Laycut:

The 'Insulated Wire

Production' box in Fig. 6.2 is expanded into a detailed oper·
ations layout in Fig. 6.5.

Rods of S-glass (65%

s;o 2 ,

25%

Al 2 o3 , 10% MgO) from the input/output station are fed into a
heated pipe, and when molten, are drawn through a multi-hole
die to produce glass fibers, which are wound on spools.
The spools of glass fibers and aluminum wire (from the
ribbon and sheet operations section) are loaded into a wire
wrapper, which produces three output streams.
The first output is spools of insulated wire for DC-DC
converter coils, which is sent to the DC-DC converter production section.

The second output is spools of insulated

wire for klystron coils, which is sent to the klystron production section. The third output is electrical wires and
cables (on spools);

this is an SMF output, and is sent to

the input/output station.
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6.3.5:

DC-DC Converter Production layout:

Figure 6.6 expands

the 'DC-DC Converter Production' bor in Fig. 6.2 fnto a detafled operations layout.

Transformer cores {from the metals

furnaces and casters section) are drilled to provide core
coolant channels.
~ire

Next, insulated wire {from the insulated

production section) is

~ound

into coils around the trans-

Finally, DC-DC converter parts from

former cores.

~arth

(from

the input/output station) are added to the transformer to complete the DC-DC converters.
they go to the

.nput/o~tput

converters are SMF outputs;

station.
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10~

wastage;

210~

tons)

nETAILED LAYOUT

6.3.6:

Klystron Production layout:

The box labeled ':.iystron

Production' in Fig. 6.2 is exµJnded into a detailed operations
layoJt in Fig. 6.7.

Solenoid cores (from the metAls furnaces

and caster section) are first machined and polished to obtain
d~mensions

adequate cavity

and surface fin1sh.

Next, trans-

verse coolant channels are drilled through the solenoid cores.
The cores are tested for proper cavity operation.
Ceramic wihdows are part of the klystron parts from Ear,h
(from the input/output station); they
put cavities.

~re

fitte1 into the out-

Next, the solenoid cores are wound

w~th

insu-

lated wire (from the insulated wire production section).
Solenoid poles

(fro~

~asters

the metals fur•.

t i on ) a r:.? we 1 de d i n p l a c e , a n d t he a s ~ ":! m!J . ~ _· s
for proper function.

Next, the

solenoi~

~

ccre;

sec-

o 1 d t es t e d
r-!

attar.her'

to the radiators (from the ribbon and sheet operoti:ns sections).
The klystron units now go into final

ass~~bly,

where :om-

ponents from Earth (collectorr and other components, from the
input/output station) and collector and solenoid
(from the metals

f~rnaces

housi~gs

and casters section) are assembled

to the solenoid cores, completing the klystron assemblies.
The

~ssemblies

are then baked out and

process~~,

a "running-

in" process to outgas and c:ge the tube, and tested to verify
prone~

function of the klystron.

The klystron assemblies are

;,,'if out ·uts; they are sent to the input/output station.
All

.• ~ sections of all the SMF factories include quality

control procedures.

However, they are not shown in the
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operations layouts.

Onlv the klystron production layout in-

cludes testing, because the testsrequired are p1rticularly
sophisticated a!1d significantly increase the complexity of
production.
6.3.7:

Components Froduction

Ma~sflows:

As descrioed in

Sec. 6.2.l, exam!nation of the process and equipment designs
in the components factory yielded total process waste and
spoilage estiroates betweer i% and

10~

fer each output product.

And the uncertainties in the wastage estimates are dwarfed
Dy the uncertaint1es in the product quantities.

Taking these

considerations into account, the study group simplified the
problem with two decisions.
First, for the 1%-10%-wastage products (structural

membe~

ribbon, klystron assemblies, busbar strips, OC-OC converters,
pl~ctrical

wires and cables, DC-DC converter radiators, end

joints, and joint clusters),
s~r~ztive

10~

th~

study group assumed a con-

total wastage (combined process wastage and

spoilage] from material inputs to

fi~ished

products.

Second, for each of these products, rather than allocating
a frdctio

o~

the

10~

wastage to each of the production steps,

the stildy group made the simpler. conservative decision to
size each proriuction step fo· maximum

wastag~.

In other words, the thro11ghputs through all
production
w~~tage

margin).

~teps

components

are first calculated as if there were no

whatsoever (based on one 10-GW SPS without
Then all the massflows wPre set
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10~

gro~th

higher.

It is

these higher
The

mas~flows

com~~nents

flows.

which appear in the operations layouts.

factary equipment is also sfzed for these mass-

These two decisions greatly simplify the bookkeeping

of massflows. without significant 1oss of accuracy.

The SMF

material inputs masses in the components productior. layouts
match those

in Table 4.2.

list~~

The SM: output masses in

parentheses (afte- the assumed 10% wastage) match those listed
in Table 3.1.

SOLAR CELL PRODUCTION OPERATIONS LAYOUTS

~.4:

6.4.1:

Operations layout:

Figure 6.8 presents a detailed

operations layout of the solar cell factory in the reference
SMF.

The following

cells through the

discus~ion

la~-out.

traces the growth of the solar

Specific descriptions of productio·l

equipment appear in Chap. 7.
Starting in the upper left-hand corner of the laycuf:,

aluminum (from slabs from the metals furnaces and casters sect

ion} is deposited by direct vaporization (OV} to form rear

contacts (2 microns thick) for the solar cells.

At •he same

time, metallurgical grade (MG) silicon (from the

inp~t/output

station) is Z)ne

ref~~ed

to

sem~conductor

grade (SeG).

This

SeG silicon is then direct vaporized onto the rear- aluminum
contacts, to a

dep~h ~f

dopant (boron) is
the

s~licon.

~nd

m~crons.

ion-imp1ante~

Simultaneously, the p-

into the bottom 45 microns of

The silicor layer is then

prove the c'"ysta"

beam

50

recryst~llized

·;e quality of the depositLJ11.

recry~tallization

fosters

t~e

A

to im-

pulsed-

grow•h of columnar grain3,

a scan recrystallization w1Lens the diameter of these grains.
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SOLAR CELL PRODUCTION:

DETAILED LAYOUT

Next, the n-dopant (phosophorus)

is applied by ion-

implantation to the top 5 microns of the silicon layer.

After

the n-dopant application, an annealing step heals the resulting point defects in the crystal lattice.
Aluminum (from the metals furnaces ana casters

sc~t1on)

f s then deposited by DV to a depth of 1 micron to form the

front contacts. This deposition 1s done through shadow masks,
in two steps:

the first deposition mask forms the fingers of
patt~r~;

the grid fingers

the second mask forms the collector

bar, comp•etfng the pattern on the cells.

Once used, the

masks are coated with aluminum, and must be cleaned before
being returned to the DV process.
of the aluminum, the top contacts

Following the deposition
a~e

sintered by a low-power

beam 3can over the grid fingers pattern.
The sheets of solar cells are then cut into sections
('crosscut').

Cell interconnects

sections of cells

inserted between the

and electrostatically bonded to the col-

lector bars and rear contacts.
cor.nect is omitted.

~re

Every 18 strips, the inter-

This forms panels of 18 sections each,

with panel dimensior.s 1 .17 m x l.l m.

The interconnects are

produced by a separate machine which direct-vaporizes aluminum
(from the metals furnaces and casters section} to form a shett
0f Al; this sheet is then cut into inter:onnects.

After the cell interconnection, a 7S-micron thick optical
cover of sto 2 (from the input/output station) is direct-vaporized onto the too surface of the cell pane:s, covering the
silicon

wafers~

top contacts, and interconnects.
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Next, a

SO-microns thick layer of

s~o

2 is direct-vaporized onto the

bottom of the cell panels, covering the rear contacts and interconnects.

This

~aneis

l~yer

is the glass substrate for the cells.

are then aligned to form larger arrays.

At this

stage defective panels can be removed and spare panels can be
inserted (to maintain the proper output rate of solar cell
arrays}.

Panel interconnects (made by the same equipment as

the cell interconnects} are then inserted between panels and
electrostatically bonded to the collector bars and rear contacts of the cell strips at the panel edges (these collector
bars and rear contacts were masked during St0 2 deposition).
The panels are then cut across th~ solar cell sections
('longitudinal cut'), separatiug each section into 14 solar
cells an the panel into 252 interconnected cells.

Kapton

tape (from the input/output station) is then applied to the
rear surface of the cells, covering the edges of the panels.
This tape serves as structural backin9 to the solar cell arrays.
The array segments (each

l~

panels wide and 541 panels

long) are then accordion-folded and packaged into a cushioned
box for transport out of the solar cell factory, to the input/
output station for final delivery to the SPS assembly site.
6.4.2:

Solar Cell Production "assflows:

The massflows in

the layout in Fig. 6.S are estimated from the process and
equipment designs, based on the production of one 10-GW SPS
(without grow·· margin).
waste in sc _r cell

As mentioned in Sec. 6.2.1, process

productio~
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is significantly higher than

1n components production.

This is due to an estimated depo-

sition efficiency of 67% in the direct vaporization processes

!2/3 deposited, 1/3 wasted), and estimated loss of 211 of the
input silicon during

zo~e

refining, and the wastage of 600

tons of aluminum on the from contact shadow masks.

Besides

the process waste, a spoilage rate of lOi was assumed, due to
the fragility of the cells and the precision required in process control.
Rather than

esti~ating

fractions of the total spoilage

rate for each production step, the i0% spoilage rate was conservatively applied to the entire set of massflows.

In other

word

the throughputs were calculated (including the process

wast~)

as if there we1e no spoilage.

All the massflows were

then increased by 10%.

It is these massflows that appear on

the operations layout.

The

thosr. in Table 4.2.

materi~l

inputs masses match

The SMF output mass in parentheses (after

the assumed 10% spoilage) matches that

1~sted

in Table 3.1.

Subtracting the material outputs masses (from Table 3.3) from
the material inputs masses (from Tabl2 4.2) yields the wastage
for each type of material.

Dividing that wastage by the input

mass for any material gives the wastage percentage listed in
Table 4.2.

WAVEGUIDE PRODUCTION

6.5:
6.5.1:
t~e

Operations Layout:

OPE~AT~ONS

LAYOUT

A detailed operations layout of

waveguide factory in the reference SMF
~~jn~

appear~

in Fig. 6.9.

of the equipment are presented in Chap. 7.
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F1GURE 6.9: WAVEGUIDE PRODUCTION: DETAILED LAYOUT

Natural lunar glass (brought from the Moon as

5-micron

powder, bagged) and foaming agents (brought from Earth as
powder) are moved from the input/output station to the powder
mixer, where they are thouroughly mixed. The mixed powder is
loaded into a mold, heated into foamed glass, and cooled over
12 hours.

The blocks are then cut into thin sheets (2.5 mm

thickness) by

multiple saws.

The sheet faces which will

form the interior of the waveguide are then smoothed by a
scanning laser, to produce a surface suitable for coating
with

alu~inum.

This aluminum (from the metals furnaces and

casters section) is direct-vaporized onto those surfaces, to
a depth of 6.7 microns.
Following the Al deposition, the sheets are slicea into
strips sized to become sides of the waveguides.

Those strips

which are output faces are laser-slotted, and those which are
input faces are laser-holed.

During the SPS assembly, input

feeds from the klystrons will

b~

connected to those input holes.

The strips are then assembled into
fusing the corners together.

waveg~.de

"sticks" by laser-

The completed sticks are packaged

and sent to the input/output station.
6.5.2:

Waveguide Production Massflows:

Based on production

of one 10-GW SPS (without growth margin), massflows in the
layout in Fig. 6.9 are estimated from thE process and equipment designs.

As mentioned in Sec. 6.2.1, process waste is

significantly higher in waveguide production than in compo6.30

nents production.

The estimated process waste from cutting

and slotting the foamed glass is 303 of the material.

Also,

the estimated efficiency of Al direct vaporization is 67%
(Z/3 deposited, 1/3 wasted).

In addition to the process

waste, a spoilage rate of 10% was assumed, in view of the
fragility of the waveguides.
Rather than estimating fractions of the total spoilage
rate for each production step, the 10% spoilage rate was conservatively applied to the entire set of massflows. In other
word~, the throughputs were calculated (including the rrocess waste) as if there were no spoilage.
flows were increased by 10%.
on the operations layout.
those in Table 4.2.

The

Then all the mass-

It is these massflows that are

The material inputs masses match
SMF output mass in parentheses

(after the assumed 10% spoilage) matches the one listed in
Table 3.1.

Subtracting lliaterial outputs masses (from Table

3.3) from the material inputs masses (from Table 4.2) yields
the wastage for each type of material.

Dividing that wastage

by the input mass for any material gives the wastage percentage listed in Table 4.2.
6.6:

SUPPORT OPERATIONS LAYOUTS

6.6.1:

Input/Output Station Layout:

Figure 6.10 presents

a detailed layout of the box labeled 'Input/Output Station'
in Fig. 6.2.

The equipment designs are

present~d

in Chap. 8,

"Support Equipment Specifications".
The large unpiloted cargo modules (from LEO, Moon, or SPS
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DETAILED LAYOUT

assembly site) are docked by the loading/unloading manipulators to large retention latches.

While they are docked to

the SMF, these cargo modules serve as storage areas for inputs waiting to enter the SMF, and for SMF outputs awaiting
shipment to the SPS assembly site.
In~uts

(i.e. material inputs to factories, expendables,

refurbishment parts, propellant, consumables) are unloaded
from the containers by the manipulators and transferred to
the internal transport loading/unloading statfJn. This
st3tion is mer~ly a transfer point between the manipulators
and the magnetic-cart internal transport system.

Once in the

magnetic carts, the SMF inputs are routed to the appropriate
destinations.
Most of the SMF outputs reach the input/output station
via the internal transport system.

They are picked up by the

loading/unloading manipulators at the internal transport station, and loaded into cargo modules.

The exception is the

DC-DC converter radiators, which are too large to fit in the
internal transport system.
pulators

d~rectly

These are picked up by the mani-

from their production area, which is located

within reach of the input/output station.
Personnel modules (smaller than the cargo modules} are
docked by their pilots to standard androgyn
isms.

jocking mechan-

Personnel can then transfer through the pressurized

docking ring to a pressurized tunnel leading to the habitation
section.
into the

The reverse process brings personnel from the SMF
pers~nnel

modules for departure.
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The output masses shown in the layout are those required
for the production of one 10-GW SPS (without growth margin).
They match the masses listed in Table 3.1,"SMF Outputs".
6.6.2:

Internal Transport and Storage Layouts:

An operations

layout for the internal transport system would carry little
information:

the operations of the transport system are to

load, carry, and unload.

Instead, Fig. 6.11 presents a very

simplified schematic of the system.
The internal transport system links three principal sections of the SMF:

the input/output station, the habitation

section, and the factories.

Not shown on the schematic are

internal storage devices within the factories, or the complex

net~ork

of tracks carrying inputs to individual machine,

intermediate products between machines, and outputs out of the
factories.

Equipment descriptions appear in Chap. 8.

To guarantee that production is not slowed by the unavailability of transport carts during peak demand periods,
a number of extra carts are available to the system.
are kept in cart storage are,_ ·'
the SMF.

sev~ral

Thest

locations around

Routing contr:l {more an operations section then

a~

actual facility) ma1ntains a map and cargo manifest of the
entire system, including the locations of all carts.

It re-

ceives information on cart location from the entire system,
Jnd updates its location map continuously.

Based on this

d3ta, routing control optimizes the t1affic pattern and issue~

appropriate step-and-go or switching
6 . 3 f,

comran~s

to the
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SECTION

INPUT/OUTPUT.
ROUTtNG
5'-~~~~~--~
STATION
CONTROL

.w
O"I

Double-headed arrows represent
information going to P~utf ng
Control and commands going to
~MF Sections and cart storaJe
locations

FIGURE 6.11:

'1

t~

~RANSPORT

INTERNAL rRANSPORT SCHEMATIC

TRACKS

s~stem.

Carts can be individually routed and controlled by

this system.
There are three types of iiternal storage in the reference
SMF.

The first is the bulk storage at the input/output sta-

tion.

The cargo modules,

on~~

docked, serve as storage for

input materials ready to e·ter the SMF and for SMF outputs
rea<.." for s:. ,..ment.

When a cargo module's input materials

have oeen entirely replaced by SMF outputs, the module is
leased and shipped to

1

~e

he SPS assembly site.

The second type of internal storage is within the factories.

When a machine requires small pieces as inputs, an

internal transport cart can hold many such pieces and serve
as f nternal storage.

The cart is parked on a sidetrack next

to the input of the machine, which slowly empties the cart
as needed.

When emptied, the cart moves away, and a full

cart replaces it.

Similarly, machines which produce small

outputs can slowly fill a cart, which moves away when full.
The third type of internal storage (also within the factories) is an 'internal storage device'.

Such devices are

intermediate warehouses to ;,old machine inputs and intermediate

products of the production lines.

They serve as local

supply depots to sections of the factories.

Figure 6.12 shows

a possible operations layout including such devices.

Inputs

(either from other machines or from the input/output station)
are brought by
age devices.

t~e

internal transport system to internal stor-

The inputs are off-loaded from the transport
6.36
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POSSIBLE INTERNAL STORAGE OPERATIONS LAYOUT

system into the storage devices, adding to the process machinery's input reserves.
inputs as needed.

Meanwhile, the machinery draws on stored

This system allows uninterrupted production

despite irregular flows of inputs to the internal storage devices.
6.6.3:

Power Plant Layout:

Fi1ure 6.13 presents an

layout of the SMF power plant.

operation~

Descriptions of the equipment

appear in Chap. 8.
Sunlight falls on a solar array, generating DC power.
This power is fed by busbars to two power conditioning systems.
The first systeir consists of DC-DC converters and switchi !g
systems, which produce high-voltane AC power at 300 Hertz,
for use in

th~

induction furnaces in the components factory.

The second power corditioning system consists of DC-DC
converters

an~

:witching systems, which produce DC power at
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POWER PLANT OPERATIONS:

DETAILED LAYOUT

SOLAR
ARRAY

Solar
Energy

various voltages.

These power outruts supply all of the pro-

duction equipment in the factories, repair shops, support equipment (including control centers), habitation section, internal
storage devices, and the input/output station.
In case of solar eclipse, or malfunction of the solar-array
pointir.g system, power can be produced by emergency fuel cells,
which feed DC power to the power conditioning system.

During

primary power failure, these fuel cells produce enough power
to avoid damage to equipment and danger to personnel while the
production equipment shuts down;

to keep

ess~~tial

support

services (e.g. docking, internal transport, life-support, repair) working unt11 primary power returns; and to keep the
life-support systems of the habitation section operating.
The fuel cells are actually

o~erated

at low output at

all times, to keep them in operating condition, and to produce power to handle peak loads (the solar. array produces
mainly baseload power).

The cells are fueled with lunar oxy-

gen and earth hydrogen; their water output makes up the water
losses in the food and water cycles.
Power requirements for

individ~al

process machines and

support machines are listed in Chaps. 7 and 8, respectively.
The total power requirement and component requirements are
listed in Chap. 10.
6.6.4: Product;on Control and Management layout:

The opera-

tions in production control and management are schematized in
Fig. 6.14.

The system includes three levels of control:
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PRODUCTION CONTROL AND MANAGEMENT
DETAILED LAYOUT

tory monitoring, factory resources management, and production
management.
The lowest level is factory monitoring, which

~ontinuously

receives information on machine operation and output quality.
If product quality is substandard, the factory monitoring section sends commands to the factory to adjust the appropriate
equipment settings.
If the substandard output persists, or if a machine breakdown occurs, the factory monitoring section sends commands to
the factory to shut down the affected equipment, and sends commands to the maintenance and repair section to fix the problem.
Similarly, the factory monitoring section monitors the need for
maintenance of the factory equipment, and sends commands to the
maintenance and repair :ection to do that maintenance.

The op-

tions, strategies, and equipment for maintenance and repair are
discussed in Chap. 9.
Factory monitoring is
the factory.

decentr~lized,

i.e. spread throughout

It matches the functions of the human machine

operator on Earth (it could also be a human operator in space).
The human operator on Earth adjusts the machine to maintain
output quality, shuts it down if necessary, and calls for maintenance or repair services as needed.
The next level in SMF production control and management is
the factory resources management section. This section receives
;~formation

from

seve~al

sources.

From the factory monitoring

section, it receives continuous information on the status of
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the factory, i.e. which machines are working, which are shut
down, which are approaching scheduled maintenance.

From the

factory itself, the factory resources management section receives information on the contents of internal storage systems.
rrom the input/output station, it receives information on the
input and output inventories in the cargo modules.
From all this information, the factory resources management section builds and continuously updates a picture of the
resources available for production:

status of machinery, size

and location of material inventories.

Based on this picture,

this section models and predicts factory throughput.

It then

optimizes factory operations in the predictive model.
To implement the optimum model, the factory resources
management section issues commands to the input/output station
and to the factory, and reprograms the factory monitoring section.

The commands start and stop

equipment, and control the

routing of internal transport systems (the commands are fed to
the 'routing control' described in Sec. G.6.2).

The reprogram-

ming of the factory monitoring section can change the quality
control criteria and/or alter the response to machine breakdown.
For example, should the factory resources management section be faced with the problem of producing a large number of a
given component quickly, but with reduced qual
it can do the following:
to load the necessary

i~y

requirements,

1) command the input/output station

~"puts

into the factory as q1!ickly as

possible; 2) command the internal transport

routin~

control to

give priority to those inputs; 3) command the factory equipment
6.42

to produce as much of the needed product as possible; 4) reprogram the factory monitoring section to reduce quality control
criteria (thus reducing the quantity of rejected product); 5)
reprogram the response to machine breakdown, so that the factory
monitoring section will send more repair workers to fix any
failuFes in the needed equipment; 6) reprogram the factory monitoring section to delay maintenance on the necessary machinery.
The earth analogy to the factory resources management is
the shop foreman who knows the status of the shop's equipment,
the availability of the shop personnel, the contents of the
stock racks and the storage room, and the output expected from
the shop.

The shop foreman allocates the available resources to
'

maximize the output required.
The factory resources management section of the SMF includes several such personnel
complex SMF factories.

t~

oversee the operations of the

The large volumes of information required

are processed by computers.
The upper level of production control and management is
production management.

The SMF production

ffi~nager

receives

information from within the SMF and from other sectors of the
space industrialization scenario.
management

scct10~,

production

From the

ma~agement

the resources available to the SMF.

facto~y

resources

receives updates on

From the Moon and the SPS

assembly site, the SMF production manager receives information
on shipment schedules for both expected input shipments and
required output shipments.

These cacts are then evaluated to6.43

..
'

gether with long-range planning goals to determine the r.ear-term
objectives of SMF production.

Production management then gives

these objectives to the factory resources management section for
implementation.

Following the

produce as much of the needed

~xample
prod~ct

above, the decisions to
as possible, and to lessen

the quality control criteria, would be the SMF production
manager's.
6.6.5:

Habitation:

An operations layout of the habitation is

outside the scope of this study.
design are

avai~able

A number of studies on habitat

in the literature (Refs. 6.1, 6.2, 6.3).

A description of the habitation section design used in this study
appears in Chap. 8.
6.6.6:

Stationkeeping:

f~nctions:

The stationkeeping system has three

to maintain the SMF in the desired orbit; to provide

general attitude control to keep the structure shaded by its
solar array; and to provide fine attitude control to keep the
shape of the SMF within structural tolerances.

In general, the

stationkeeping system requires navigational sensors, relative
position sensors for the various sections of the SMF, and
thrusters.

Descriptions of this equipment appear in Chap. 8;

definition of their quantitative requirements is not part of
this study.
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